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PREFATORY NOTICE. 

THE immense region west of the Rocky Mountains, extending to the 
Pacific ocean, and bounded by the Russian frontier on the north, and Cali- 
fornia on the south, now attracts so much of popular regard, and is com- 
mingled with so many important national interests, that an accurate and 
minute acquaintance with the general topic is essential to every American 

Several exploring tours of the western portion of our continent, within the 
geographical boundaries of the wilds now commonly known by the title, 
OREGON, have taken place during the present century. President Jefferson, 
in 1804, directed the first scrutiny in that country under the superintendence 
of Messrs. Lewi3 and Clarke, who devoted the larger part of three years to 
the examination of those trackless forests, and who were the pioneers of 
the movements which arc now extending the limits of civilization, where 
Indians, or deer, bears, or buffaloes only roamed. The second expedition by 
Major Pike to survey the West, forty years ago, was restricted to the eastern 
side of the Rocky Mountains, am' consequently communicated little direct 
intelligence concermng the lands, the possession of which is now the subject 
of controversy between the United States and Britain. 

The other subsequent travellers in the western territory confined their 
researches within the country through which the Upper Mississippi and 
Missouri flow; and therefore imparted no information of any importance 
concerning the Oregon lands, rivers, and other topics of public interest. 

Daring several years, however, from 1833 to 1838, Mr. Nicollet, a scien 
tific tourist, explored a very extensive portion of the western country beyond 
the northern branches of the Mississippi. At the close of his amateur travels, 
the government of the United States engaged him to repeat his journey in 
another region; and Captain Fremont was united with him to assist his 
efforts.    After an absence of two seasons, they returned and exhibited the 
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result of their discoveries and astronomical observations and topographical 
admeasurements to the government at Washington. 

It being desirable for the Federal authorities to become fully acquainted 
with the state of the territory between the southern geographical^ boundary 
of the United States and the Rocky Mountains, around the head-waters of 
the Missouri, Captain Fremont was appointed to superintend that exploring 
tour. That enterprising and scientific traveller is now absent on his third 
expedition to enlarge our acquaintance vt ihabited districts. 

The ensuing narratives include the REPORTS of the two tours which have 
already been made by Captain Fremont, as they were presented to the Con 
gress of the United States, and originally published by their command; ex- 
cluding only the portions which are altogether astronomical, scientific, and 
philosophical, and therefore not adapted for general utility. Captain Fremont 
states that the whole of the delineations both " in the narrative and in the 
maps," which constitute the official publication, are " the result of positive 
observation." From a survey of the researches thus presented, it appears, 
that the entire map of Oregon has been amply drawn out, so far as at present 
is requisite for all the purposes of geographical inquiry and national arrange- 
ment. With these claims on public attention, and the deep interest which 
the subject itself now offers, this authentic edition of Captain Fremont's 
extensive and protracted researches in the western dominions of the United 
States, is confidently recommended to the perusal of our fellow-citizens. 



AN EXPIRATION  OF THE  COUNTRY 

MISSOURI  RIVER  ANI)  THE   ROCKY  MOUNTAINS, 

THE   KANSAS ^AT   PLATTE 

WASHING TON-, March I. IS-! 3. 
To Colonel J. J ABERT, 

Chi f f.f       Corps of   Top. Eng: 
SIR : Agreeably to your orders to explore 

' '       "        '' ••'•'•'"'   : • : ,; • 

Kansas and Great Platte rivers, I set out 

• 

fe-r .•.-_...   •••.:•     •        •.".   .    '• •..:,. ••   ,     ..- 

we proceeded twelve miles to Mr. Cyprian 

!'.•-.•-•'•'.- 

days in the early part of June at this posl 

six beyond the western bovnd 

-  .;•• •••'.. -_:,'   •   '. ,. •     -  :.   v; 
The elevation above the sea is about 70( 
feet.    Our camp, in the meantime, presentei 

.:.-•••• ••:•.. ._•  • 

derness, and profiting by this short delay 01 

• • •-   . 

ibert, J. B. L'Esperance, J. 
i':   ! 

J.   B.   Dnnies.   Vx-.t   1 M -  .  Fn: cois 

; V- 

.    >'< > :.•: i.- 

.-:_•- .. -    ::• 

•••::• 

' : 
mounted, with the exception of eight 

packed our stores, with the  baggage 
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the hardshi| 

, during our stay 
much indebted, accompanied us several 

ness of the night, and slept on the pra 
Shortly after midnight it began to rain 
vily, and, as our tents were of light and 
cloth, they offered but little obstrnclioi 
rain; we were al) well soaked, and glad v\ 
morning came. We had a rainy marcl 
the 12th, but the weather grew fine as 

racteristics ; for here and there rode a 
dian, and but a few > 

loose to graze; 
elapsed before 

i o i;.-:.:-l road of a prairie counl 

om the mouth of the  Kansas  rii 

t eight  o clock. 
ho were r< u ved every two In 
lorning watch being horse guard f< 
.t daybreak, the c 

placed in the water, 

placed the body and 

seven o'clock, 

Dng the Sant 
Feroad,w 
encamced 

set off at 
followed by others.    Several 

if^tWmakehhis
ea 

• •'.: . 

morning. He had lost his wa> in the dark 

ing load.    The man at the helm 

; in a moment floal 
all  the  men who were on the t 
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I reached the 1 

n side.' The weather 
>ermometer being 1 
1°; but the night i 

; 28.845, thermom. 

To-day antelope were seen  running 
the hills, and at evening Car- 
fine deer.    Longitude of the camp 96* 

at sunset loQ.    A pleasant southerly 
ze and fine morning had given place to 

•'.••;-,        ••••.•• -   ".'..i.-.:.. ' 

n, after a march of ten miles, we halted 

encampment early. 

people seemed t 

I along the hills; and   many beautiful 
•at'90°.    Along our'route the  ' 
s been in very i3nu 
l—in some places bending be- 

tion appeared already t 
•tation. ' The night 

seven o'clock we were on 
country to-day was rather more broken, ris- 
ing still, and covered everywhere with frag- 

'Jie summits, where they were small, and 

the sea. In these exposed situations grew 
bat few plants ; though, whenever the soil 
was good and protected from the winds, in 
the creek bottoms and ravines, and on the ; 

encamped on the uplands of  the western 
side, near a small creek, w* 
large spring of very cold water.    Th< is a 

:•!•••.« 

•:-.'-.    ..; •••. .   • ••:       ' •••  ;.   .   • :   -   ." ::• v.   - 

..:••;. 

fly accompanying  it through every 
2 of elevation and tttil 

have seen the asclepias tuberosa, i 

the motion of its wings.    Tra- 
velling on, the fresh traces of iL    " 

)ad; and  to-night, after 

nd LTI . at d ver. 
ig closed over with rain and its u 

njoyed at break! 
lorning a  luxury,  very  unusual 

night, cream was thus had in the n 
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camp of the preceding ni^ht.    Crowing the 
; :L number of handsome creeks, '. :-' '•...: 

,e feet wide, called Sandy 
creek, and sometimes, as the Ottoes fre- 
quently winter there, the Otto fork.    The 

• 

of desperate and bloodv Indian lights 
rife in the camp; our position was 1 
chosen, surrounded on all Fides by timl 

hear Randolph,' as if "ejieved by the s 

sergeant of the guard, to direct his attei 
alarm; but they sto 

here a short <i 

thev bathed and drank t 

a specimen oi 

reg •:.- are subject.     Proceeding u 

...':'   ; :       •"!     .    ;   '.'..•: 

arm.    ,     • e',< 

• the opposite prairies, 
ain some certain intelligence of their move- 

ind scouring bareheaded over the  prairies, 

, stealing horses from 

::"!.--.::        '••'"-..'.        •• ' . 

-fore, guard was mounted to- 
night. Our route the next morning lay up 
the  valley,  which,  bordered by hills with 

.  looked uncommonly green 

feet wide, and three or four deep, fringed by 
.• <•'.•_-• - 

.1 by flocks of turkeys. Game 
here, too, made its appearance in greater 
plenty. Elk were frequently seen on the 
hills, and now and then an antelope bounded 
across our path, or a deer broke from the 
groves.    The road in the afternoon was over 

A :.., 

istle (carduus leucographus) had for the 
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• ::•.   '-'.' ••• ••••' •_     -        .-•;•••• . 

gave us a cnron 
i-J . ;IMI iii'it-ide 40° 26' 50". 

! at seven in the r 

be found on the dividing r 

short repose.    The road 

sia.    Antelope were seen frequently < 

were  around   us   in every   direction;   and • th<  ''   ' 
while we were enveloped in one of them, a j O 

passed, struck   in  rh-  prairie   within a !«v    to 
hundred feet, -i tidinu" '•••"> •> ' ohimn of dust. 

i. 

ers, I had met with no fossils.    The eleva- 
tion of the Platte valley above the  sea is 

in longitude   98° 45'  49", latitude 40o41' 

J,:.,,"  27.—The animals were somewhat 
•   irch o\   •_ e-terda; . at d, 

after a -hurt iourne\ ot i \o 
• • . • : 

of Grand Island, in longitude, by observa- 
tion, 99° 05' 2-r. latitude U) ' :& 32". 
Thes 

twenty-one miles from our halt on the Blue, 

Kr —. • ' .-•--••• ! 
•            .   .               •.....••-,: 

...--• 
_    '       : _•  at. 

the ridge on a breadth of about two miles. 
Change of soil and country appeared here screaming and yelling with the wildest ex- 
tohave produced so te < iia!i<_-.- in U,- v. „-.•- citement.    - Get ready, my lads ! " said the 

leader of the approaching party to his men, 
d-Iooking horsemen were dis- 

tation.     (.',;•<,  were  numerous and  aii  the 
plants of the   region appeared   to  flourish 
among the warm hills.    Among them the covered bearing down upon tl 

•j amarpha, in full bloom, was remarkable for 
its   large  and   luxuriant   purple   clusters. ,   -'       ••''   •   <  •"-   •••       •..•.,.-._.                •     .   •;.     ;,    '.' 

the charge of a man named ] • 
-u>'..... '. •.        • :        -         -     • . •   •:•-•.•   ' '•:•••••' 

I-:. ;-.x.                                    •    '•       -   :•••-.            - 
and heavy woods.    From the 

Kansas, according to our reck- left the mouth of Laramie's fork, some three :        : 
the  furs  of the American Fur Company. 
They  started  with the annual flood,  and, 
drawing but nine inches  water,  hoped to 
make a speedy and prosperc. 

themselves  only one   hundred   and   thirty 

r,v:'iy;;;':./.y- "••••':;:J:. '>.,'•.•'••. , : 
,   point of departure.    They 

where their difficulties began 

u -.. they came upon places when 
spread over a great extent, and here they 
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•••'       •    - ...7 ;  •.   .,.-.    -  -    ^   . '    - 

^ ... •- '•••:•.    :•• ••        .: 

It was the early part of the day, 



where they were 
a huge old bull i 

obstinate fight. India 
the poetry and life of 
camp was full of their i 
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ire feeding; and every- 
, motion. Here and there 
3 rolling in the grass, and 

enfant de garce!" shouts 
ided from every part of the 
ning camp was always the 

without company.    With pleasant weathei 
and no enemy to fear, an abundance of th< 

bread or tobacco, they  were enjoyinrr th< 
.••:.••<•. •      -   • • - ••, : :• 

Kit Carson had shot one, ant 

f;-.-        •   , .    •."   . .. '. ..-•;. •:-_ 

Though considerably hurt, he had the 
fortune to break no 1 
who was mounted on X 
ed Spanish one), when he found that his 
horse was able to come up with him.    Ani- 
mals are frequently lost in this way; and it 
is necessary to keep close watch over them, 

of the buffalo, in the midst of 
>ur off to the plains, and are 

rarely retaken.    One of our mules took a 
sudden freak  into  his head, and joined a 

and to-day.    As we were not 

the hope  of 

40° 49'55". 
July 1.—Along our road to-day the prair 

re riding quietly along 

md picture 

.    They were  I 

Iden agitation, a wa 
a galloping to and fro of some 
! scattered along the skirts, gave 

s.r.giy 
re],,-. 

of the  mass was already in rapid 
r the hills, and in a few seconds the 

ated itself to the 
r,l. 
-d of bulls, as usual, brought up the 

)ut, and then dashed on after the 
iort distance, and turned and looked 

.:.•:. : -. : :•.•_'••••-• 

".'-     :-.'/.•-•. 

over the ground like a hurricane. When at 
about thirty yards, we gave the usual shout 
(the hunter's pas de charge), and broke into 
the herd.    We entered on the side, the mass 

."..,:.••..    •       .     .. .   ..   .,    .,;•... 

and less fleet than the cows, paying no at- 
tention to the ground, and occupied solely 

:.•--.     .      :-•   -:"• •     - •       •      • "   .. 

with great force, rolling over and over with 
the violence of the shock, and hardly dis- 

:•:     •     '.    .: 

entering, each singling out his game. 

the west under the name of Proveau, and, 
••••••• • •_•  •:•.•:   •       .    r-.i   •'• '.: / 

iprang o 

art.    She fell I 
i report of the gun, and, chec 

', I caught a glimpse of Maxwell; and 

e curled away from his gun, from which, 
i too far to hear the report. Nearer, 
etween me and the hills, towards whicb 
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body of the herd, and, giving my horse the I which our road led 

within thirty feet. The 
more densely still as I ci 
rushed along in such a c 

end of Brady's Island. 

deeper, having frequently t 

of conical peaks three hundred- to five hun- 
dred feet  high.    Some   timber,  apparently 

.•:"•-. .    '•   •'     . - .:•       .•.-.•.• 

. - -    -    . ,       .-   •".:     .-•.    ;;•,.. - 

. «ded5 and all the river along 

fallen to 47°, they had all disappeared. 

:-•:•: 

the ground) of a barrel of pork.    It wa» i» 



possible to conceal such a proceeding from 

and I therefore told them to go and see what 

erwise have not failed to return and destroy 

but pork they dislike, and never eat.    We 

rifl bottom affording us a fair 
road ; but in the long grass we roused myri- 
ads of mosquitoes and flies, from which our 
horses  suffered   severely.     The  day  was 

vered with buffalo.   1 laving I n 
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ice.    We crossed this n 

Our : 

Volves  in  great numbers  surrounded   us 

•om the opposite  herds to our camp, and 

fog.    The camp was 

we were at breakfast, a buffalo calf broke 
through the camp, followed by a couple of 
wolves. In its fright, it had probably mis- 
taken us for a band of buffalo. The wolves 
were obliged to make a eirc 
camp, so that the calf got a little the start, 
and strained every nerve to reach a large 

:••••• . ,•' • . .••--• .-.•,..••:••. ••:•'.••. 

distant; but first one, and then another, and 

There \ v,.   b 

'.••:•.-, 

:...-- 

••'• • •: - - - •:_ .• 'u :•_-•••• ••• ' > "• •-.- 

ways great quantities of sand and   gravel, 

which they cross, making each one of them 
a miniature Po. Raised in this way above : 
the long yellow and winding 
beds resembles a causeway from the hills to 
the river.    Many spots on  the  prairie are 

tower {hebardhus). 
• - • 

noon, clouds of dust in the ravines, among 
. ,••.• 

attention, and in a few minutes column after 
column of buffalo came galloping down, 

.,-•;: • 

the leading herds had reached the water, the 
• . eiied with the dense masses. 

Immediately before us, when the bands first 

feet apart, and only ten in a 
,:••.•     ; -.    . 

when they had occupied tl 

. Qg tor s 

soon busily engaged in preparing a feast to 
celebrate the day.     The kindness  of  our 
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r journey the first day afforded nothing1 

f interest.    We shot a buffalo toward 

positions, and determining the mouths of its ; -    \ 
the river, and near to Long's peak.    There 

I 

ie means of making a 
d our meat on roasting 

with the affluents which head in the moun- 
tfce two; I therefore deter- 

mined to set out the next morning, accompa- 

jxpedition.    From I 
the most guarded precaution in his march 
through the country, he was to proceed to 

I 
v      •      • 

July 5.—Before breakfast all was ready. 
We had one led horse in : : 
we rode, and a packed mn'r- 

articles not being of v 

the cook to put up for ns some flour, coffee, 
•• '•• -   ;• -. r,:.     <;   . 

and saddle blanket, furnished the materials 
.'- bed, and every one was pro- ,   _   .., . 

>.   •    ,:••• 

Thus accoutred, we took a parting breakfast 

bread. With the exception of a little parch- 
ed coffee, unground, we found nothing. Our 
cook had neglected to put it up, or it had 
been somehow forgotten.    Tired ;.;.! hun- 

. •'..•:•        . 

:••'••   .-.   :••'•. 

part of these mishap-; •-. thai   t!.-v make 
T<-ua_Y we had travel- 

led about thirty-six miles. 
July 6.—Finding that our present excur- 

hardship, and unwilling to expose more per- 
sons than necessary, I determined to send 

peared in no conditio] 
1;  and accordingly, i 

I expected he would proba- 

ridge ; and on the south,after 
! .  _       -        Six 

miles from our resting place we crossed the 
bed of a considerable stream, now entirely 

near the mouth, were the remains of a con- 
siderable fort, constructed of trunks of large 
trees     It was apparently very old, and had 

-      .'v.. 

•,:••:   .--.•• 

:-.; - •-•-,.- ..- \.- -.•-•••• • -\- - .; 

enacted here. The timber appeared to have 
been much more extensive formerly than 
now.   There were but few trees, a kind of 

...-••••-\< 

on the ground.    In  many - 
had occasion to remark an apparent progres- 
sive decay in the timber.    Ten miles far- 
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creek, a clear and handsome stream, run- and I remained up to take some astronomi- 
A broad valley.    In its course cal observations, which  made our position 

in latitude 40° 51' 17", and longitude 103« 
•\     •     '  - 

July 7.—At our camp this morning, at 0 
ly on the eye, by their gre< 

mometer 69°, and clear, with i 
• -••:     '    •  --     ' The amnrpha was  frequent  among the 

ravines, but the sunflower (helianthus) was 
ally a few drops of rain.    Our cooking did the   characteristic ;   and   flowers  of deep 

over to-day was one of dry and barren sands. 
except that a hard marly clay had replaced 

and gave our horses two hours for food and 
'      • plain on both sides the river, and whenever 

at 89°, the height of t 

durably hot, and our 

i thunder and lightning, 

byBethTwindTnan|d h 

over.    Antelope   were  tolerably  frequent, 
!   o rev hare ; but the fo: 

shy,andthelatt 
stopping to shoi 

r hardly worth the delay of 

be Platte. 
We ate our ami 

ere all in fine he 

day, with a burning 
y all of a long snmmei 
ing sun reflected from tl 

; but my sleeping pla( 

. 
Certainly I never slept r 

ip with the setting sun, 
tes swept away every t 
The evening was very 

being discovered.    The 

i of the leader.    But the 

t of grass, failed in a raci 

. 

.  Inio-tufthe wild 

gth of 

- twenty bufialo 
3d in a desperate 

3 all fat and in good oi 
- weak, and had aire* 

r    ir  . 
'   ;•   •'•<••-•  -; 

.- •••   - • 

.•..:-ii'.-.._i. •• :••••:. ;.  . -  •    ;,.- 
firing in open view w,:!:i:i w. ..-, • ,n!s of 
them. But this did not last long. In a very 
few seconds, we created a commotion among 
them. One or two, which were knocked 
over by the balls, jumped up and ran off into 
the hills; and they began to retreat slowly 
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r neighborhood.    The 

tunately, everything w:is well 
kit we nut with nu interruption, and began 
to grow careless  again.    V, 

• 

i comfortable shel- 
anima!*. we should 

bank in about a mile/an' 
find an old tree, with 
spreading branches,  wh 

:v  partially covered with 
loud, which settled a little 

••-   •-', : 

••-.-: 

\arge groves of timber. 
•'    •       •     • '-'   •••'.• .J. v   • .      .:.   -    ..!.••"-.• ;;.-• •. 

place where the ground was 

- -her glance at  the dark 

did not allow M to go Bister than a steady 
gaining on us fast. 

\' '•' -'• :   \- J'd not appear to be more than 
ply in n 

at the ton of the hills. 

brat discove 
;•••:.•-•.•:-:-• 

In a few hundred 
yards we discovered tl 
endeavoring to make 

before we could reach 
.  •     ;:.• e     -. 

I am inclined to thi 
onds more  the leading man, and perhaps 

in the dust; , 
from our guns, and on fingers were on the 

. 1 a charge from three hun- 



shouted to him in the i: 
"You're a fool, G—damn yon. d;m't vou 
know me?" The sound of his own lan- 
fuage  seemed  to  -hnek   the savage, and. 
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wild horses, to which the crowd of prancing 

proved to be a village c 

mnd a Pawnee scalp that nig 

Platte, immedi ., . u-    wi 
,d.    Tl. 

seen the band early in t 
village, and had 

them t 

came galloping 

Kpa np.   The' ',;'..' Tthe 
,.!.'••. 

The wmd '. •   v ,,'•:•.. - -; J - ^..h-ur 

their spears and 

••nts, and all the little art. • 
picked up among us, » > 

'i'.: •_...•..        •      .          .•.•.-.       ••:•.•• 

I checked one o! I 

The day had 
hot.    The a;.- 

xlges of then-own, incliidm 

watched them closely, I did not  see one 
emerge from the fatal cloud where the work 

is going on.   After remain 

andnbyaithe time we hat'Jit J the lodge*! 



ellmg.    Several ! 
as.  and one of t! 
lodge.    The villa. 
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vas a pleasant con- ible afflnent8°of the 
South fork. It Fnurrh- aux Castors (Beaver 

morning we caught the 

: i 

•.vas pleased !o find that among the traders 

': 
and we rode down to 

itto named Jim Beck- 

Chabonard.    Two c 

nade a v»'it to'see 
sstabliaL • 

 ' e.'inir place we reached Bijou's 
• •'..: o;   •; ,• r •_!/ lank.    Wh-re 

surprise, and in no way altered the 

Spirit, before he put it in his mouth.    A 
storm had been gathering for the past hour, 

• - - 
'•"••. '•••• :•>••        !••'•••_••-..-•;••..••. 

densely foliaged old tre 
up the river.    Under i 

:• • : -   .;•• 

.   ••-. i      - 

:••••     -    • '     • '. 

•-••    - •• 

large  number of   fine-looking  horses  and 

• oo an island in tlie Platte. 



. .- :•      ..:•.-. 
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about   sixty-! . •   .,t   v, do,  and three   feet 

whero  ive  baited to  noon.    This is a very 

stream is  wo. tied  sratt.Tinirly. 

mgh the Black hills, fall's i" ' 

.- -••••: :.••.•••. • 

:veral herds of buffalo 

; bed was perfectly 

iridity, and perfect 

feeling of delighted surprise by the 

nth the parched desert we had passed. 

to kill one for supper, others collected 

mused myself with hunting for plants 

^d"ySe«o,Jta'J 

• "'   " .    - vr 
- t.. 

• Mr   -.i I 
•::-"-; 
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gave for the camp a longitude of 104° 39' I lines of wooded streams, affluents of the river 
41° 08' 31". I that flowed so far as we could see along its 

July 14.—The wind continued fresh from 
the same quarter  in the morning; the day •'.    • 
cloud- in  •"    '   -      i       At our camp at 6 
o'clock, the  height of the   barometer was 

Lodge Pole creek, .which we had seen at its 
mouth on the South fork ;  crossing on the 

••••-••;•' 

the same earthy limestone and  marl  previ- 

had descended i 
!, after wi 

:    ":     ^"    .. • . :.'.':•.•••••.•.•• 

4°.    A day of hit sunshi 
from the south.    Coi 

11. ncampedatsu 18* OB 

"The we encamped a geared 

^\> -„ul-n 

,n_o- 
!,r'!-~ 

•i,''r" 

Looking  bac :,''"'! 

Before reaching our cam 

we reached its mouth, at one of the main 
branches  of  Horse creek.     Looking back 
->': •.•.-. ••      '    _ -• .•   r    •  •.•• • . 

winding passages cut by the waters o 

large enough for the passage of a horn 

frequent inten i 
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j our people encamped < 

longitude 104° 24' 36". 
July 15.—At ti this nv-riiitiLr, 

. place "to W,\CZ\l'^l\lhxrmV,Thell\^ 

nev  across  the   country   we   had   kept too 
• • _•          • ' - 

ingly, we travelled by compass some 15 or 
on the South fork of the Platte. 

thirteen miles below Fort Lara- 
mie.    The   clay  was  extremely   hot,    and Extract from the journal of Mr. Preuss. 

"July 6,-We crossed the plateau or high- 

-.:•:, 

undreT>onbSenC6' 

passed;  we  rode, 

-          • •   . 
1.    '•-- ."  -:,V\'- - ., - 

•   •,;.        •  . 

i •• • 

the   American  fur Company,   called   Fort 
:: "'•'- ' 

•'••••• •••.-•     .     •..'•;• ;..        l- -•:-       •-      - 

friend of mine  in  even'   i --.     ,-  .-• .     • 
appearance  in the uncertain :': - .             ,     !.. i\   :  J 

:    •   :      .-             I      -•-.           ••...:.•            .   -           .       -         .   :       .     ...    :. 

'••••••   r   ,   •..          • ;•:    : - .... .                         ... .-:.-::, 
--'    •-'       '   •••:   :•   r   .           .,     •   -•   •-•..     .   . 

J-   • -  f     id letters   for   Mr.   Boudeau, the 
•••••  ...••.!    -XS .•.•_••;.' 

len they let m. 
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persed spots, on 1 
bottom land of the i 

t they were in many 

growth of yellow and 

iuis.k   I   •rh,.       \Vi! 

.'. ...   ,-- 
'...-:.:      . 
Li-; ._.".•    .     . •: ; •-•'. ..'•:•;• 

tares.    What they had met, we would be 

and we looked upon their lite as a picture 

dition of the country had become exceeding- 

Vuter valley.    A, 

;. ,• ....   .     ...       •    , 
.,,:,• 

,ve were very early on 

to profit by the fresh- 

were now journeying, 

auty.   Toseve- 

shaoes, the voyageurs have given names ac- 
cording to some fancied resemblance.    One 

cm our encampment o 



celebrated C 
distance of about thirty mil* 
called—the long chimney o 

Nothing oca c 

FREMONT'S NARRATIVE. 

oks, at thiF ! is exceedingly  poor food.    The i 

,0.d3 -We continued along the 

height at upwards of 500 fl 
11.—The valley of the Non 
iriable bre?dth, from one t 

grass afforded an i 

miles from the Chimney rock we had found 
«i spring of excellent and cold 

water ; but it was in such a deep ravine, and 
so small, that the animals could not profit by 
it, and we therefore halted only a few min- 
MeB, and found a resting place ten miles 
farther on.    The plain betw 
\:-A    I 

t wood, consisting principally 
of cedar, which we were informed, had been 
supplied from the Black hills, in a flood five 

'••••       ••..•..-. •       i'. •'• •    : 
':   •-..•• , ... _       ' 

'•'Jul!! 1'3.—To-day, 
• v.e were cor- 

led our camp a lit- 
bank of the Lara- 

lookod refreshinglv 
ant contrast to the 
the Platte." 
r friends at the fort, 

ich is a quadrangula 

generally employee 
- -JH feet high, sur- 

nde, and forma 

•A. at the time of 
in charge of Mr. Boudeau. 
company'    '   ' Messrs. Galpin s 

n.    As usual, th 
ves among the Indian squa^ 

reek from above,    After ; 
-. we encamped 

bot 
•I 

irely  disappeared, 

with the usual 
the place had quite a ( 
It is hardly necessary t 

fort.    In addition  to this, traders, with  a '   :.: .   . .-; 
them.    The articles of trade consist, on the 

and, on the  other, of  blankets,   calicoes, 
guns, powder and lead, with such cheap or- 

•...•    ..;•,-.. .       •. ;    •.._•    .   ..      - 

; • _-..-..,•.•.'•    • /  •'-•••_.   :••• :      .  .•.-..; 
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justice to the American Fur Company to 
•tate, that, throughout the country, I have 

people.    In the course of the spring, two 
other small parties had been cut oft- by the 

always found them strenuously opposed to 
the introductijn of spirituous liquors.    But, 
,:\ :;.-.•.-••• 

try is supplied with alcohol, when a keg of it 
•- to Oregon and Mr. Bridger's 

party met here, a few days before our arri- 
from an Indian everything he val. Divisions and misunderstandings had 

grown up among them; they were already 
and even his wife and children—and when somewhat disheartened   by the  fatigue of 
any vagabond who has  money enough to •     -   • . : • 

purchase a mule can go int.. feet  of  their   cattle had become so much 

' 
••:•     '      • 

• he new and unexpected dim- 
sprang up before them.   They 

U> ,. ••• '     •  .                                       • '.      :•,.'.:; were told that the country was entirely 
swept of grass, and that few or no buffalo fare  of the  Indians, but  clearly,  also,  on 

y ; far, with heavy and ex- 

r •.. ;   ;  ;;:.- 

United  States and from Mexico, having no 
''•••} other  stock in trade than some kegs of li- 

quor, which they sell at the modest price of 
re per gallon.    The difference 

<:'•.-•.        •--•'•"•• tains.    Mr. Boudeau informed me that he 
' •   • .   -   -. 

it fifteen feet lonj 

explain the co 

lally^ec 

"Louis.    Thelndi 

"Mr •'•• and the emigrants 

red and fifty miles 
e  South P 

They had post on the 4th of 
•'    .'• 

er their departure, 
hundred  and fifty 

'-" . and had sworn to 

tent  themselves 
cutting off stragglers.    These had b< 

The effect of th 
Frapp had been greatly to irritate th 

Oglallahs and 
•s,  and taken  the  held  in great 

f eight hundred lodges.    Their ob- 
to make an attack on a ramp of 
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abou; one hundred whites, who had made a I jum 
rendezvous somewhere in the Green river Hei 
valley,  " 

i buffalo hunting in the 
Medicine Bow moun- 

river waters, and return to Laramie by way 

In;.      A  conlin- to the ry 
«   i  -    Mr   U     I, i i med me they ^ 

Witer.    I   M.I.-L jiiently   learned   that  the 

• 

in the val«y of the Sweet Waiter;   but his 

.   up the valley,  they came 
iddenly   upon  the  large   village.      From 

idence and  familiar 

neighborhood i 

• 

r-      •     ••> • •••:..     ••., ••    ,- 

card, during the day, the vari- 
ous contradictory and exag 

•'••;._     -',:!.   .-•   .( _ ^. «.••;•• 

of the dangerous state of the country, and 

id to-day at Fort Platte, 

- 
- hourly expect- 

which case,   he tlioug 

!   war  parties.      The   j 

•..•..:•:••     •• 

ians would allow, we occupied ourselves 

:.   : :      •    ;  -    -  • •  •    : ,    •>.-,-:   -•.. _.  -i 

peared very glutinous, with something of th» " 
and "appearance of mutton.    Feeling 

something move behind me, I looked rouu% 
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[ had taken my seat among a 
 pies.    HrJ * - 

i prejudic 

!..;..:••• 

t 6 o'clock 85°. I was disappoir 
Gaining an observation 
which took place 

about an hour.   During the day the expected 

soldiers generally came to dri 
to the village. My tent was the only place 

:'. "' ••-•'•'•• 

fchiefs and men of distinction, and generally 
one of them remained to drive away the wo- 
ttien and children.    The numerous strange 

yiedicine." Of the 
* had brought with n 
I found that two vver 

r fifths of 1 graduated to show fifths of a degree, which 
I used to ascertain the temperature of boil- 
ing water, and with which I had promised 

interesting experiments in the 

which the graduation extended sufficiently 

had been engaged in making numerous re- 
) og pack-saddles, and otherwise 

and mountain travel.    All tl 
ture being ready, I gathered them around 

j proceed the next day.    They . 

nan taken, m tne circumstances, every pos- 

mors we had heard, I believed there was 
much exaggeration, and then they were men 

that these were the dangers of 
:- • '    :  ••• 

y. 
had heard of the unsettled condition of the 
country b 

had understood that there were 
lem some who were di-p-i-ed to 
i, and anxious to return, they had 

ho had the face 
imself of the per* 

• •• aiciile of Hie 
let him go.    The day a iter our 

imself to one of 
..•:-..• 

ation of the country justified me in taking • 
th as. la case of misfor- 

tune, it would have been thought, at the 
least, an act of great imprudence ; and there- 

leave them.    Randolph had been the life of 

regretted by the men, to whom his buoyant 
spirits had afforded great amusement.   They 

_ reed" in the propriety of leav- 
i. rt, because, as they said, he 

might cost the lives of some of the men in a 
Indians. 

portion of our baggage, with 
our field notes and observations, and several 

the gentlemen, Mr. Galpin, took charge of a 

were among the instr 

which I retained for t 

for  the adopted   longitude   104°  47'  43". 
''..-..       • : _C    ' 

made during our stay here, wit . 
••.. ..:.„ •• •.:.. .  .- •:•- .     ::.. : '   " ;    • ••'•'- 

vation of the tort above the Gulf of Mexico 



markabiy mild for the latitude; b 
weather is frequent, and the place 
brated for winds, of which the prevai 
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I     After reading this 

ion.     Llusding me   the   following  let! 

- 
'il est mon devoir de vous avertir du dan- 
r. Meme de plus, les chefs sont les por- 
trs de ce billet, qui vous  defendent de 

« JOSEPH B1SSONETTE. 
" Par L. B. CHARTRAttf. 

are very sure they will fire upon you as suon 
as they meet you.    They are expected back 

1 you of danger. 

"Names of some of the chiefs.—The Otter 
Hat, the Breaker of Arrows, the Black 
Night, tlie Bull's Tail." 

ST" 
you are carrying 

5 many soldiers and big guns, 

ave brought presents to us—horses, 
id blankets. But we are glad to see 
Velook upon your i* 
oes before the sun; for you will tell 
it father that you have seen us, and 
are naked and poor, and have no- 
eat; and he will send us all these 

He was followed by the others, to 

i   servat    is of the savage appeared 

only the present < 
were unwilling I should go further 
country.    In reply, I asked them, 

of Mr. Boudeau, 
. two or three of their number to ac- 

lat they were too old to travel so many days 
and preferred now to smoke 

leir pipes in the lodge, and let 
3 on the war path.    Besides, they had no 

BfatWedo" 

it you love the whites; 

ills his soldiers to do, is 
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When you told  us t 
would kill us, you d: 

hands* We Zl few• 

any ot your yot ng 

See! 

I f you have any- 
us   you wi 1   saj   it  s   „   »  "I 
conference, as I could do no- 

• people ; and, being resolved 
to proceed, nothing was to be  i 
••:•' 

A our parting salut 

I form, almost perfectly secure agi 
)lent winds which are frequent in 

region, and, with a fire in the centre, 

!»! 

between the North fork of the Platte on the 
right, and Laramie river on the left. At the 
distance of ten miles from the fort, we en- 
tered the sandy bed of a creek, a kind of de- 
file, shaded by precipitous ro ' 
we wound our way for sever; 
to a place where, on the left bank, a very 
:••.-_•--- 

of the limestone rock.    It is 
c•:••'. -.) - ?:..-•  '•-•:      :..-.••   ;.'" 

e hitherto dry bed o 
rable rivulet.    On the opposite si 

ment, partially shaped by a grove 

•...:•—:.••••   .    • •••.      "^     - 

and, so far as 'l was able to dete 
character of the fossils, belongs t 

- one of the Miss* 
tad is probably the western limit c 

»asil Lajeunesse.    Enter- 

•ose the red pre 
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• :i!on<j the line 
where they are developed with 
ness.    The upper portion of thi 

ei'lutTc.   Thesnn! 

with   Oregon  territory, 

• ;.   -• 
of the Platte, for the establishment of a mili- 

of the Platte and the Upper Missouri by ex- 
(•••.: 

Of' :::••• ..: •":'. .-•_•:- 

dians mainly depend for Bupp 
render any posts on the Lower Platte tin- 

control the intermediate Indians.    It would 
operate effectually to prevent any such co- 
alitions as are now formed among the Gros 

:   .   : •-!-;.••- 

dians,  and  would  keep  the 
through the valley of the Sweet Water and 

open.    It lies at the foot of a broken and 
;....-•:•••: •        ; 

- - 

Spanish settlements.     The   .  . •- 

ilready supplies a 

- long  residence  1.ad  made  him  ac 
I with th    c. • nlry, and, accordingti 

• v forward, v.ith 

scribed.    It appear iter the region of 

the summits.    An 

ed during all the forenoo l on the lofty peak 
ich I estimated to 

be abouUwo^ousand7e 
six thousand rive hu above the sea.  We 

called from being t mbered principally with 
the Hard amere (a 
which the valley o 
rably well  wooded which, with large 

s to the height of 

The bed of the c s sand and gravel, 

several shallow sti We fa nd J ere 
on the right bank, shade of the trees, 

v e. water.    It will be 

tion of the jouraej the 
n omission wh :h 
course of the nar- 
r.-m-i. I -A .is well 

re   irdeii at t is ; «• 



, .   •    .   . 

/erdure of rich g-ra.-s. 
'or pasturage.    Wherever they are no* 
irb< i : \ tii - \ i inity of man, large herds 

of the grass is usurped by the 

the sandy soil and dry air ol 
region seem highly favorable. 

•• •: 

;h<     ,.:•(•: 

abundance  of the ari'zrnhias.    They  prow 
everywhere—on the hills, and over the river 

-•...-.    A-'..-' 

C• 

imbered,  principally 
with the exception of I 

' the  n-'ht  banrc   h<-*\ 

r^elves- of the an 

.-•   '    the "Missouri 

t wholly unprotected by 

saline   efflorescences 

';"';";'. •;•';,- 

strongly liobbled and pick- 

), with the Indian, had 
inutes, accompanied 

information.    We h 

"grants, whom they had overtaken a 

at they belonged 

ere desirous of atr. 

they had broken l    ' ' 
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wintered belonged ti 
Seve- 

ral of the men suggested shooting them on 
the spot;   but I  promptly A 
any such proceeding.    They further intorm- 

little or no grass to be ioi.r 

grasshoppers had destroyed the grass.     Die 

Fort l.aran.ie, that, the -round seemed alive 
with them; and in walking, a little moving 
cloud preceded our footsteps. This was bad 
news. No grass, no buffalo—food for nei- 
ther horse nor man. I gave them some 
plugs of tobacco, and they went off, appa- 
rently well satisfied to be clear ol' us • tor 
my men did not look upon the 
ly, and they glanced suspi   ousiy at «   r var- 

dried.   "in  the 

cal observations placed us in longitude 1 

and  encamped on the  right bank of 

i old fort here, th- 
en emergency, and on the opposite side 
a picturesque bluff of ferruginous sand- 
(. There was a handsome grove a lit- 
bove, and scattered groups of trees bor- 
! the river.    Buffalo made their appear- 

^ Jul-; 25— We 

scaffolds were erec 

fires kindled below 
ffalo, to lay in 

[ht in five or six cows, and all han 
kept busily employed in preparing t 

tended during the night.    Oui 
recovered their gaiety, and the 

one of the ban.!:; 

had intended thei 

uld only 

i any way possible.    In the n   un me, hi 

. by way of distinctic 
e shall call Dried Meat camp), we cross 

handsome stream, called La Fourc 
Wibic.    It is well timbered, and, among t 

along the river, thickets of 
grams de bceuf of the coun- 

try. Tin \ \\t re i two kinds—one bearing 
a red berry (the shepherdia argenlia of 
Nuttall) ; the other a yellow berry, of 
which the Tartars are said to make a kind 

It was my daily 
ns of the son's 

tude; and why they are not 
ippcar in the  i  | 

size.    It is the la . 

er and the Laramie.    Our astro- 
:.- the mouth of 

i longitude of 106° 08' 24", and 
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le time in searching I through this region h 

mals. Toward dusk, we encamped 
some artemisia bushes, two and three 
height, where some scattered patches 

hat the river was frequently too deep 

I p.oi/;,-,. 
of water,-and the sandy bed a 
frequently coven 
We  had travelled  this   day 
miles.    The main chain of 1 
was here only about seven  miles to the 
.-•'.•:. 

abruptly to the height of eight and twelve 
hundred feet. Patches of green grass in 
the ravines on the steep sides marked the 
presence of springs, and the summits were 

e reached th< 
lar road crosses the Platte.    There was two 

large angular rocks o 
made the ford in some 

low stage of the wat 
had made it fordable i 

bed. 

ture of the road from '. 
The nature of the soil 

!Per 
: ••••-.      _.•••••;• 

consisting principally of red 
rates.    The red 

The other sandstones are grey, yellow 
ferruginous, sometimes very coarse, 
apparent sterility of the country must I 
fore be sought for in other causes tha 

The face of the co 

feave an undulating s 
appearance as the 00 

The road which is 

range.    The ridges 
rface, with some such 

aw generally followed 

necessary. 
gons pass 

se is often the 00 
md the roughness produced b 
1 many places ga 

number of Indians of the Og 

tkm.    They had formed part 

had broken up, and was on its way home. 
,•••_•• •:.   : •••...... '   ._ t... 

Arapahoes, Cheyennes, and Oglallahs, had 
crossed the Platte eight or ten miles below 

oute in search of grass and game. They 
rave us a very discouraging picture of the 
lountry. The great drought, and the plague 
>f grasshoppers, had swept it so that scarce 

pidiy, and by the carcasses of the horses 
which they had eaten, or which had perished 
by starvation. Such was the prospect be- 

When he had finished the interpretatio 
of these things, Mr. Bissonetft 
rode up to me, and urgently •<. 
should entirely abandon ,u- '" 
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e ; and thereupon we shook r 

mong the willows, and concealed in the 
ense foliage in such a manner 

me straggling Indian. In the 
ind, which had been blown up into waves 
mong the willoXvs, a large hole was then 

ut upon the ground, and whatever was de- 
igned to be carried along with us separated 
nd laid aside, and the remain 
ed to the hole and carefully covered up. 

to arrange the pack-saddles and make up the 
packs. 

the  sky entirely  clear, except where, as 

• \ the clouds had congregated 
in masses. Our lodge had been planted, 
and on account of the heat, the ground pins 

• •'• ; •• • 

tier it Mr. I'reu^ and about a dozen men, 
who had attempted to keep it from being 
carri ,1 away.    I   HI<- wded  in saving the 

atned going higher than 

been completed, we left the encampment at 

,   .   .     .      .. 
strikes near  Rock Independence.    Instead 

this road, I had determined to 
keep the immediate valley of the Platte so 
far as the mouth of the Sweet Water, in the 

, long residence had made him 

, and calcareous £ 

ridge; on the eastern side of it ai 
escarpments of red argillaceous 
which are called the Red Butte 
passage the stream is not much 

e the foftj 

.-•/;'.      :   •• •:•:      .;    • . _.••'•',•:- 

•• :.: . :. }••:•..     •;•. •  .: : ••   . ••: •, .:.. 
any of  them;   the leading hunter being 

aderful to see these apparently 

•'. rugged and broken preci- 
, . ,\-=. We halted to noon before we had 
cleared this passage, at a spc 
distant from Cache camp, where \ 

f grass.    So far, the ac< 

very fond of thi* 
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leridian of Fort Laramie t 

present themselves among the hills to the 

dance of grass.    The r 

nd, six feet thtd 
• ->n  w in  \cAi[r[ 

'ale 42° 38'. 

een probably swept a< 

nposed; and I am 
rmation is the source 
the great deposite ol 

winch foniKS   t ie   sur ice   ro k ol 

,-ard of it, we made      I    al e n 3n 
ion   to si place which we  have cal 

passes through a ridije C(mi;:(Vfil «. 
ind calcareous Bam 

-   •     •     • 

,    •         ;    .      - .-'•---. 
:..  i .    •••         " •    ••;   •      :        •••,:•.••. 

low, and having many plants 
to interest the traveller.    The . 
tween two of these ridge?, three or four 
hundred yards apart, of which that on the 
right bank is composed entirely of red argil- : : down   precipices to  avoid 

•   -     -    .       '   .-•   :     •                           •._•..'•   •:.     ••          ',      : :,"    '            : 
!•- "•'••'• ''••"•   .• 
pebbles in the numerous strata increasing in 
size from the top to the bottom, where they 

' ^     >    *      •    ; •*            -•:..•      .     •     ;-   -  •      '      .     - •  ..           ; 

Except in the 1 
whatever to the goat.    The h 
place, resulting from chronorm 



* and an occupation of Arietis, is 
atitude 4ua 33   27". 

One of 

°July\ 
s^to the Sweet Wa- 

;d of a dry cree 
-.    Leaving tliis, we 

ofv.ind 
arran!fhLhkyndrA 

tXl 1 gradual slope ] 
lich we reached in 

ijiCeen :; nles from Goat 

fromeseveral°bS"no?b v:::i;,r:i]t 
their appearance in the v 
stream h 

a twelve  to eighteen inches deep, 
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mgitude of the pla, 

afforded an abui 

' 
ance  for the  first  time.    A  rain   to-night 
made it unpleasantly cold ; and there was no 
••••:.•.••   -• 

tent, the  poles of which had  been left at 
Cache camp.   We had, therefore, no shelter 

U to be found under cover of 
the absinthe bushes, which  grew in many 
thick  patches, one or two and  sometimes 
three feet high. 

:SloapPeared^rab^dab,ut 

stock oi   provisions;  and we moved about 
seven miles up the valley, and encamped one 
mile below Rock Independence.    This is an :   .:..:.-        ,. 
in a depression of the summit. 
soil supports a scanty growth 
a solitary dwarf pine, it is entirely bare. 
Everywhere within six or eight feet of the 
ground,  where  the   surface 
smooth, and in some places s 

names of travellers.    Many a name famous 
in the history of this country, and some well 
known to science, are  to be found mixed 

greater number are still very legible.    The 
V -   '•"••"•   - 

--36".     — "     ' 

ith fires—probably the \ 

ine of broken summits.  'Except in the cre- 

edge or bench of the mountain, where a few 

i pleasing 

lary.    The great evaporation on the 
I of this elevated plain, ami the -a- 

hten the ground, 
ig the sun, make 

i _\\ o w  re early on the road 
tig along the up- 
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TV:: 

:es, struck it again, and encamp- 
>urney of twenty-live mile?     " 

, and longitude 108° 30' 1 

j shelter offered by a 

i .   •••       ••-:.• 

grass lor our animals, and the timber a 
us comfortable protection and good fir 

i refreshed by tli 
ce of rich, soft gi 

[1842 

steadily raining 

7\uX 

'..'• .. • '.."-• ' of a kanyon, where the Sweet Water issues 
tions of travellers, who have compared these upon the more open valley we had passed 

over.    Immediately at the entrance, and su- 
speak oi the glittering peaks which  rise in perimposed  directly  upon the granite, are 

or ten thousand feet into the region of eter- 
nal -nous.    The nakedness of the river was 

tog with fine white and reddish 
white, and fine grey  and   red  sandstones. 

relieved by groves of willows, where we en- These strata dip to the eastward at an angle 

the sandstone and limestone formations on 
had made the river bottom look gay as a gar- 
den.    We found here a hdxsi among the primitive rocks. The usual road 

passes to the right of this  place:  but we been abandoned by the Indians, because his 
wound, or rather scrambled, our way up the 
narrow valley for several hours.    Wihhie.-s 

scenery.    The river had been swollen by the 

unable to travel; and during the night a dog 

August 4.—Our camp was at the foot of 
the granite mountains,  which we climbed late rains, and came rushing through with 

and generally twenty yards broad.   The val- 

. and sometimes opened into little green mea- 
:_'•'.--'•• 

ble to proceed farther.    A few miles from aspen.    The stream was border 
the encampment we left th< out with aspen, beech, and willow; and tall 

••-.-•••' 

precipitously to the height of three hundred 
-   J'-      ;••--••: 

rued up a ravine that led to 
,. hich seemed to be the gene- 

':," -.•;,.- 

gradual rise.   Blocks of granite were piled up 
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camp of Snake and Crow Indians ; and 
large poles lying about afforded the 

s of pitching a tent, and making other 

= quickly, with a clear oily flame, 
•s a hot fire.    The hills here are a 

• 

;; weather of the last few days, 

been so gradual, that, with all the intimate 
knowledge   possessed by Carson, who had 

and again struck the Sweet Water—here a r   -. • • •   •   -- 
cent of the Capitol hill from the avenue, at 

'      : • valley, timbered with beech and Cottonwood. 
It now began to lose itself in the many small !•" 

-•     " •.:    i    _ 

to the southeast is over a champaign coun- 
noon halt on a small creek among the hills, 

the  stream  issues by a small 
try, broken, at the distance of n 
by the Table rock; which, with the other 

opening.     Within  was  a beautiful grassy 

-    - •••   •'•   -.    .'-•     .:                 i       .:•;•-           : 

-   '       -•-.;..! 
•••••;      \    ... 

The afternoon was cloudy. 
rain; but the weather beam 
set, when we again encamped 

a  few miles of the SOUTH . 
PASS.    The country over v. es in America;   nothing of the Great St. 
passed  to-day consists  principally   of  the Bernard  and  Simplon  passes   in   Europe. 

from the mouth of the Sweet 
Water, a sandy plain, one   hundred and ridges, making the uplands very rocky and 

•     .-    :  -~':;' ''; 

creeks, it is seen alternatii g 

the beds varying in thickness from two or traveller, without  being reminded  of  any 
• me ascents, suddenly finds 

tance, the granite frequently has the appear- 
ance of irregular lumps of clay, hardened 

himself on the waters which flow to the Pa- 
cific ocean.    By the route we had travelled, 

by exposure.    A variety of asters may now the distance from Fort Laramie is three hun- 
be    numbered   among   the    characteristic 

•                   •     :-.: - . • 

mosses begin to dispute the hills with them. 
The evening was damp and unpleasant; the one of the tributaries of the Colorado, or 

Green river of the Gulf of C.i 
and the grass wet with a heavy dew.    Our weather had grown fine during the morning, 

nervations  placed this  en- and we remained here the rest of the day, 
campment in longitude 109* 21' 32", and 

-7   15". " onf ^he^trearwa^about 

joumet the ^LtU^m cll^hoccl 
-     •            . :       •                    - 

aional rain.    Our general course was west, sandy bed.   It was timbered with a growth 
as 1 had determined to  cross the dividing of low bushy and dense  willows,  among 
ridge  by a bridle path among the broken 
eountry more immediately at the foot of the 

which were little verdant spots, which gaTO 
our animals fine grass, and where I found a 



:: 



i fj 
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md it was not pro-J 
1 with them again i 

t Water. 
Our  arrangements  for the 

rapidly completed.    We i 
I  rendered I 

lance and circumspection necessary. 
pass at the north end of the 

ted by Blackfeet; and imme- 
,1.   .-, i :.     •.      .   ='       .;,. '     , . 

>•:. •     • ',:•• .•;.,;,:.*•....-• ;.   . 

feet from our encampment.    We were posted 
in a grove of beech, on the margin of the 

•..•-,•.-..•     - ' 

the rocky ridge.    In t 
grove we cleared a circ 

• •..:   . 

set at defiance any band o 

V: 
fourteen men. ^ 
i party.    Ourp 

lakes of great depth, showed that it would be 
impossible to cross them. The surprise 

" by our guides when these impas- 

s 
to the 

r> of the region. Descend- 
ing the hill, we proceeded to make our way 
along the margin to the southern extremity. 
A narrow strip of angular fragments of rock 
sometimes afforded a rough pathway for our 

J     :     -   ••  •- 

.     •      •:••    - 

considerable risk of tumbling back into the 

The slope was frequently 60o; the pines 
• •.'.., 

covered with  the  branches and trunks of 
• •    -        •    • •' 

;re a place to delight the heart  , 

in brilliant bloom.    We reached the outlet at 
length, where some freshly barked willows 

been recently at work. There were some 
small brown squirrels jumping about in the 
pines, and a couple of large mallard ducks 

There was a pretty open 

western side  of the  lake.     In  search  i 

and, passing through groves of aspen, soc 
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strikingly the  air  of  , 
This led us, after a tim. 

carcely perc 

stray; and  we  made  our  bivouac  in  the 
pine's.    The snrroundinsr   masses   were   all 
of granite.    While supper was  being pre- 

neighborhood, accompanied by one of my 
men.    We wandered about among the crags 

• 

walk by a fine collection of plants, many of 
them in full bloom.    Ascending a peak to 
find the place of our camp. v. 

1 
1 decided' • 

. by a snv• • 
directly toward the peak. v. 

. as we approached the mounta 
i highest of t 

very of so fine 

inds, and clean 
>d plates, on *A 

Among all the strange pla- 

which surrounded us; the little hole through 
which we saw the stars over head ; the dark 

• 

r of our fires, made a night 
picture of very wild beauty. 

pleasant, just cool enough t 
agreeable, and we soon entered the defile I 
tad seen the preceding day.    It was smooth- 
•:   '   •.": ;•'•••..•••     '    _      --.       .      -.••-• 

••••, 

were forced, by an occasional difficult pass, 
i • on a narrow ledge along the 

and kept out of the way 

precipitous descent led t 

' - of naked rock, in wonder- 
ith innumerable green spots \ 

to the character of the people who inhabit 
the country. 

I determined to leave our animals here, 

peak appeared so near, that there was no 
doubt of our returning before night; and a 
few men were left in charge of the mules. 

made an early dinner, we started ag 
We were soon involved in the most ra^ 
precipices, nearing the central chain 
slowly, and rising but little.    The first ri 

•••,•: >'•   .-•-   •-,-••.-    ;    -.•---•:".:•.'   -      '- 

•.     "•••       ' -:••.•••. :. .:- 

ments of granite, beneath trhi 
the roar of the wafer.    The^e 
structed our path, forcing us to make long 

Fitly obliged to retrace  our 
steps, and frequently falling among the rocks. 

•..••••-• 

..-,•••• .   ' •:..••    •••_••.       <•     :   .' • :   '•   • . 

• we crossed, to reach the foot 
ind always disappointed, unti 
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which was a r 

around the lak 
a beach ofwh 

difficult and dangerous, as 
innumerable springs made 

winds  by tne  surrounding crags, ana the 
•••.•••-.' 

fires. Near by was a foaming torrent, winch 
tumbled into the little lake about one hun- 

i   .... 

lake.    We had reached the 
the piney region; as, above this point, nc 
tree was to be seen, and patches of snow lay 

.... 

which we were encamped, i 

no sign of animal life ; but among t! 
here, we heard what was supposed to oe tne 
bleat of a young goat, which we searched 

• . - - 

ceed from a small animal of a grey color, 
with short ears and no tail—Drobablv the 
Siberian squirrel.    We 

... ay the heat of the fires. 

rorable to sleep, and we were glad to see 
e face of the sun in the morning. Not be- 
g delayed by any preparation for break- 

On every side as we ad vane 

into the mountains, and, agreeably to his 
advice, we left this little valley, and took to 

• .:.   .••.:••;   ...... • . .   : 

among precipices.     Here wei 

Preuss attempted to walk along the upper 
• . 

away at an angle of about tv.. 
but his feet slipped from wider. 

_- down the plane. A few 
hundred feet below, at the bottom, were 
some fragments of sharp rod. 
landed; and though he turned a couple of 

tnateiy received no injury be- 
yond a few bruises. Two of the men, Cle- 
ment Lambert and Descoteaux, had beeo. 
taken ill, and lay down on the rocks a short 

bdache and giddiness, accom- 
panied by vomiting, as on the day before, 

"to proceed, I sent the 

ree hundred yar 
reach the peak, j 

number of them,'and, with the exception of meter 50o, in the gap.    Cm 
:. •• ..-;      ;   :  •  ....   i  -. • -'  .,.  .:    - 

inhabitant of this elevated part of the moun- .".••.•*   ....   •    .    • 

••   ,..:•••   .: -   -.•   :   •',-•    .         .:.-...--..       , 

5:'-.    .      ••-_        '                      '   •                                 -•••••''•• 

had nothing to eat to-night.     Lajeunesse, 
our efforts had been directed, 1 

With  several others, took their guns, and 
•allied out in search of a goat; but returned worse than better, and doub;:, 

At  sunset,   the  barometer • :       .. 
50°.    Here we had the misfortune to break 

tached to the barometer.    I  was'taken   11 topography of the country, and I directed 
Si,or   _   ...    ."   •.      . . .' v         .       -    :•.-;., ;:,.,V;, ;- •      -       .   •.-,.    ..! 
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i»e after the other.     I con- I to the eye than any of the neighboring s< 
• -:ng the afternoon, but became ! mits.     Here  were  three  sirui!  Kikes i 

was completed by the appearance of 

,!( , ,   ... Basil resembled more a ir 

d a cup of good coffee. 

, • r  ... r turned to a blazing tire, 

L          •   \-> —It had been supposed th 

rist at the Camp of the M 
i with im all but four or five 

, we had attained but a 
ive the Island lake. The 
d   at  20.450,   attached 

H..'.::i-- •'•    -fed ourselves of every unneces- 

en.  ;J,M., err, Janice, and D 
When we had secured strength for | 

f by a hearty breakfast, we covered i 

58, turned our faces once more to- 
i-:- : i      - 

to the foot of the main peak.    Our 
lad been refreshed "    "' jn refreshed Dy ti 

vine at the Islan 

possible, in order to husband our strength 

a rough and steep slippery place to cross 
before reaching the end.    In I 

n m snow.    Up 
method of ad- 

u : . 

••..-; •_.   '    , ;      -      •.--•'••-•  •:••.••-     ' •; 

- in the crevices he- 
me blocks. I succeeded in getting 

;, and, when I reached the top, found 

e by our sides, a nearly 
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3 of the Missouri and Columbia rivers; 

as I had gratified the first feelings of < 
osity, I descended, and each man ascei 

3t peak of the'Rocky r 

e pleased ourselves with the idea that 

the flowers we had collected on our 

attached tl 

s Guu'of a 
highest flight of the bee. It is certainly the 
highest known flight of that insect. From 
the description given by Mackenzie of the 

south, joined to the opinion of the old 
: u is presumed r 

is the highest peak of the Rocky moi 
The day was sunny and bright, bat 

rounaing country.    Un one side we 

Aeads of the Trois Tetons, where were the 

me of the springs of the Nebraska or 

a feature, 
'   m.    Pai 

lit into < 
l rose tfa 

j 

. hundred and eighty above the little 
at the bottom, immediately at our feet, 
lamp at the Two Hills (an astronomical 
n) bore south 3° east, which, with a 
ng afterward obtained from a fixed po- 
, enabled us to locate the peak. The 
ng of the Trois Tetons was north 50« 

and the direction of the central ridge 

summit rock was gneiss, succeeded by 

had remarked that 
explosion of our pistols had the usi 

longed, expiring almost instar 
Having now made what observ 
means afforded, we proceeded t 
We had accomplished an object c 

We had climbed 
peak of the Rocky mountains, i 

: granite.    I 

looked 

pi. n rs.    [t was about 2 o'clock when we 

had already sunk behind the 
wail, and the day was drawing to a close. 
It would have been pleasant to have lingered 
:    -•   •"::. •'.. \      - . .'.. .'.•..'• . r- 

;; •.   .-    .:•; 

•   : - ,•   ---<x 

accident the next hour might bring forth. 
We reached our deposit of provisions at 

•••;   •..•-   •    ••   :..r        ' .  -      ..:-•-.•".•      :.i 

Mont Blanc, or the orange groves of South 
A   .•• .    . '.•.:: . • :••••,.-•.•.•     ..    - ,      -.-.- 

•...-._ ••.-•-•;.'.••••.    :•.•-•- ':''      ...•     •••" 

lea of rejoining our friends, and lay down on 

oundly. 
August  16.—We   left our encampment 
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August 23.—Yesterday eveni 
d our encar 

Band feet above.    It is needless to attempt 
"• 

•'    .".:  •.: 

was rough as imagination could picture it, 
and to us seemed equally beautiful. A con- 

tains of rocks naked and destitute of vegeta- 

f     :      -  • .-        •-••-. -.:   :••    :'    . "•• : : 
••-     • •   • 

>   • •     -      :  .   • 

P'.- •-. •.-.:•: : • " - 

t we reached the place where our 
,.••:••::;:   -   !   :  ' • 

.:-:.:- 
scanty breakfast.     We  cant 
on, and reached our camp on 
lake at dusk.    We found all well.    Nothing 
had occurred to interrupt the quiet since our 
departure, and the fine grass and good cool 
water had done much to re-es 
mals.    All heard with great delight the order 

the Two Buttes. 
In the course i 

the barometer wi 
regretted it, as I \ 

had done its part 
nly fulfilled. 

Ly evening we reaca- 
Rock Independence, 

nervations. 
m of early 

: of the Far West a sym- 
bol ot tlie(.:iinslr.ui faith.    Am >• _ 

the impression o!' a large cross, which I co- 

well calculated to resist the influence of wind 
and rain. It stands amidst the names of 
many who have long since found their way 
to the grave, in ! t , », , 'in the huge rock is 
a giant gravestone. . 

One (ieorge Weymouth was sent out to < 
Maine by the Earl of Southampton, Lord   ', 

••-•:• 

their discoveries, lie says : "The next day, 
we ascended in our pinnace that part of the 

•        ••  ,    v 

• 
:-••_! 

•':•    ':•.- 

.•-•..•••     '       • • •_-       :    :•: •' 

vast  rock one thousand  miles  beyond the 

In obedience to my instructions to survey 
the river Platte, if possible, I had determined 
to maKe an attempt at this place.    The India 

mile or two 01 
impossible un< 

xi; 

(J,-,,-,.-;       _••   - 

a meridian observatio 

packed up our boat and equipage 
• ••••: ..•'••':       . •_ •      •       ..••'.' 

the valley on the right bank of the Sweet 
the formation, as already de- 

stone, and fine-grained  conglomerate, and - 
eighty feet cube, ot   decomposing  granite. "" •:   -~ 

composition, and has disap- 
peared and left them isolate, and separated 

•.•••.•••:•••••••      .    '.'.  • _ '       :••• 

,.-. ,   •• •    •- '.-.-.• " .   •   •    '- ^ "• •     -.:--: 

we descended to a small open plain at the 

with a rapid9 current in to* the Platte, here 
D a broad   and  apparently 

appearance, to be considerat \   swollen.    I 



>r navigation the 
• 

intending to breakfast at Goat Island.    I had 
directed the land party, in charge of Bernier, 

remain, should they find  no note to apprise 

•i desip 

b>t nK'ii. viz : C. Lambert, !) 
Honor*    Ayot,   Benoist,   arid    D^coteaax. 
Here appeared no scarcity of water, and -,v-> 

- 

••       >' =.    i'-i 

Tien jumped overboard, to check the ve- 
y of the boat, but were soon in water op 

Here was a kind of elevated sand beach, no; 

! inare, backed by the rocks, an< 

angle.    Trunks of trees dep 
) feet above, and other marks 

:•;•.'..<...- .. ~.j '      L\.    •   ..     '    - 

-      •    ~;-    ••: 

y obstrncti 
,ber of small  falls.    We .„,. 
all answering t 

• •:•.; total   loss of his furs,     [t 
v on .! h  ve  I  :en  a work o!   <jreat *   n • and 
I;...':.;-.;.... •.:_•;• -    • 

d to run the canon.    We all 

have hesitated to leap a fall of ten 

ely below the mouth 
now 8 o'clock, and \ 

out to reconnoitre.  The 

s another high ridge.    The 
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e canon was still the 

Landing on a rocky shore at its comr 
ment, we ascended the ridge to recon 
Portage was out of the question.    So far ,i< 

row. dark rliasm in the rock; and he 
perpendicular faces were much highe 
in the previous pass, being at this en 
to three hundred, and further down, i 

f these, the boat proved I 

rope on the succeeding pile of 
rocks. We found this passage much worse 
than the previous one, and our posjlWrwas 
rather a bad one. To go back, w^* impos- 
sible ; before us, the cataract VM&L sheet of 
foam; and shut  up  in   the*£msm by the 

:a some pla^^gd almost 

-: 

about twelve feet high; and down the boat shot 
like an arrow, Basil following us in the rapid 
c irront, and exerting ail hi-strength to keep 

sionally like a black spot in the white foam. 
How far we went, 1 do | • 

mer, ana I determined to take him and the 

fortune to reach the other end in saiety. We 

paddles in our hands, the mo-t skilful boat- 

roek aucr roe!      ed       >   ; ast  lal!  a;ter tall, 

.'    .... • 

the act of saving 
bad grusped by the hair, and 
not swim ; <*!• 
rvvards learned, '• lack- pas, cker 
Wains pas," was tbfl 
nourir atant que de te ItLker." 
he reply of courage and gene- 
> danger.    F< r 
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•f.r. 

ixShadoStb: 

I ridges were covered with fragments of a 
I yellow sandstone, of which the strata were 

splayed in the broken ravines 
which interrupted our course, and made our 
walk extremely fatiguing.   At one point of 

3wn the river on the left bank. Mi 
3s and myself descended on the side w 
on; and Lajeunesse, with a paddle i 

and, jumped on the boat alone, and con 
d down the canon.    She was now lighi 

difficulty.    In a short time he was joined by 
Lambert, and the search was continued for 
about a mile and a half, which- was as far as 

1 proceed in the pass. 
Here the walls were about, five hundred 

ahove'ha^choked 'thfriver into• hollow 

'{'•:-         ;              -   :     .  •  '          •   ••     •      :             •••    :'        / 

the water found its way.    Favored beyond 

!••          ' - 
and incidents of travel, and topographical 
.;-:,.-.•••.. 

!•• •                                                       ' 

; i. and our 
ter west  of   Laramie.       I ' 
other journals contained d«] 

which  had  been taken in  the mountains. 

much in the power of chance, that we be- 
came somewhat uneasy in regard to them. 

ng have occurred, in the brief 
interval of our separation, to prevent our re- 
joining rbem, our   ''    '' 

a steeple, about c 
and fifty feet high. The scenery w 
ly picturesque, and notwit' 

; frequently obliged t» 

• 

this ridge the river  emerged 
• •riding 

r, we were join 
The r«t of '••••'. 

We 
river    repeatedly—some 

'ing gate. On 

• our descent in 

ing, Mr. Preu ss was a few hundred fe 
advance.    Heated with the 1 ng marc 
came suddenly upon a fine bold spring •,i.«ii- 

ock, about ten feet abov the 
•. be 

threw himself down for a hasty draugh and 

'••• ~   ' : <:•   • ng to Benoist, who laid hi 

We had no thermomet 

count two seconds.    There are eight or ten 

streams large enough to be e .;  ' ., 
i to be produced by the fall 

' •.:; : '.. !.:.':-.      .        -•;•.•••, .     .    •.: ...••       .     •:•.- 

Thermopylae of 
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; the bed of'the rh 

soundly, after one of th 
I have ever experienced 

August 25.—EarJy 
nesse was sent to the v 
which had been saved, 

left here in July h 

' •••       •'  •• .- 

quent  part of the journey.    At 10 in *'— 
morning of the  26th  we  reached   C; 
camp, where we   found   everything  ui 
turbed.     We  disinterred   our  deposit, 

the way out, and, travelling a few mile 
the afternoon, encamped for the n^i * at 

I of the Ph 
August 27.- 

place wh, 
July. 

inner on the 27t 

as if the bard 

w—a mere line of water among 
We reached Laramie fort on 

the last day of August, after an absence of 

our friends all well.    The i : 
been fixed for our return ; an-1 I 

I, who were on the lookout 'for 

discharges of its single piece, which we re- 
turned with scattered volleys of our small 

carts repeatedly and  at  our pleasure; ai 

•..-.; 

 ••    : 

"'      •    •.••! 
: : 

ed to make another attempt to descend the 

ti ty- in th • r.:n-triict:i n of a -- :.: 
to'I    •  . 

aether with   buffah 
over a basket frame of willow.    The i 

the boat left exposed to the sun for the j 
erpart of one day. which was sufiioii 

a of tbs 15th we embarked m. 
i'r: r,-- ai I m\->!!'. with 

-•:•,:•..:•••: ..-••! 

,:.'.,...:•. .'     :•-• 

:       ,       •       • - 

•- 

ream—" the Nebra - 

'    -       i   •••••           •     ....:-:   ;••   "..-v. , --   ;:• 

'     "'    •••       -    -•••••     .. • one miles  below the junction.    The next 
plants, we saw great number.- • •••'•••            '• 

of which five or six were killed in the morn- 
ing's ride.    We occupied mm •                   ,:   .      •     •          .     ..'         :•     •' 

proving our previous  survey-of the river; beaten road. 
On  the 18th we reached Grand Island, 

observations were generally made at night 
rage breadth of one mile and three-quarters. 
It has on it some small eminences, and is We halted for a short time on the after- 

'>-•••-••••     •   '  -• •••-•     •   ' .    :.:••-         -         -       -- 

dians, some of whose chiefs we had met at 
L.:--. ...... ,.:•.. ,-..:    •              -  •••       •                  -. :i 
teemely low; in many places, the large ex- 1 an excellent soil, and recommends itself to 
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on the Lower Platte. 
On the 22d we arrived  at 

birty miles above the mouth of 
the Loup fork. They were gathering in 
their corn, and we obtained from them a very 
welcome supply of vegetables. 1 

tne Platte, which has a yellow muddy color, 
• 

h we have previously spoken. 

and u - r  t      it  ; >site bank after re- 

selves of the bars.    We encamped on the 

<•'•:        . 

Five or six" d 

i charge of the Ame- 

.fternoon of the 27th we 

i very large, and all well tim- 

'of the  i 
the exception of some scattered grovea 
e banks, the bottoms are generally 
at timber. A portion of these consist 
j grounds, covered with a profusion of 

!>eeu  sola  at puoiic  auction  at   liellevue. 
i  my party enabled me to man 

'   • 
morning of the tenth, we halted to make 

had  left the trading post  of Mr. Cvprinn 

i the 17th. At St. Lou 
remaining effects was i 
that city by steamboat c 

he honor to report to you 
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ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS. 

aome^rough ground in 

ARTHUR STEWA 

Da*.    | U***. Lonsi**, 

May 27 
June   8 

1G 

St- Louis, residence of Colonel Brant    - 

ve the 

Deg.min.stc. 
38 37   34 
39 05   57 

39   06   40 

39   30   40 
39 45   08 

40 41    06 

40 39   55 

41 05   05 

40   51    17 
40    53   26 
40 22   35 

41 08    30 
41 40    13 

42 39    25 
42   47   40 
42    51    35 
42   50   68 

42   50   53 
42   38   01 

94 25   46 

95 38   05 

96 14   49 
18 

,ar the road to Laramie 

25 
26 

99   05   24 

Jory32 -rih and south forks of the Ne bru^k, 
100   49   43 

12 
13 

24 

1 

South fork of Platte river, left bank. - 
103   30   37 

:   -. •  ••• • 

104   39   37 
104   S>4   36 
104   47   43 
104   59   59 

North fork of Platte river,' left bank 

105 50   45 

106 08   24 
106   38   26 
106   54   33 
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THE EXPLORING EXPEDITION 

OREGON  AND  NORTH   CALIFORNIA 

IN THE YEARS ] 

Corps of Topographical Engineers : 

at the little town of Kansas, on the Mis- 

the necessary preparations for the extended 
explorations which my instructions contem- 

My party consisted principally of Creole 
and Canadian French, and Americans, 
amounting in all to 39 men; among whom 

who have been 

rs of hardship 

lected as our guide; and Mr. Charles 
Preuss, who had been my 
previous journey, was again associated with 
me in the same capacity on the present ex- 
pedition. Agreeably to your directions, 
Mr. Theodore Talbot, of W i 
had been attached to the party,'with a view 

St. Louis I had beei ouis 1 had been joined by Mr. t rede- 
Dwight, a gentleman of Springfield, 
ichusetts, who availed himself of our 

by Mr. Frede- 
>f Springfi •' 
bimself of 

slands and China, by way of 

The men engaged for the sen 
Uexis Ayot, Louis Me 
Francois Badeau,        Louis Mo 

Samuel N 
Japtiste Bernier, Alexis Pe 
ohn A. Camp!,.' 

I!,      James Po 
B,       Raphael I 

Henrv Le. 
Jacob Dodson, 
Washington  n 

i''.'.:r:Vl'   Uh're' 

!-looking old man 

- 



8ion.    The camp equipage and provisions 

each by two mules; and a light covered 

• 

ments.    These were : 
One refracting telescope, by Frauenho- 

One reflecting circle, by Gambey. 

One   pocket   chronometer, No. 837, by 
Goffe, Falmouth. 

:,,     . . 
barometer, by Bunten, Paris. 

Six thermometers, and a number of small 

To make the exploration as useful as pos- 

CAPT. FREMONT'S NARRATIVE 

iv, and 

>•. •-••.'     •  - ."•:•••    ••   •-.- :••  .',. ... •• 

the Pacific or the Mississippi. 

Bntil the morning of the 29th • 

Resuming our jouniev on \.lu 31=t, aft r 
the delay of a day to complete our equip- 
ment arid furnish ourselves with some  of 

•••-•••:.. . _ . • 

^'M 

i the road a populous and animated 
ice, although the greater portion of 
rrants were collected at the cross- 
ilready on their march beyond the 

n )•: the so ith< in side of the Kan- 

nd  where our progress was much 

reek, about 130 fi 

•    - 

• ;       •••••. ;     ,;   -„•••.. •... .--• 

engaged in crossing a wooded stream, we 

sudden arrival of Maxwell, who entered the 

party of Osage Indians. \v:tii j iv r< <! bi uik- 
ets, and heads shaved to the scalp lock. 
They had run him a distance of about nine 

j previous, and to which he 

-.   -. «. 
• ••   • • if •   •• •   !   -.:.•'.-..   j ••••:.   •.-     .   ;.. '   • ' ..." -   .:.,   ..,.>: 

,-d into the camp, drove off 
a number of our best horses: but we were 

••::•..-;.•.;•    • 



: '     . • . 

1 heavier baggage of the ggage of the camp, 
vance, with a light 

of fifteen men, taking with me tne 
ter and the light wagon which carried 

• 

for preparing supper.    Among a variety of 
:. tu-day made their first ap- 

.;.        :•.•:•:.-•..•-.,•••      : •   > 

..      •-..::•! 

'.;• 
•--lull   river, alonu   whose   trib- 

intry  afforded  us  an   excellent 
oute being generally over high 

j well timbered with ash, elm, 
, and a very large oak—the lat- 

erfume"111" & - 
ne high and low pr 

jquently, generally c 

>ken prairie bank. 

Amorpha, with the' 

le prairies was sad 

ig a vanguard of immense herdi 

me during the c   • 

ur elevation bad 
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coming abundant on the higher parts of the 

June 21.—During the forenoon we trav- 
elled up a branch of the creek on which 
we  had   encamped, in   a broken country, 

prevailed  everywhere, 

lingled frequent patches 

- ' •     . 

m, we encamped on a fork, about 
; wide and one foot deep, flowing 

above the gulf. 
At noon, on the 23d, we descended into 

the valley of a principal fork of the Re- 
publican, a beautiful stream with a dense 
{•• •    -   • 

• 
< '•-...•-. y -   . ,-. •        ... • •.    .   - 

ie around, seemed all to have ,   .-..   .;.,-•      •     ;  . 
afternoon our route alon;.r :.•••. 
was populous with prairie dogs, (the bot- 

lages,) and late in the evening encamped on 
its banks.    The prevailing timber is a blue- :'   :   ..:   • 
cana,) and ash-leaved maple.    With these 

ches, were spread out over . 

ie exception of one or two distant and de- 
tached groves, no timber of 

broad river, struggling for existence among 
* : th«'   i t »•'..--  iv!ik.-.   lui 

keeping.   On the opposite side, 
the broken ridges assumed almost a moun- 

I or several days 
broken and dry sandy i 

•    ••:  .'   - - 

the hills.    The discovery of 

were usually collected hei 

TiiL a s supported 
xuberant growth i 

which were much farther advanced than we 

at relieved the appearance of 

hills, on the afternoon of the 30th of June, 
we found ourselves overlooking a broad and 

and 1,000 feet below us, the S 

swollen  with  the  waters  - A 

the   parched  country   from 

-i expanse of water grew in- 

j    ..-:._-   i 

vest, as the sun sank behind ii 

•'r.. •- 
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luminously wl 

On the 
ing  along  the partially o 

with glittering snow. 

unexpectedly on an Indian, wh 
perched upon a bluff, curiously watch 
movements of our caravan.    He belonged 
•-•:•.. . .    •.. -   • ••..  '    • •:• . 

of which the hunters had  brought in ; 
abundant supply. 

About noon, on the 4th 

• :->•.<        • 

been prepared in honor of the day. 
Our animals were very much worn 

and  our stock   of provisions  entirely 
hausted when we arrived at the fort; b 
was disappointed in my hope of obtaining 

found it in a very impoverish^ ' 
ind we were able to procure 01 . . -      - : 

matter in a country where rarely the da 
Out seeing some kind of gam< 

and where it was frequently abundant.    ] 

we had already learned to 
we could not proceed withoi 

I had been informed that a large number 

Upper California; and as our friend, Mr. 

. - '  ; 
resided, I engaged him to r 
;••-!.:. 

i.-J    •'.'•      !   ;."• ;,   ::   •'•.   -.:  ;   ' .-  • ' -       ••: 

course of the survey. 
A • •     .::•.•.. 

generally sandy soil.    Passing on the way 

His post was beginning to assume the ap- 

-  ' 
and  there was the wreck of a promising 
garden, in which a consideral 
vegetables had been in a floui 

indicated our approach to the Arapaho 

ottom, and consisting of about  160 
lodges.    It appeared extremely  populous, 

••••''• • 
were gathered together at the farther end of 
'•<<.;'._--.••       ' • :     ••-,-•• •';•  -".- - - 

••"     - 

r respect or regard) by throwing their 
round our necks and embracing us. 

this ceremony, as our 
* ibited for them the sa 

bear or any other v 

) Fort Laramie, where h 

r goods had been : 

i  of Mr.   r'.: 
to them as the White Head, or the 

i Hand.    I saw here, as I had re- 
illage the preceding 

f white poles supporting their spears 
ields, which showed it to be a regular 

JuIy.Maxwj ridently expected, 
d a few ho?      ihey behave^ very coorteoui 
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pines growing on the 

uaking    asp    (popul 

g  ttering through 
pond the first ridge. 

ppear very sat>! 

to the opposite  side, 
night a little above Cher 
ing cloudy, with many 

pi'..1- 
" J J 

prospect 

; i',.v 

:;,:• ' U'   '; ••: . 

ry frequei 
ery little   game  since 
provisions began to get 

sleep  another  night wit 

We   had   found   very little 
aving the fort, and provisions begar 

. as we had had n 

leer, which  he found   feeding  m  a liolbw 

ions and the scarcity of game, I 

mps to the eastward, in the hope 
in with the buffalo. This route 

dividing  grc 
the Arkansas, 

tward, along the upper 

'•• •   ::    . •    •:'. 

— 
to give it a varied beauty, except game. To 
one of these remarkably shaped hills, hav- 

or three hundred yards in circumference, 
some  one gave  the name of Poundcake, 

rk   of the   Platte which it has been permitted 1 
hungry people seemed to think it a very 
agreeable comparison.    In the afternoon a 
buffalo bull was killed, and we encamped on 

the plains.    The 
about 5,500 feet 

•••••->• ••• ' .;•.-' • •    ' •-: ••   •••  • -•'    . :••-•• ••    - falling 2,800 feet 
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to   the   high   ridges,   which are generally | we discovered, at 

.  -     •• 

ally in the tough ( 

le buffalo grass, (se$leriax 

ween the Piatte and Ar- 

lia journey, a few small bushes 

tridentata.)   Yesterday an i to 

uf all   tins  country is 

support  a  large agri 

. along, eagerly j 
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Descending 
eipitous and rocky  hillside  among th< 
3S, which rarely appear elsewhere thai 

npedatita foot, when 

On the summit of the ridge, near the 
A:   . ,   - • 

,•;-'••-••.••-     . 

jtected i 
reach of a rifle ball. 
ilerably clear, with a 

temperature at sunset of 63°. Elevation 
of the camp 7,300 feet. 

Turning the next day to the southwest, 
we reached, in the coirrse of the morning, 
the wagon road to the settlements on the 
Arkansas river, and encamped in the after- 
i '  •   t -   - - 

-•':"•.•-.   ...     . 

ing a tall species of gilia, wit 

flower white, was equally so. 

s 69", and our eleva- 

the river, following an e 

you Salade, a high mountain 
I Pike's peak.    The soil along 

I strange plat ira 

-looking and hardy men, 
d mounted on good fat 

I occupied themselve 

lian trade.    They were princ 
pally * 

Dut as all commercial intercourse with New 

•'       .        • •    '        •        • .'••.'..•        •    V    i:. 

"T-.   - 
of the Utah 

crossed the Ai 
was very doub 
much apprehei 

VlaxweUhadnoknowl- 
a the vicinity when he 
, his chance of escape 

ir his life, having great 
lence and courage.    1 

; the pueblos, or civil- 
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7 that place, 

sion of obtaining supplies from Taos was 
cut off.    I had here the satisfaction to meet 

iles was absolutely 

. Charles 
• is on the I 

out 75 miles below For 

cessary, I dispatched 

Our direction was 
ver, it being my in- 

ndance of prele.    Ipomea 

generally in  large 
•e flowers on each. 

! ?;,j. 
Beautifu'l clusters of I 

iota was 
the   bottoms.    Currants   m I 
abundant, and among the shrubs which cov- 
-     : :. •    • • 

high. 
On the afternoon of the 17th we entered 

among the broken ridges at the foot of the 

1 rode ahead in the afternoon in search of 

which had been gathered all the afternoon! 

• ired I had entered the store- 

however, to ride along up the river until 
. • ' • :••-•- 

t'ul of finding the springs before the next 
day. when I came suddenly upon a large 
smooth rock about twenty yards in diame- 
ter, where the water from several springs 
was bubbling and boiling up in the midst of 

. . • • >. - 

ered a portion of the rock.    As this did not 
•   V 

,he   river, and, passing through a narrow 
hiokut <>t' shrubbery bordering the stream, 

.: '.ii a huge white ruck, a; 

L torrent, foamed along, brok. 
all.    A deer which had bee;, 
he   spring was startled by my approach, ':    .     -: 
ip the mountain.    In the upper part of the 
ock, which had apparently been formed by 

'iung by currant bushes, in which the cold 

.d already made me, I lay down b\ 
3 of the basin, and dnml 

tains,  beautifully  timbered,   v. 
closely round, shutting up the little valley 
in a kind of cove.    As it was beginning to 
grow dark, I rode quickly down the river, 

T:.   : • •; the 
lear, and, all the people being 

id  immedi; 

prings, which 
xe.    The water I 
?. which   Mr.   Pre 

V at the springs, and 
pleasant day. On the 
river is another locality 

Salt lake.    The f 

ter had covered a piece < 
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in, was690.    At s 

• springs was 58°, 

In the shrubbery 

singular piny flavor ; and on tr 

52' 10", and longitude 105° 22' 45" 

wood, {populus angustifolia,) called by thl 

ameter.    ThflJ 
a dark ferruginous conglon 

.ruetible by the 
1 the hill, of w 

itnted apart, is e 
ige was broke 

:, ; '•       .         "'    .'. '  "A". 
the clouds had  gathered to » storm ov 

ridge which separates the  waters of the 
Platte from those of the Arkansas.    As we 
approached the dividing ridge,  the whole 

•it with flowers ; blue, yel- 

with each other in  splendor. 
'.'.•.--••.•"•.: 

and   a   bright-looking   flower   (gaillardia 
aristata) was very frequent; 

it along our ro 

1 ^the water* of 
e flax added to the 

>wth that  I  rarely 

.iittg 

among high and very 
i fragments of rocK, 

region, and made a late encampment near 
Poundcake rock, on that fork of the river 

!•:,-••.     .-...••..-.     !.-.•:•,..•:   :••--' >:- 

-v had been much harassed. 
:-.••••    .-,••.•••.:.• : ••  - •      . , . •   • 

;.•.••:.,.•:.•;••••-•• -••••- 

.',. •    ••:, - -.>    •       ••• 
c plants of the river l»t- 

toms to-day.    This was one of the mort 
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journey, . 

) its head one of the two principal bra 
f the upper Arkansas, 75 miles in 1 
nd entirely completed our survey c 

Reaching St. Vra 

his party in good ore 
Mr. Fitzpatrick and 

r and excellent healt 
jle friend, Kit Carsoi 

s had b 

way, several Cheyenne Indians, whom I had 
•     -    • 

Shoshonee Indians;   and occa 

arrival, one of their parties had attacked an 
Arapaho village in the vicinity, which they 
had found unexpectedly str<KM 
assault was turned into a rapid flight and a .".-::   •.   :..- 
pelled to abandon the animals they had rode, 

ssage by a pass through a spur of the 
lins made by the CacA 

would occasion detention, and accoidingly 

1 merfme at°For 

> us as i 
f the Columbia.    The latter name is there 
sstricted to one ef the upper forks of the 

Our Delaware Indians having determined 

ry to provide this party with a good hunter; 
and I accordingly engaged in 
Alexander Godey, a young Q 

ieen actively employed in ho 
.-     : •••    •':-.   ' •:     '     •••••-••• •     •'•   - 

-,'.<. : '.  .'.- .:•.   • _ ' ;.   '    ...-. '• -      — ':-   ••----> 

nd professional skill he was a formidable 



like Naomi of old, to return to her people, 
requested and obtained penr;, 

. to the neighborhood of Bear 

-  curried on five or six pa 

which 'i no longer had any use, as I'h 

<    ' .--.'     • -   •      -   :-.    i 

Dodson, Louis Zindel, Henry Lee, J. 

ill the   other longitude 

f September 13, 1843, t 

JwJw •uhTgTli! 
Mtertdeterm 

•- 
ofthechronometei 

•:-••• .-....• ','..        . 

Vrain's fort,  the longitude  between  thai 
place and the mouth of the 

:ermination of 1842, give 
: the fort above the sea, 4 
ometer here used was ft 

f two days, which was al 

ird over comparative plains, 
and, fording the Cache-a-la-Poudre on the 
morning of the 28th, entered the Black hills. 

alt passage around by a gap, 
'-.     \ • 

labor,   howeyer, would remove   this  diffi- 
culty, and render the road to this point a 

distance of about  six  mile-.s.  run 
through a spur of I 

We were compelled by the nat, 
ground to cross the river eight or n 

scanty space, the green 

tall spikes sometimes risii 

some places appeared 
composition, making a of decompositit 

The stream was wooded with cottoi 
• .-, aud ,-L. tr\. 'Alt!. run-.i 

and serviceberry bushes, 
what laborious day, during which it hs 
rained incessantly, we encamped near tl 
end of the pass at the mouth of a smi 

.•.-;-•: ..:-.•! '• " - : ' •••     ^ •; ••• •••/'•"• 

a fine deer.   Rough and difficult as we foui 
,, an excellent road may j 
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camp  5,540  feet,  and  distance  from   £ 

July 30.—The day was bright again ; t] 
'    un'rise   '•- 

Cdche-a-la-Poudre 

•• ;:_r'i! \\ 

": ...       ••:•- 

• • •   '.      . .     • 

mountains around Long's peak. 
By the   great  quantity of snow visible 

v. •     : '.        :.•••;    .••...••.-.       ...,-. ..-.- 

vaw.y. 

•     • . ': •    • 

: •    : . :    • 

ntly  passed.    The i 

:r-.-:.:       .   -   ,. 
tic, was a new delphinium, of a green anc 
"<-- •'-•••.••-,'       .      .....•.-. 

;. „ •:.. - 

M through a remarkable defile 

region, which everywhere is red and grav- 
elly, and appears to be of a great floral fer- 

As we emerged on a small tributary of 

magnificent;   and  we   congratulated   our- 
s< Ives,   - \\e rodi  ah ntj our pleasant road, 

<        • , . .•.•••! 

groups of cotton-wood at considerable inter- 
vals.    From our camp, we are able to dis- 

? 
64°. "The 

is 30 miles. 

rise temperature at 42°. We 
travelled to-day over a plain, or open roll- 
•.••_'   r      i-.j. . ••.;•;•        .'•'.     . 

:.-••• •-    .';.•- 

proached closer to the moan)••. 

L 

-       ,    .   :  •••  -•, .....       ••    '•   ••>-' 
- and antelope were seen du- 

ring the day, and  one of tin 
killed.    The  Laramie  peak 

The  evening was  clear, 
-'     '•   "J- 

The day"s journey was 26 miles. 
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day delightful.    The neighb* was made  extremely rough  by the  stiff 
tough bushes of artemisia  triderUata,* in 

with   the  brighter  foliage of aspens, and this country commonly called sage. 
This shrub now began to make its ap- 

patches of snow among the pines, and here 
and there on the heights.    Our route below- about to quit for a long time tfa 
lay over a comparative plain, covered with excellent  pasturage  and brilliant  flowers. 
the same brilliant vegetation, and the day 
was clear and pleasantly cool.    During the ing the afternoon ;   and we were surprised ' 
morning, we crossed many streams, clear by the appearance of a large red ox.    We 
and rocky, and broad grassy valleys, of a 
strong black soil, washed down from the 

gathered around him as if he had been an 
old acquaintance, with all our domestic feel- 

mountains, and producing ex< 
rage.    These were timbered with die red sight of an old farm house.    He had proba- 
willow and long-leaved cotto bly made his escape  from some party of 

emigrants on Green river; and. with :i vivii! 
remembrance of some old green field, he 

ii'diiticr   that   the   country  admitted.    We ..    .   . 
had wandered off, I would  not let him be 
pursued,  for  I  would   rather   have   gone 

were many lodge poles lying about; and in I luntlet so far among the In 
dians.     1  have  been told by  Mr.   Eentra 

three strong forts, that appeared to have people   of an ox  born and raised  at  St. 
Vrain's   fort, which   mad.:   '   - 

became first acquainted with the yampah, 
(anetkum graveolens,) which I found our ing come in that  year with the wagons. 
Snake woman engaged in 
low timbered bottom of the creek.    Among .-.,,:. 
the Indians along the Rocky I down to rest; but did not see him for about 
more particularly among the Shoshonee or 700 miles, when they overtook him on the 

- .  red the best among 
used for food.    To us i 

savage and civilized 1: 

Colorado than in any other . 

IteTa^e be3^Y^ 

spura from the j 

cross ; and, although the road \ 
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ty.    Immediately i 

generally made 
regions. According to tl 

opening a 

which gave 41o 

nal streaks of pine ;   bu 

red feldspath c granite, and dark with p 

more compact and durable 

through a fe v days before to the east 

terribly rough with arterr 
evening encampment on 

ing.    Bands 
we came do* 

he camp a cow which had 

:elyfind a place ; 
nset, I turned dueol - 

We were obliged to feel our 

"-'•••''• - 
eral hours, during which we   had knocked 

" • •'    '     - 

j i to find delightful— 

ed us   at   day; i 
i s ml e from the 

August 4.—The morning was clear ar 
calm; and, leaving the creek, we travelle 
towards the North fork of the Platte, ov< 
•-    : '  •:•.      ••.••'•-'.: •• '•   '•   :     /     .-::       :: 

broken by ravines.    With the exception c 
some thin grasses, the sandy soil here wi 

;  '   '••".!    ••        , • '• ,    - ••••    ••- 

1 have been a small a 

e displayed a 
5 fossil vege- 
ofcoal.    In 

ler. As we had a large supply of 
i the camp, which it was necessary 
and the surrounding country appear- 
3 well stocked with buffalo, which it 
>bable, after a day or two, we would 
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eighborhood   of   01 

charge from about 70 mount- 
it  the upper end of the little 

Before they n 
grove on the verge 
occupied by our j 
brought to a sudder 

- 

• 

tainly saved our horses, and probably our- 

They had been  on a w   r 

-   -: ;      . 
i taken in good part, and the 

The   pipe   went   round,   pi 

::.'•   "••'.'-''. 

government au: 
I ' ' 

•.:••. '•-•'.   - 

villages they  had  surprised, at Bridgi 

an  antelope   surround,) and succeeded  in 
- .„ --. 

scalps. News of the attack reache< 
Snakes   immediately,   who   pursued 

and, in the running fight which ensuec 

fort.    After remaining until nearly sunset, 
they took their departure; ai I 
'-:'      '•'.::' . 

by the vigilance rendered :. 

nset 70°, and the evening c 
ion above the sea 6,820 feet . 

36' 00" ; longitude 107O 22' 27". 
August 6.—At sunrise the thermometer 

was   46°,  the   morning  beiDg   clear   and 
calm.    We travelled  to-day over  an ex- 
tremely rugged  country,   barren  and  un- 

filing  to be seen but arte- ._. :     '     - 
grassy spot among the hills, kept green hy 

.-- 
pretty little   stream  of clear  cool  water, 
whose green banks looked refre 

Our road the next day was through 

way through, and nearly  impracticable   i 
our light carriages     The   region throu 

plateau, constituting the dividing ridge 1 

Platte nor the Colorado, but losing 1 
selves either in the sand or in small 1 

mountainous range  became visible i 

a pass in the valley of the Sweet °\ 
river. A shaft of the gun-carriage 
broken during the a: 

pleasant evening before we succeed 
finding a very  poor   encampment, i 

.:.: 

ding' the fiat sandy 1 
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- 
iris,  with   smaller 

ary to that river. 
in  the afternoon our course 

[own the stream, which here cuts directlj 
hrough ihe ridge, forming a very practica- 
ble pass, we entered the vull 
, march of about nine miles, encamped on 

had entirely beaten and crushed t 
misia, was a happy exchange to our poor 
animals for the   sirup   r,u k>   uiul   touu 

so long;   and   we    mo\   i!   up   the   valltu 

Leaving this encampment, 

separates  the  Atlantic   from  the   Pacific 

extremity of the   South   Pass,  which   is 
n width, and already 

traversed by several 
s well as I could, in the scarcely 

ndgeTnSemarka-* 

ion, which gave 7,490 

report of 1842, I est mated the elevation of 

nee, as the great gate through 
merce and travelling may here- 
benvt,n  the v.c. 
1 the north  Pacii 

s above the DwiK 
n able to see in coming down . .....,::        - 
roke away around Jupiter for a ,-..••; 

dun;!-: u!iu:ii  we obtained an 
the   first  sate 

about 400 miles more bv thi 
about 700 by the Great Platte route ; these 

stance from St, 1 

sses the road to Oregon; and mouth of the Oregon is about 1,400 miles 
by the common travelling route; so that, 

avy wagons of the   emigrants under a general point of view, it may be 

MihMs&ipni ar,J the  Pacific'ocean, on 
common ' travelling   route.     Following 

which flow west from the South Pass g< 
this gulf,) we made our  usual   halt   i 

of Green river—the great Colorado of 

camped in the Mexican t 

South Pass, in longitude 
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The road here 

ut 400 feet wide, by a very good 
continued to descend for seven or < 
es  on  a pleasant road along the : 

this country to trade some 25 years ago. It 

1--  -   _ 

n 

walled in by pre- 

proaches the gulf of California, is repor ed 
to be smooth and tranquil; but its upper 

course among its lofty precipices it presem 
•;•.•..-••• 

offering many temptations, and often di: 
cussed, no trappers have been found bol 
.:;.•'• -':. •-. •••.•,. :_-.. .    .        ..;.-- 

i.i",;^   ,>V,\M 

by the   slighte 

lewhat high and broken 

, reached Black's fork ot 

,   -,.dv>- 

f disagreeable. 

at 6 in the morning, we travenea aionj 
bottom, which is about two miles i 
bordered by low hills, in which the £ 
contained handsome and very distinct i 
table fossils.    In a gully a short dis: 

> tlie former strec 

."iter.    It is woot 

d feet high, with frequenl 
1 escarpments of a green 
of an argillaceous carbon 

. few in variety, 
\g covered principally with 

The Shoshonee woman took 
_ to find some of 1 

I  a fork of this I 

elled 32 miles. 
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One of our mules died here, and in this a fine cow, with her calf, which had strayed 
off from some emigrant party, were found 

country had lately afforded was very poor 
-    i   .: -   :: • .. • 

cup   of coffee.     We travelled  to-day  28 
miles, and, as has been usual A 

no other  nourishment   than   grass.     The the Green river, the road has been very 
rses   (as   those   are  usually dusty, and the weather smoky and oppres- 
are brought to this coun ry 
») are not of any serviceable 

value   until   after  they have   remained a . the creek by a very gradual ascent and a 

August 19.—Desirous to avoid every de- 
lay not absolutely necessary, I sent on Car- 
son in advance to Fort Hal! 
to make arrangements for a small supply 
of provisions-    A few miles from our en- 
campment, the road entered a  high ri!  e. .:,',:, -. 

'._.,.• 

more   agreeable,   and  travelli 
ed  a ridge of this conglomerate, the road 

'•'•'-•  ' 

r cedar, and de- 

A neighboring s 
ze us to believe that here, 
de of the Rock 

i and Europe, which have hitherto bee 
nting to complete the system of Nor) 
lerican geology, 
in the afternoon we continued our roa' 

*H>8t interesting fossil locality I had met in 
file country, and I deeply regretted that 
time did not permit me to remain a day or 

pate the delays to which I might be exposed 

--•••<• •<•   :••.-.. 

* •-   :•-. ••::•.• •.-.::-. •.- 

mens as I could conveniently carry. 
Coal made its appearand 

:-• -"•  -"•    •••   - • ' 

:!•.•• ..........    •• 

hills, and we descended 

-.'^v," !,,,t:y 

. ;.•    :(.,••: 

by observation, 41" 39' 45"; and in the af- 
\"d  on   the same excellent 

placed at 8,230 feet above 
the sea.     Tin-" is a connecting ridge be- 

the west b r more directly to the Pa- 

no outlet to the ocean.    From the summit 
•     •-•"   •'   ••' 

crosses  between  the  Mississippi and  the 

..._••.•.- 

the summit of the  gap «> 

where we   Some thic 
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ly ; the stock of the emig 
the grass as completely a 

: .,r t !_!it\.'k   of oxen, which really 
is well as if they had been all the 

. .v.v 
im,frv a liirle  noi 
lased to visit these 

ike which forms 
:able geog ' 

vho had visited the region, 
bject of trequent specula- sequentlv on Mexi- 

i the route all the 

-     ~ 
iv-i-.s       •:•-••• '.v...;..-. 

:he neighboring region.    It w 
supposed that   it 
among the trappers, including 
awn camp, were many who 1 

whirlpool, through which its ^ 

willow, and aspen, 
debouchement  thrc 

and half expected t 

valley, it is three U 

ip 500 yards wide ; and during the greater 

ry sharp and sudden bends, 
steep and rocky, and the val- 

:y occasionally so narrow as only to leave 
>ace for a passage through. 

>m, where the common blue flax was grow- : 

mped with a family of 

Crossing, in the afternoon, t 
, we descended irit 

bottom, formed by a lateral - 
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ized comfort, that 

^ommoTwitl 

It was absolutely i 

?ere obliged to grope 

camp, several  of 1 
••..-• 

midnight supper. The road, in the morn- 
ing, presented an animated appearance. W< 
found that we had encamped near a largt 

into the valley from t 

••     "  •   : -,• •    '.'.; . - 

-":;v 

.. until, when the 
t rider reached us, all the whole in- 
<r piain was occupied by a mass of 
'ii. which ciime charging down upon 

! appearance of our flag, \ 
garded as i -  regarded as an emblem of 

encamp,   near   his   own   lodge,   and   made 

In a very short time we pai 
horse?,   for which   we   gave   in   exchange 

and tobacco, and the usual other articles of 
I        . ..        - 
a considerable quantity of berries of differ- 

were the most abundant; ana 

•'•••..- 

r;i;c.:-. •'••:• ••••"•.••••        •   . v «i -   '- 
streams on the western side of the moun- 

.-••.. 

: 
.:    . ..   .,       •••:•. 

•       •      :.' '    '   i-  •'    •••••: 

• 

ther an agreeable 
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The morning of the 24th was disagreea-  eiler for the first tin 

bordered by 

srly wind and 

village, and, regaining 
;h, during all the day, 
emigrant  wagons,)   we 

' "which 

generally good, although, with the grasses, 
many of the plants are dried up, probably on 

[ almost entirely in seed—only a scattered 
flower here and  there   remaining—is  the 
most characteristic plant of the Bear river 

a  we encamped at night on 

- 
In our neighborhood, the 

peared extremely rugged, -i 

;anic region 

markabie and new.    There  _ 
of interesting objects gathered together in a 
small space.    Around the place of encamp- 

several  hundred  yards,   they 
effervescing g 

- • 

were numerous springs of an e 

attained only at regu- 

ich, together with the 

d gathered at the i 

ion of the Beer springs, 1 B the min- 

as .rent and 
letallic taste, leaving a burning effect 
tongue.    Within perhaps 

of the jet-d'cau   - 

als, escHpes a blast of hot 
ii,'|-j wreath of smoke, accomp 

r noise.    This hole had be 
by  Doctor  Wi- 
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towards the mountains.   The 
soil here has a dry and calcined appearance; 

:   overtaken  us 
r of regularly-shaped ; 

the devil, whom he seemed t< 

-shaped cones.    0 
markably-shaped hills an 

••• 

: 
markable yellow-colored rock, 

'•:•.- .._ ..••'.•,     :-::.-;:-/  • I •      v\ 

which is probably a fossil coral.   The rocky 

spring and our i 

springs.'   The Beer or Soda 

are of the same character.    They are very 

•- 

i   .-:• .A. ..:;•    •:  - ••       ' - - .  ; 

:. .-   :•   .       .:•:• .    :,.      "       .- :...-•- 

", • :..•• . ' :• .        :.••.•'.•.      .   '•   •  •••  ••• 

waters had been discharged were so large, 

| cular, and regularly formed as if by art.   At 

and searching about for more 
Rated  springs.    They are  some  of them 

ral yards in diameter, and kept in constant j 
motion by columns of escaping gas. By 
analysis, one quart of the water contains as | 

Sulphate of magnesia       .    .    .    . 12.10! 
. •- ;-J 

Carbonate of lime         3.86 
Carbonate of magnesia     .... 3.22 

salcium  1.33 
caesium               .    . 1.12 

Chloride of sodium     .    .          .    . 2.24 

: display on a grand scale; 

ills the springs are now d 

I surrounding plain. 
dgher up the en 



lustre when broken.    The mountain* 
looking the plain are of an entirely d 

•!er.      Continuing 
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the Steamboat spring 87° ; and that 

disagreeably metallic  taste  already  men- 

intD a \er\ i< '.i • \ iMe h wn, whose singu- 
ps, made it appear to me very 

• 

tained at an elevation of several feet above 

reous tufa, composed principally of the re- 

I .':•,'••'. -.       : :    . 'I •      .    :. 

rmtf clear and pure, and three or four feet 
deep, where it could be eon i 
ured near the wall; and at a considerably 

clear water, and apparently of consic 

i I set out o 

I assumed its soli 

Beer springs 
' the  a: 

the elevation above the gulf, being 

tV.. :.-    • -.•'••    ;.  , ".' •'••   - .' 

111° 46' 00" for the longitude.    The night 

for an observation of i 

appearance of the s 
The morning of 

the sky with- .- el. 

again left in our plat 

t.ell.u ;i 
triyll 

point where the road quits the valley of 

he Great Basin from the Pacific wa- 
a'ches Port Hall, by way of the Port- 
iver, in a distance of probably fifty 

wagons.    An examination of the great lake 

!:i:-iyd,.i 
,1 plan of, 

••• 

tremely low ; we had only dried meat sufli. 
cient for one meal, and our supply of flour 

1 therefore immediately dispatched one of 
the party, Henry Lee, with a note to Car- 

f provisions, and e 

tolerably well-grown calv, 
have become lood for wc 
had probably been left by a 

rand the point of t 

rer here   passes   between  perp 

; • '•    '•••-.'•  r        •-..•• •.••..•: 
place of our halt, is called the Sheep rod 
—probably because a flock of the common 
mountain sheep (ovis montana) had been 

.. .  . 
lar appearance of an isolated hill  with a 

stony soil pf the plain 
y the basalt which forms 
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neighborhood of the hiil, 
plain was rent into freq 
ehasms of the same scoria 
from forty to sixty feet 
there was not  sufficient 1 

,t it terminated in 
in oval, or near!' 

<•. and 60 feet al 
t depth.   The wa 
ertical, and disposed like mason- 

sunrise at 29:.   M  ', 

ami. l".»l!i wni'jr for about three hours 
which led  along the bottom, we en- 

I ridge, and halted to noon in the ravine of a 
.. timbered   with   cotton- ,   .:   .   . 

herry and other shrubby trees.    The 

extended   views   -m«       entering   the 
( u-t f n river valley, began 
There was a shei'it  rani in the earlier part 
e.i'the day. and at noon, when the therrrto- 

scoriaceous lavas of Mount yEtna, "Vesu-1 
vius, and other volcanoes."   The faces  of 

M reddened and glazed by the 

omposed 

August 26.—Crossing 

The 

Ci.riil 

ndians.   They visit- 
ig, and we obtained 

from them a small quantity of roots of dif- 
in exchange for goods. Among 

I them was a sweet root of \ 

a of their support were only 
gradually successful, and after long and per- 

-   •  .    ..'•.'.. •  . .-.•.; ! .:.• ••• .- 

i grasses.    Many cranes were  seen dur- 
« ith a few antelope, very shy 

under storm, with moderate . • .     '.. 
e thermometer  being at  55 .     Leaving 
ir encampment at the Com 

Jin mis portion ot trie journey, J 

n through Upper ( 
, itself in bloom, whicl 

mournful effect \  ^^ 

August 21.~- 

ekee up and termii 

' r- thebriherd°vln 
Lined that we - 

We made the « 

4,760 feet above the gulf.    In t 
as 
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There were great quantities of geese and 

Indians hav ing probably made them verj 

r 
fields of cane, which we regarded as an in 

a- approach" to a lake country 
We had frequent showers of rain during th 

< —The thermometer at sunris 

i    • 

pur-- u   ;i r  -hi .1,1, \.ui    1 

re for our passage.   -From the 

, through which the little stream 
1 its way, hidden by different kinds of 
and   shrubs—aspen, maple, w'*" 

root diggers.    On one side 
-  for a bed, and they were 

dry, open, and pleasant.    On the roofs of 

or six dogs, entered the pass in t 
nnmi: but was too much terrified at finding 
IK -elf in such unexpected company to 
make any pause for conversation, and hur- 
ried off at a good pace—being, of course, 
no further disturbed than by an accelerating 

•  •. "•  -   !••.-- ••'.•:      •.::••-•       : 

ed somewhere near, and evidently did not 
belong to the tribe of root <&>_>.:.,.-.    We .. 
these people; and as in the   • 

well to inform you that, scattered over the 

HiM-t si'leh derived from roots and seeds, 

.      . 
tute of game, they have no means of ob- 
- . .    _       •;• -      : • •• •••  •:„ ^ ••.--. 

ill     ia  si      iry fan       - .   md"farther  to 

I the country; while 1 

come better acquainted with these people 
:    :        •.•<•••-,:••••• . •   . :    .. !      • 

Roots, seeds, and grass, every vegetable 
that affords any nourishment, and every 
living animal thing, insect or worm, th«y 

obtain food; and  they are constantly oc- 
cupied in a struggle to support existence. 

The most remarkable feature of the pass 

the cliffs above, and standing perpendicularly 
near the middle of the valley, presents it- 

'    •;'   -. • ; •   , 

_   :. 
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The detention that we met with in 

linger on the way, made the  afternoons 
;.- v- .   • 

entrance we passed through another gate, 

country, and ascended different neigh 
peaks, in the hope of seeing some  i 

Seen* views, the eye .__„ 
mg over along t\r tit < *   !i>   L    ivi-r, \vi h 

thermometer at sunrise at 39°. Elevation 
by barometer 5,580 feet. We were in mo- 

horse would not easily gallop, and, crossing 

scended upon a small stream 
: on the same excellent road. 

In riding through the pass, numerous cranes 
Were seen; and prairie hens, or grouse, 
{bonasui vrnbellus,) which lately had been 

/;fluent brought us to a larger 
stream, down which we travelled through a 
more open bottom, on a level road, where 

obstacle.      The   hills   on   the  right  grew 

try, we discovered a Shoshonee village; 
and being desirous to obtain   information,! : 
1. •   ;l   . 

servation of the sun, which I obtained I 
2ave 42    1 1   22" for our   " 
barometer indicated a hei£ 
A  number  of Indians  came  i 

i height of 5,170 feet. 

:loth, vermilion, and t 
ixchange for provisior 

eral of the Indian 
showing me  thi  . 
and I would net 

5.    But they had no 

them, as they were 
J but  little to spare 

-     •   " 

- 

r lodges, for whi kin of the buffa- 

they are   still 

Indians  thems- 
characteristic of the Gre.-u West. 

_ • • throw a glance 
through the last twenty years, 

some account of their former dis- 

information   is   derived principally 
Ir. Fitzpatrick, supported by my own 

personal knowledge and acquaintance with 

Fort   Hall  then  forming th* 



try, and frequently moved down the valley 
of the Columbia, on both sides of the river 
as far  3s the   Fishing falls.    Below this 
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The buffal 

' grateful to the  Am 

or 1840, when, with the 

At that time, the Flathead India 
the habit of finding their bufiah 
heads of Salmon river, and other s 

nftV  .-':,••          ..•         •'            '              '--'.'.     '     ' 
between the   Platte and  Arkansas  n 

the kindness of Mr. !- ,u;m,l. i  pun 
the American Fur Company, will fa 

ledge acquired during M" eral yt irs ot 
through the region inhabited by the bu 

although always the most dangerous as well traded by ourselves and others will n 
as the most profitable hunting ground. 

Hudson's Hay Company,   .     .     10,0 
All other companies, probably    10,C 

they did on the waters of the < Making a total of   ...    .    90,C 
as an  average  annual  return for the 

\-..;'   '    • -•    •;   ' ' •• '-• ••- ' ' •-••• eight or ten years. 

) on the east side of the R 

Rocky mountain range, 

within sight of the 

country west of the Rocky mountains, ob- Company purchase from the Indians but a 
serration readily led me to th< -.iy market being 
that the buffalo had, for the first time, cross- | Canada, to which the cost ot transportation 
ed that range to - the produce of the furs; and 

"    -• --..-.:. 
tained by Mr.   Fitzpatrick,   and   the older u                                         . <er of buffalo an- 
trappers in that country.   In the region w 

r trade.    During only f 



mmiiUMM 
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and  cold;   the  sky  scattered   over   with 

baggage.    The Roseaux being too deep to 
be forded, our boat was filled 

le hour all the  equipage of the 
riage   and gun  in. 

sd point, nothing of it al yet 

sembling islands, which they were afte 

i'    - .- ,••..-. 

longifolia,) and in the bottoms the abundant 

usual observations ii 
Among the useful 

portion of our equi] 
ber boat, 18 feet lo 

;ut cylinders, eighteen inches in dia: 

5rn.  To lessen the danger from ace 
the boat, these were divided into four 

ake, I got int o the boat v;:ii 
esse, and paddled down 
ng at night to rejoin t 

icep. 

ot  reach  th ebotStom0 r 5 feet.° On 
t,!y 

.-.'   <• 

As   we   were   steuini<i   quietK   down   tit. 
stream, trying in vain to get a shot at a 

m the shore, and appeared very busy about 
everal weirs or nets which had been rude- 

- and rushes for the purpose 
f catching fish.    They were very much 

["hey had the usual very large heads, re- 

ed hair, and were almost em 

were, beyond which they seemed to 
: very little knowledge of any thing. 
n the few words we could comprehend, 

•0;_;.:  <.-•;:.•.:••.: . •' ..--•• 

•.-.'!.   ..: 

• ••   ,•• .•-. : •.;•••   :   - - ••••   '-•'•-.. -   -> 

-..-   .:: :;••.;•>    • •" •.,.•_•...._.•. •••-•- 

lar sweep which it makes at this 



'I 
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I thermometer was at 
iome rain during the 

the bed of the lake, being a great salt marsh, 
perfectly level and bare, whitened in places 
by saline efflorescences, with here and there 

ingly directed our 

>:••..•'.•.:.•. 

There was good grass in the bottoms; and, 
amidst a rather luxuriant growth, its banks 
were bordered with a large showy plant, 

ime.    We named the stream 
Clear creek. 

We continued our way along the moun- 
:-mid   here a broad   plainly 

••'      •     "     •      .':.     • ..,'••••      •     .-:•,•.,   ;,    :   . 

shore of the lake in the spring; the ground 
••••   ••.:  '   _'.: 

and covered with vegetation, among which 

I rematkable rocky point of 
ring of pure wal 
trees, (celtis,) pr 

stream, called Weber'sVfork. ^We 'accord- 

camped on this 
ligh banks, and ve 

hout the slightest in 

to I5U 

September 6. —Leaving the encampment 

across a low   :. 

••:•',.• 

: .   ;:..•: .-        • .• .  •• •• •..: 

'.:•'.•.!.    :- •• 

exploration ;   and as we looked eagerly over 
Iplea- 

rhigh rocky heai 
etfaei or not thf 

' "   ring black 
ard, and, 
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<ary tree, and but little appearance of grass 

«sr intended voyage on the lake.    On the 

'••••  ':..••_ ' 

atock reduced t< 

r the people 

*ur  design;  and  accordingly  seven  were 
sent back to Fort Hall, under 
of Francois Lajeunesse, who, having been 

Though they were provided with good hor- 
ses, and the road was a remarkably plain 
one of only four days' journey for a horse- 
man, they became bewildered (as we after- 
wards learned), and, losing their way, wan- 
dered about the country in parties of one or 

who had picked them up < ; 
dies below the fort, travelling 

along the emigrant road in full march for 
the Lower Columbia. The leader of this 
adventurous party was Francois. 

made during the day, and, after departure of 
tlte party for Fort "Hall,   we occupied our- 
'•••'. . .   - ••••:••: ;\     •   -. 

and in becoming acquainted with the conn- 

ed for the boat expedition—the first ever at- 
tempted on this interi r sea ;  and Badeau, 

3b (the colored man), 
were to be left in char^ e of the camp.    We 
were favored with mos 
To-night there  was  a brilliant  sunset of 
golden  orange and gr *en,  which  left the 

clouds in the east made 
eautifully pure;  but 

:ir.mnd  e<.  ml the evening was very plea- 

a ironed by a small fat duck, 
vay of Jacob's rifle. 

inject res^^aSldttS 
..     -   ••'.- 

leraess of •- 

«ry di -ci; u< n that 
the neighboring region 

•• : '•;••:.    ;•' ••     •       . •:  :      •     • . .-          - 

>bantly rode the canons ot the Up- 
t Platte), our present boat was only 

. .   •-.      i     • •   •      ' .•••     • • :       .'••.,--   .,-.- 

"    "I by us ; and, mingled w 

:-.-..: ••:••.-•.•,     .-•••• ••::•••    : 

before been accomplished, was a certain im- 

ous character to our conversation. The 
momentary view which had been had of the 

the day before, its great extent and rug- 
islands, dimly seen amidst the dark 
rs in the obscurity of the sudden storm, 
well calculated to heighten the idea ot* 

fined danger with which the lake was 
generally associated. 

- —A calm, clear day, with a 

ir-tight bags, about t 
is.   These 
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as generally eight or ten feet 
• -'  ••.  •'••••. '.._      -  ••.-•  '•        :••••     •   .••  i  •    '• 

i 

'•:' r : • :      • ,,  .;'.- •      ^ ••  : 

\ at the bellows, to keep them 
'i of air to support the boat. 
had made a very early start, 

we loitered so much on the 
every now and then, and floating silently 

a shot at ar goose or a duck— 

the  outlet.    The  river here 

nd wade. We encamped on a low 
among rushes  and   young willows, 

i served for our fires. The evening 
mild and clear; we made a pleasant 
f the young willows ;  and geese and 

any enterprise, our people had made dreams. 
and theirs happened to be a bad one—one 

•receded   evil—and   con.-e- 

All this place was absolutely covered w 

-    and, getting overboard,  cc 
[.'•• '•'---•!'••-.-•.••    - 

•'•'*- •-••..     .  -  ... 

,-•;..-. -.::_-;•;-.... 

had been decided 
summit of which * 

Although the day was 
I a considerable swell on 

irlpool stories. The 

The form of the I 
mirable one, and it i 

extremely slow in ii 

gradually we worked a 

required the con- 
to keep in a suffi- 

• the lee of the island; and began to 
ver that what we took for a long row 
icans, ranged on the beach, were only 
hffs whitened with salt by the spray of 
aves ; and about noon we reached the 
, the transparency of the water enabling 
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abundance of drift wood along the [ lately had been gait. 
perfectly dried in the sun, this became very 
white and fine, having the usual flavor of 

,•• :    :'.' 

irged the baggage, and, lifting it gently   rig] 
• 

ie beach, which was composed of 
1 fragments of rock. 

, we enjoyed an extended \ 

ut the size of a grain of oats, which had 
n washed up by the waters of the lake. 
klluding to this subject some months af- 
k-ards wl >n '-• elling through a more 
:hern portion of this region, in company 
i Mr. Joseph Walker, an old hunter, I 

informed by him, that, wandering with 

iodgesat hkapproty 
bind them.    Being 

lodges a number of skin bags c 
at appeared to b 

pers were not proof against th 
.-• :•••;; -    -   • M- ,, '.   r •      '- 

-    "-: - ••••• • 

as those we saw, and appear to be a product 

•     •.'.'• i .••.-•••.- 

••.::•••        •    -    • 

trapping expediti 

who have ever b< 
The cliffs and 

1 which he is cele- 

rdied for 

high, entered the h 

etermine, to be connected by flats ai 

?se are probably the islands usually inc 
;d on maps of this re \ 

beyond, everyth 

along the sil nt shores oi 

so full of interest to us, I could hard! 

tion of the advancing season, and our frail 
linen boat appeared so insecure that I was - 
ties of the lake.    I therefore • 

-    \.   •. - .   -• - :;•.•••-•••••••   •. •...   • :•..: • -: 

had been able to add to the unknown geogra- 

solitude of the place.   Frc 
the long 

:Uoffoa 
aperfec 



rocky hill, on which there is neither water 

•••''••• ••• ••-••• 

a distance.    The plant seemed here to de- 
light in a congenial air, grown 
•.,:;:•     ••••.-.-.      •-••. • •   _-'. :   • '     • .: •• 

and was very abundant on the upper parts of 

; .     '        "'..-• 

nevr-t; '•    1- '- "'• • ' • <!ift'used over all this 
country.    A ehenopodiaceous 
:- a iu v'   -,   i > - 

df Frem.), was equally characteristic of the 

• :.•-'•     • 

to a class of plants which form a prominent ')..-,.,. r      -, 
pear of very large size was frequent.    On the 

•:  , :   ••      >   .   ,-.  - : ...•••••-.., 

plant  (leptotccmia) was  scattered  about  in 
•.•••;:.     ••.•.•.•••        . ' ••-••  . •    - 

stituted all the vegetation that now appeared 
upon the island. 

I accidentally left on the summit the brass 
<••••.•;' \-    '    ..: 
-   '    I        • . 
tion to some future traveller.    In our excur- 
sions about the island, we did not meet with 
-.   I'.     -.:      \       • 

larger bird, probably attracted by the smoke 
•• • ' ••:-• . 
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i the   shore,  making 
I had not expected i 

J evening, which place our 

n Greenwich.    From a dis- 
cission   ot   the 
made daring our stay on  the shores of the 

• •-..•     V   •.        •••.'._ -"..-;-.;. 

tion of our dream of the '  • 

• r      - 

pleasant little lodges, open to the water, and, 
ciiidled large fires to excite the 

•••••'" "        - -       -   •  .'     .        .:•.••. 

>i. for the first time in a long 
."•    ;    '-:    "  -        ''    •    ••       •   •   '   ',,:.:: 

want;  but the wind rose dur- 
ing the night, and the waves began to break 

[1843. 

I remember during our long 

The lake was dark and agitated, i 
ried through our scanty breakfa 
barked—having first filled one of 

aghened as we got away from 
the island, and it required all the efforts of 
the men to make any head agah 

the open reaches beyond the island.    At the 

torn; but, as the working of the boat was 
very severe labor, and during the operation 

•    • ' . ,- •     .-•;'.      :    :     ;   -     ,-••      :•   •••- 

dling, during which the boat": 
b!e way. I was  unwilling to discourage the 

where we unloaded the boat. I 
baggage about a quarter of a mile to firmer 

dian observation, and carried the barometer to 
the summit of the butte, which is 500 feet 
above the lake.    Mr. Preuss set offon foot for 

tant; Basil accompanying him, to bring back 
horses for the boat and baggage. 

';':-•   r      -  - 

shore, our scattered baggage and boat lying 

graveolens, and another new species of OBI- 
B<0.< -Ton. ,)• I 

growing on the low grounds, with interspers- 
ed spots of an unwholesome salt grass, on a 

rrived late in the afternoon, 
:','--  ...... '  .'   - ':." _"t •.- :."•• -.-..:•     -   ,   , 

a"height that a man could scarcely stand 
before it ; and we were obliged to pack our 
baggage hastily, as the rising water of the 

: reached the point where we 
were halted. Looking back as we rode oS, 
we found the place of recent encampment 
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sntirely covered. The low plain through 1 Great Lake obtains its salt. Had we remain- 
tvhich we rode to the camp was covered with | ed longer, we should have found them in its 
l compact growth of shrubs of extraordinary   bed, and in thi 

_ 

nigh, being chanw r 
vermicularis,  and  a shrubby plant 

people, who, having been unable t 
thing of us on the lake, had beg- 
some uneasiness. 

September  11.—To-day we re 

supply of salt.    Roughly evaporated  over 
•:.    •     ; '    ,! 

fourteen pints of very fine-grained and very 
. ••   :   ••-.- ••• 

regarded as a saturated solution.    A portion 

a . bag, in 100 parts, the following 

-   ".  . 

Glancing your eye along the icing your eye along the map, you 
mall stream em 

; up from the <=outhwii 

that year, he informed r 

Farther to the south- 
l are affluent to the 
Rio Virgen, and Gila 

' -<. - " '' .:'••• : '••• 
they are probably co 
tion, and are the d 

The observations made i 

:     - ••• ,..••..... 

cup of good coffee still distinguished us from 

Iff  by nearly 1 

iriyon Clear ere 

feet above the li- 
the sea.    Beh; 
rises   towards   the  Bear  riv 
which are prol . 
river chain.    This 

them were birr i 
poplar (populus 
of willow (salix), hawthor 
der (alnus viridis), and cer 
allied to quercus alba, but < 
that   or any other species  in  the  United 

'•'•' - 

September 13.—Continuing up the river 

he northward, 
ilar quartz al- 

3 same ridge ti 

med.    One of 

the irrigated bottom of fertile soil \\ 

afternoon we 
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upon the surface.   The temperature of these 

were colored with a red deposite, and there 

leaves and root's, consisting principally of 
carbonate of lime.    There wei 

'• ',   L    - 

it the bright limb general- 
longitudes, and we have 

ithout allowing any weight 
According to these ob- 

-- _''''»! 
the line ot our 

. Vrain's fort and the Dalles 

been chronometically r 

The people to-day v 
id, hunger making 
•eaceable;  and there 

! rather low-spirit 
n  very quiet  am 

with an expected supply of provis 
Fitzpatrick to be 

-   . at evening, to 

we unexpectedly fi 

iot yet disengaged i 
f the range.    We er 

perature being 67°. 
The people this evenrhg looked so forlorn, 

that I gave them permission to kill a fat 

goods from the Snake Indians, and they were 
very soon restored to gaiety and good hu- 

iss and myself could not yet 

dices, and preferred to starve a *'  '   ' 
feeling as much saddened as if 

we purchased a small qu 
They - \;-\ ZzE 

t upon piec 

ots of a thi 

-.  •• 
urn).   They were a 

size of carrots, and, as I have previously 
• • •,-.:. ,-• - •:.;.•• •'.,:.:••••- 

quiring only a long preparation. They had 
a band of twelve or fifteen horses, and ap- 
•     !;••'•       :•>     j'     . .:  .    ,  ;    :   .•     -.".-.     •     .. :'. 

about as little labor as the plants they were 

ards we met an Indian oa 

and some balls. We crossed the Roseau*, 
and encamped on the left bank; halting 
early for the pleasure of enjoying a whole- 
some and abundant supper, and were pleas- 
antly engaged in protracting our unusual 
comfort, when Tabeau galloped into the 
camp with news that Mr. IV 
encamped close by us, with a good supply of 

----'    ••..;• •;•••: :..•  •'•'.  ,i.  : 

Excitement to-night 
ad after a breakfast 
morning, we were 

inta of hills, and 

made us all wakefi 

again on the road. 

partially dried. By the gift of a kntfe, I pre- 
vailed upon a little boy to show me tie koo- 
ydh plant, which proved to be Valeriana edu- 
lis. The root, which constitutes the kooyah, 
is large, of a very bright yellow 
the characteristic odor, but n >* 
veloped as in the prepared substance. It 
loves the rich moist soil of river bottoms, 
which was the locality in which I always af- 
terwards found it.    It was now entirely out 

I'i'i '.• rim; iu the months of May and June. 
In the afternoon we entered a long ravine 
leading to a pass in the dividing ridge be- 
tween the waters of Bear river and the 
Snake river, or Lewis's fork of the Colum- 
bia ; our way being very much impeded, and 

locked up, by compact fields 

_e 
geographical basin which encloses the sy»- 

the Great Salt Lake, and which so richly de- 
serves a future detailed and ample explor*. 
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in all time to come.    The bottoms 
>ive ; water excellent; timber 
i soil good, and well adapted 1 
i grasses suited to such an el 

1 region.     A military post, and a civ 
would   i 

Th- 

orns I     At sunset the thermometer was at SOP, and 
iuffi- I at midnight at 30°. 

- 
ference between the morning and midday 

• 

generally 40oor 50o, and occn - 

•l i i n g agreeable.   About noon 

river was before us; the valley being here li 

h cedar; ahi<rh ri<W. 
jn-ommen^ P^.^ tQ degcen( 

ipper part of the pass was timbered v\ 

g among the plai 
iass was very steep; I 
6,300 feet above the | 

Th^approach 

Bea—probably 

clear.    We" descended, by a steep slope, into 
a broad open valley—good - 

ground.    The  appearance  of the  country 

is a regular range of mountains of the usual 
-.   ?-,  •: •:. •• 

r   .-'    '.-'••- 

-   :   • •. • ' 

looking out above the range.    The valley |. 

camped at dark.    The northwest A 

not happen to be very abnndan( 

V 
g the day as to be almost a ch) 
i the soil appeared excellent.    The opps- 

IOmeter, 112° 29'52"; a 
ervation, 42° 44' 40". 

September 18.—The da 
nth a temperature of 25° 

nlhe'pfaintofth^Cdur^ 

The French word I 

language of the c 

' 

dte, which so often occurs 

dentines the 
is naturalized 

I which would be 
ffie detached 

o be called h 

Her, and often seen at a . - 
...•..-.:•:-•.• 

the dark and ugly appearance of this plain 
obtained for it the name of the Sage Desert; 
and we were agreeably snrpr- 

green valley with si 
beneath us, on whi 
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walls of t tan*, were glistening the wb 
Art.    The Portneuf runs along the upland 
plain nearly to its  mouth, and an  abrupt 

immediately upon the stream, which at the 
ford is 100 yards wide, and three feet deep, 
with clear water, a swift current, and gravelly 
bed ; but a little higher up the breadth was 
only about 35 yards, with apparently deep I 

1 them together, a 

number of springs and sloughs, wit 
ably clear water and gravel beds, 
we encamped with Mr. Talbot and o 
who came on to Fort Hall when w 

voyage.     I  accordingly 
ter, and, informing them of 

;y during 
^^^^^^__^. of which 

ley would probably be exposed to considera- 
•-.-.••    -    ••••-.      • :••:•   .:;•>,.;   •.. 

. '••   F< rn -r.  Henry I.. -.  .1. 

Son.1SCThey! toV had 
fatigue and scanty prov 
been very little game le 

. ,1 regr '       • •  -- iasl 

populous emigration; and Mr 
:•••••'••.- 

light provisions, in view of the approaching 
winter and the long journey before us. v    ' 

"      '   '  — J   ' , and at daylight it 
ving thickly, ar 

usual gaiety and good i 

September 20.—We had a night of snow 

the ground, with a 
boring hills and 
change in the wea 

eating the young willows. 
September 21.—Ice made tolerably tl 

aight, and in the morning ....-:;     ........ ...        .   _     . ,-. 
perature at sunrise of 29°; and I obtain* 
meridian observation for latitude at the i 

me.   The sky \ 

much resembles the other trading posts which 
have  been  already  described  to you, and 

•-'•   ;'•'.:•• -Ki- ' 

of a valley, apparently 20 miles long, formed 

where it has a breadth of 
•miles. Allowing 50 miles 

for the road from the Beer springs of Bear 
river to Fort Hall, its distance along the 
travelled road from the town of Westport, on 
the frontier of Missouri, by way of Fort La- 

j miles.    Beyond 1 - 
miles to the 

The early approach of w ,  
;cuity of supporting ., 
d me to send back a number of the men v, 

large to produce the necessary q 
grain, or pasturage enough to allow even a 
temporary repose to the emigrants. On 
their recent passage, they had been able to 
obtain, at very high prices and in insuffi- 
cient quantity, only such assistance as could 
be afforded by a small and remote trading 
post—and that a foreign one—which, in the 
supply of its own wants, had necessari'y 
drawn around it some of the resources of 

• which obtained nearly all it* 
the distant depot of Vancoo- 

miles up the Columbia river, and a land car- 
riage by pack horses of 600 miles. An 
American military post sufficiently strong to 
give to their road a perfect security against 
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and which, with the necessary facilities for 
j the repair of their equipage, would be able 
i       to afford them relief in stock and grain from 

post (and all others which may be establish- 
Oregon) would naturally 

•^ment, at which i nucleus of a settlem 
supplies  and rep 
the emigrant, or trading   carava 
may hereafter traverse the- 
in many places, desolate and inhospitabL 

good land, but the analysis v 

Carbonate of lime 
Carbonate of magnesia   - 
Oxide of iron 
Organic vegetable matter 
Water and loss       - 

Taking leave of the hoi 
•esumed our journey dow 
veather being very cold, a 

1 hard gusts, whi 
rectly in our faces. forded the Port- 

Pannack river, on Lewis's fork, which h 
has a breadth of about 120 yards. 1 
temperature at sunset was 42°; the s 
partially covered with dark, rainy clouds. 

September 23.—The temperature at s 

•"•-:'_.--   • ': . • . - : -   ' 

from   the   southward.     Profited   of  be 
obliged to remain b cam 

leighboring mountains, from si 

•.'.-: '      - 

lie upper end of a group of 

>  ... 
Clarke's   currant  (ribes    aureum).     The 

dually becoming higher in -    -.- 
: ••• 

;embling a c 

nth is a bordering range of 
h, although no] 

line of the Salmon rive 

mtfth 
stand out pn 

ee isolated rogj 

Buttes.   Between the r ..-  -.-. 
Salmon 

nted by Mr. Fitzpatrick 
up and rent into chasms 

able for a 

veil some idea of the open 

f a lock, by juttmg piles of s 
, over which the foaming 
it a grand appearance at t 
rater.    T 

• re was 54°. By observatic 
42° 47' 05", and the long 

September 25.—Thermometer at sunrise 
47°. The day came in clear, with a strong 
gale from the south, which commenced at 11 
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B last night.    The road to-day led a .Mlif.I   ' d along I calli 
full of rapids'and small I ing 

r large size.    For 
s the right bank of 

• 
food.    The t 

6.—Rain during  the - 

The road along the i - -    ' 
til we reached a point whence it could 1 

!:'•••   :.•:,_        : 

on a trail formed by a party of wagons, i 

•'•_:•' .•:-•.,•; 

and which you will remei 

parture, no practicable passes were known 
in the southern Rocky mountains within the 
territory of the United States ;  and the pro- 
.:."• • -..";'" '. .".- !:- : •:.:''.•.; v - . ••-. : -_ 

to pass near the settled frontier of New 
Mexico, together with the iM 
'• V. ••   :.-••.•    •   ' -•••_    -•••- .-. '. ' -•.; ••. " : 

urate by way of the Sweet Water pass and 
Fort Hall. "They had still between them 
and the valley of the Sacramento a great 
mass of mountains, forming the Sierra Ne- 

<.-.:•:••. ..-..'-,..   •-..•'•••• ••:. -'i.-- 

time considered as presenting an impracti- 
cable barrier to wheeled carr 

had suggested to them a divi- 
sion of the party; and a greater portion of 
the camp, including the wagons, with the 

valley of the San Joaquin.    It was a long 
and a hazardous journey for a ; 

:   :      -    ,      :.-!;••• 

they could 

very poor m game;   DUI tne leader wa> a 
man possessing great and  int 
ledge of the Indians, with an extraordinary 
firmness and decision of character.    In the 
meantime, Mr. Chiles had pas 

iver (Riviere aux Cajeux), having travelled 
nly 13 miles,    hi the north, the Salmon 

tily high. Thermometer at 
a "partially clouded sky, and 
.1 the SW. _     -   :-"-- 

ible, as in our previous journey, to travel 
day, and find at any moment 
ice for repose at noon or a 

amp at night;   but the halting places were 
iow generally fixed along the road, by the 

• "ffiS had te- 
the  many short, 

steep ascents, exhausting the strength of our 
— --•'. 

jtance of the men to get up 
by one;  and our progress 

though light and made for the purpose, in 
such a rocky country, was extremely slow; 
and I again determined tc gain time bv a di- 
vision 0° the camp.    Accordingly, to-day the 

much as before—Mr. Fitzpatrick remauung 



o'clock on Rock c 

slightly undulating plain, we 
camped at a considerable spring, cal 
Swamp creek, rising in low grounds m 
the point of a spur from the mountain.    Re- j 

. -mall party in a starvinnr c< 
dition  from the westward 12 or 14 years I 

i iiad met here throe i  ' r 

buffalo  bulls,  two of  which  were 
They were among the pioneers whi 

valley  of   the  Columbia,   and  whic 

with  a  cold wind from the | 
i had only 

chenopodia 

; wooded with, w 

chasm bF"the volcanic 
all presents 

J ho -01   appears to be 

The fragments of rock 

i had only sage 

shrubby and hrub'l. 

iking a road where we a 

i and during the afternoon 

."._•••:• ; .    • 

dance of wood, at some elev 
lands covered with  cedar,  near the  com- 
mencement of another long canon of the 
riv»r.     Wit i the exception 
tion at  a deep little stream called Goose 

I The river still continued i 
trough or open canon ; a 
»followed the trail of sevc 

•enVras" 

iiad done, on the top of the 
zarpment.    There was no gra 

, green bunches of what 
growth of grass. The 

id  a smooth  appearance 

' i saw I 

T;-r .  ,   _t _..... 
:   '-' •'• 

•::' :.     - •,'::•  :•   • :   '• '  ••• '•."•;: \ ••'• - 

rocky, and consequently bad; 
,<r. . 

• 

tion than the sag-e bushes, wfai 
:.'•     - .-.•.. "   :-;••  -   .. ;•'•:.!. 

the country a gloomy and sombre appear- i 
•:.-•      A ,   •:-... .'•••- 

has been between walls of the black volca- 
'• : 

the opposite side pointing out its course, and 
sweeping along in foam at : 
mountains which border the valley present 
always on the left two ranges, the lower one 
• »pur of the higher; and, on the opposite ' 

olerably good grass 1 

from the camp, a large gaunt ox, in ap- 
V- -    -. '.'••- •.:••:   •-. •:' -:;;.-.'. 

'    great joy of the people, he was found 
•emarkably fat.    As usual at such oc- 

& devoted to gaiety 

-• 



measuring the river, w! 

were surprised, on our ai 

formed by the falling i 

frequent hidden crevices among t 
where the water was heard rushin 
but we  succeeded  in   reaching 
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e of visiting the fall I At this season they are not very 
;re easily pleased.    The India] 

when the salmi 

xesque spot of singu 

-    - 
here the clear wate 

plants, and nettles 

^ 
issues is 45 feet abo 

'.:     .     y    - 

- -'    - 
of the shells of small crustac   . 
'.        -    ;-••        ••'•';••'-..•: 

rings proceeding from some lake or river 
the highlands above. 

: our journey at noon, the day 
-.•>•_       ' .•• _••' .      :.;.-.-•••.••. 

17 miles, encamped at sunset on the river, 
near several lodges of Snake Indians. 

Our encampment was about one mile be- 
,  falls, a series of catarac s ,'   ' - 

J lamed because they form a barrier to 

-  at this place.    These ap- 

••:••-••. . .        . 

'"    -....-.   ,••.•••• •....••• 

that they merely throw in their spears at 
dom, certain of bringing out a fish. 

• 

•  •        -'   .•;• •- 

it required 20 skins to make 
._:••• -: ' 

i \ o race, who grow fat and be- 
.'•.'•'••••-•  ••-;. •' •••• •    '•'     •• -' 

fresh.     We are encamped 

tight has quite a lively appearance. .: 
he black precipices have disappeared, and 

•i variable breadth 

i its small bottom land.    The bar- 

and  rapids.    Over the  edge of 
cliffs, and out from their faces, 

springs :   and all 

ut seven miles we 
I and picturesque 

,-••     •   •   .• 

lodges of India 

makes a remarkable bend ;' and the road, 
•:-••       .'.._' :   •_    •   ..    •• •:•••  '•:    .,'  •  ; 

the river below, intersected at many places 
by numerous fish dams. In the north, about 
50  miles  distant, were son: 

st, the last peak of the range 
the distance of perhaps 100 
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uf,: 

< t!dly and partially dressed 1 

able to procure in trade from I 
for we had now entirely quitted the countr 

- 
f after; and for a few trifling 

thing, travellers may procure 
- tcfcarrv them to the Colum- 

the men, in attempting to turn some 
Je which had taken a wrong direction, 
l carried off by the current and drowned. 

in     hi* a boat      h   h was'tilled ir 
launched ; and at seven o'clock we were 

nals swimming across, and the carriage, 
•itzer, and baggage of the camp, being 
•ied over in the boat. At the place 
;re we crossed, above the islands, the 
r had narrowed to a breadth of 1,049 
by measurement, the greater portion of 

ch was from six to eight feet deep.    We 

ed, among the Indian lodges, which 
semi-circular huts made of willow, 

ched over with straw, and open to the 

Waited to travel 

high on the right 

yi:: 
ts appearance here 

and larger than I 

••• .        •. •• ••.. ••        ••     -"'-•-. 

harness.    The river 

ar fishing.    There were many 1 
creek prairie, which had been r 

J by the diggers ir 
i violent gale from tl 
iture at sunset of 51 



at 32°.    The road to-day was occasionally 
extremely rocky, with hard volcanic frag- 
ments, and our travelling very  slow.    In 

aatatbe road brought us to a 
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rocky road, the  volcanic 

mrselves  suddenly in a  granite 

.: ntirely, showing only a !^»r is replaced by Purshia tridentata, with floi 
ng shrubs, and small fields oliieieria diut\ 

These were everywhere covered with a fresh 
1 green short grass, like that of the early 
ing.    This is the fall or sec* ;:'   . 

n -  ' is passctL 

ving is an analysis of the depo- 

Analysis. 

f magnesia through which we 

Chloride of sodium, &c. 

Sulphate of lime, &c. 
Organic vegetable matte 
Water and loss 

wn upon the ground whic 
ab; which, if true, reliev 

spring.    The road was now about to cross 

'"^iverraTg^We 

R tQowfl and some f 
tonwoods. Along the banks were 
rose bushes, and c 

. .  -        : 

-contrasted effect rr 
October 7.—The  day  was bright, clear, 

'..••.:\ :'.   ' ••     •._ ,.: 

r.    On the upper edge of the 
ills on the opposite side ot the 
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went in such a man- I arrived at Fort I 
I dwelling 

\Xei rock, and hills composed 

there was an opening resembling a rent. 

sembling that of yesterday, where, although 
the surface was hilly, the road was good, be- 
ing firm, and entirely free from rocks and 

-.    The road v 

• 

river), black  near 

on emerging from t 

escending the hills, after 
s along the high plain, tl 

v.  :   .•     • 

) the camp on horse- 

region by parties engaged i 

1 we travelled about 2 

day'Hra• of 24 m 
evening on the right 
above the mouth, and 

mouth of Ibou?? mile Veh 
: and on o 

• a agreeable hospitality by Mr. 
Payette, an officer of the Huda 
pany, in charge of the fort ;  all of whose 1 

Here the road rem-PS the river, whirl, i- 
broad and deep; but, with our good boat, 

-•'•'.      ' ' 

place, the camp was very soon transferred to 
the left bank. Here we found ourselves 
again surrounded by the sage; arteinisia fri- 

•'•"•;••:•• 

ance abundantly on saline soils, 
: and almost the only plants. 

• •    • ; '  • • 

•. :•    - i 

of Fort Hall—probably from some ace 

- 'Arable numbers < 

mon, of which  they  are not  provid 

many of them die fi 

-:-:..:-•.::•• 

want of space, and other reasons, will pre 
me from detailing the many incid?nta>w 

. uroup of Indians who had 
ast arrived from the mountains on the left 
de of the valley, and who were regarding 

.- 
>rmed me that, every year since his arriva. 
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1 happily, sc 

5. accorduio- ti 
the general belk 
cannibalism—the strong, of course 
on the weak. Certain it is, they a 
to any extremity for food, and eat 
sect,  and  every  creeping   thing, 

long dry grass ; a 

the exception of a mi pmux ui «inv ..LmU,• 
•:•••:,••     :  •-. 

the road during the day had been very good. 

My :, 

-The morning was c 

waters, these people i 
Snake language, whic 
sion to remark, in the 

nearly with the chronometer. V 
observations, the longitude of tl 
116° 47' 00".   Ii 

i the sea 2,100 feet 
tire on the river 

ch they accornpan) 
game of which they are very font 
poetry we could not judge, but the 

October 11.—The morning was 

Leading for 5 miles up a broad dry branch 

sandv hollow, where the surface was ren- 

•J 

an to appear in the dry bed of a 
>  lit via-   r .,  Bmdeaux  (Birch 

.  utd at  11  o'clock' 
Su-i!-:        •    ••-   • ••.,., -        •    .     '•.':        '.;.   '    :   • 

rivt i, an i< •- IIL' the irtemisia pi 
< we reached the fool 

the road  entered a dry sandy 
:.••••',•.':.  '.;  -   .   '.      .,'•-/•:.•::••   •'...-   :•.•-.•! 

hopes  to  hear 
The* 

meat for their c 

skies by grass; 

• > S:>-u.- nv.-r—her:' a line-looking stream, 

•     •   . • • . .. 

>     .      .•    :   .  ' • 

Ii i \<   ha- .   \\ itli   a  b \    - uid    >land  in   ti e 

is agreeably exchanged for the black vol- 
i mic   rock."    The  weather 
had  been very bright and e\ 
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JO feet.    At I the dividing ridge, 
I ley of Burnt river, 

October 13.—The morning was br 
with the temperature at sunrise 28°. 
horses had strayed off during the night, 
bably in search of grass ; and, after a 
siderable delay, we had su( 

came down into the val- 
which here looks like a 

3.    The average breadth 

::v% ••'.'.•.'. "•! 

Indians  appeared  in sight,  bringing wit 

, i . .,-:   : , . '.   ••,.   \    •.;;:.   -   .   '  . 

the neighborhood of the R 
and were hurrying home in advance.    VV 
presented them with some tobacco, and othe 
' •. •       .     ..     .•,:.•' • •••••;   •-:>        -:.•- e at places   H 

uriance of growth unknown to the eastern - .;;..     •.   .  .     _. .. . .   •: 

good bunch grass  (festuca);  the water of 

limit of the fertile and timbered lands along 

ply to the intermediate i'_i a bet\v<   ti the and   riches :   and  encamped  among  large 
••••-•'••"• 

taining many lakes, with the 
of rivers and creeks (of which the Great •-     •-. v,    •:;. ! 

set at .39°.    Our journey to-day was about 

is yet to be adequately explores October 14.—The day was clear and calm, 

;.-].;r'\ ;; with a temperature at sunrise of 46°.    After 

• : . :   •    .'.     .•:•:• 

•-•••:••..• 

• • .     •.      •   r      ;    . 

..   '        .    ••    -:•   ' 

' -     •    •   '      '.'.•••••_   •••• .-•••• 

the eye, and good for flocks and herds      • 
,-'.• v.'.--.-:   -:'    '       •.•-•••.••.-.       L    •                  '.-= 

tied by mo'nntoins,  on which 

liEB 
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space, as this of yesterday and to-day. I     The temperature at s 

ad   much  :i-^i-t,ince,  got  through i 

The 
day had been warm and vi 

•rectly clear. 
<:• 

.•    .   ::. 

1 the sky. 
The i; 

tains, as we approached the 
compact trap, decomposing on the exposed 
surfaces, and apparently an altered argillace- 

[•:••:•>.= 

!..•-•..-. •       _'      :•      ••••-,.. 

and on the left, from south around by the 

-, ...   i .. 

pine stretched on the grot;-, 

his lodge and family in the moui 

lodge ;  and at daylight t 

.  J us until noon ; and 
made to-day but a short journey of 13 mi 

The thermometer at sunset was at ( 

sky;  and the day has'been quite pleas 

October 17.—Thermometer at sunrise i 
The weather at daylight was fine, and 
sky without a cloud ;  but these came ur 

the day.    There is snow yet - 
tended along our route to the left, in a lofty 
:!.•!      •:•-'••- •-...> 

••:-'• 

name of the Blue mountains from the dark- 

VVe travelled this morning ac 
ents to Powder river, the road being good, 

constantly more  pleasant  and  interesting. 
The soil appeared to be very deep, and is 

the hollows of the hills on the elevated blat», 

such as is usually found in good  ground. 

Analysis of Powder n 

Carbonate of lime • - • 
Carbonate of magnesia . 
Oxide of iron      .... 

-s .' ! ! ! 



upon ground cover 
altered siliceous e 
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..  the road | Lime and magnesia 

this'roc , •  ..'. ..'   .'.    .•'"    - 

stinctly preserved! and the meta- 
idently c 

of volcanic rocks.    On i 
;overed with tall and 

handsome  trees ;   and, mingled   with  the 

the European larch  (j 
nes. is the vcllou- of 
>inus   lari.ij.   winch 

color, we were enabled 
11.    From its present 

large proportion of the 
tains, and is here a mac 
ing sometimes the heigl 

a we reached a high point of 
the dividing ridge^from which we obtained 

i, . : 

journey so far—where a farmer would de- 
' . •           '     '           •  •          •-   '      - 

is about 20 miles in diameter       ud ma '-.'••; 

• .. 

had directly descended into the cated to me by Mr. Payette, and encamped 

steep  as  to  be  apparently   impracticabl   ; ke stream of very deep water, 
and, following down on their trail, we < 1- without, any apparent current.   There are 
camped on one of the branch - '   • ii ...-; - i 
hill.    I had remarked, in descending, some •.,••;. :.-•.'._•  ;    . • . •   .   .-.-.;,     .. -   ;,..-• 

very white spots glistening on the plain, and, 
very low along tlie mountain 6ides during 
the day, rose gradually up in the afternoon; 

'A!;,.'   .   M- .- i a temperature at sunset of 
powder, containing a large quantity of car- 
bonate of soda (thirty-three in one hundred 

47°.    Some indifferent observations placed 
the camp in longitude 117p 28' 26", latitude 
45° 20'47";  and the elevation was 2,600 

The old grass had been lately burnt off 
\:-•:-:, •,.•--•            .        -   .       ..••••--•• October 19.—This morning the mountains 
we had passed, there was a recent grow h were hidden by fog; there was a heavy dew •~:.-. 
directly up to  the foot of the rise the temperature was 35°. 
ntountains, appears to be very 
mg flax spontaneously and 

We passed out of the Grand Rond by a 

various places. .; --,•:.:•.  .":.'-     .                '         :'     \- 

Crossing a   low point, which was a little 
-••':•   il- 

r 
Analysis of the Grand Rond soil. 

Silica                                                        • ai 



high and 3 to 7 feet 
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dences of being muc 

3 apparently 200 fei 

li- 

the ascent of the mountain through an open 
• . 

the road being good, With the exception of 

been well had we encamped on the stream 

spot, had 

21° feet.    In open 

.:.:'[' 
ly conical figure, 

ircumference be- 

high   and   more 

fell trees and remc fe/timber^The 
d up a long spur, 

•ii at the height 

•elling occasionally through open 

•'••:-•.: 

1 obstructed by many small 

•    - 

•   •   •   •• 

may be had through this pass, 
•      .:-..•'- \ 

bread were only enjoyed with greater pleas- ~      -     ' 
•'- 

—one of the head branches of 
_•   ••••..'..•'.>••,- <               -     •     !•   -.  _• • •, • • :-.'-   ••:-• 

---••-• --:.•: •     •    • 

rature of boiling water. Some 
3,830 feet.    It appeared to have snowed yes- 

showing very white to-day. one of the larches ten; but eight feet wa3 the 
October 20.—There was a  heavy white average  circumference of those measured 

The animals had eaten nothing during the 

along the road.    I held in my hand a tape 
line as I walked along, in order to form some 
correct idea of the size of the timber.  Their 
height appeared to be from 100 to 180, and 

ing our route among the pii:  - perhaps  200  feet, and  the trunks  of the 

•••".•  •...•••-••.                  •      - 

-ometimes 100 feet without a 
limb; but the white spruces were generally 
covered with branches nearly to the root. 

ie green of the balsam and 
All these trees have their branches, particu- 

•    . •    . ;:.:'- '   •••:••    -      '. ' ••'    . 

' •'                            ' i-    :      ' 
quarter of an inch thick on the creek, and the 
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a few hours, the day became warm and plea- 

delightful and full of enjoyment 
The trail  pa—.->.! -ornrfimes through very 

• 

cutting to be done ;  but, after travelling   > 

October 23—The morning was very clear; 
there had been a heavy white frost during 

Alter cutting through two : 

(it hmlori; spruce (perusse), the forest be- 
came more open, and we had no longer any 

ther side, extended down 

e westward, immediately b 

• 

settlements; bu' 
he mission or Indian 
eather was smokv and 
s with the glass. "The 

of volcanic products, which in some instances 
have penetrated and essentially changed their 

•'ion.    Along our line of route 

.   _•• 

ductions appear to prevail  throughout the 
whole intervening distance. 

around heads of the precipitous ravines ; and, 
d iead to clear a road, we passed 

::!•'•• 

hood of the camp, pines have reappeared h 

trouble to clear a 

-•••••• 

green and good ; the old grass 

clock in the afternoon we reached a little 

; walled with precipices, in which 

- 
- _ i' 
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as in Mexico. 
I found Dr. Whitman absent on a visit to 

the DaU-s of the Columbia; but had  the 
]''-•"• 

. -     ::-•'.••'-.•:- 

-. fare, in a hearty consump- 

a remarkably good quality.    We were dis- 

•• •• i  •••:• • :i      .     ' - 

temperature  of 
road to-day had in it nothing ot interest 
and the country offered to the eye only a 
sandy, undulating plain,  through which a 

We halted about three  miles   above   the 
••:•'••• 

<1 at the Nez Perci fort, one 

Bay Company, a few hundred yards above 

aSWendia n 

ing two great ] 

s established.    They are important lines 

South Pass,- an 

and presenting the appearance 
ngable stream.    We made our 

.  '•-      ,    . :i--- •  •••     :     ,   r-...--   " 

neighborhood; but were obliged 
to send the animals back to the encampment 

bank of the Columbia, on a plain of bare 
which the air m 
of dust and sand, during one o 

;•;•;";    ; 
.;',;.;..•.'•:;:/ .   ••/.:* 

v here saw, for • e, the great river 

•••;-•••:. -     -               • .-  .. 

noble objec 
About ninern :  - 

'••-'• ::   ;_•     •              '   ''.••••  •,   ••-.   :- . •••••.•       - .• • '.  •. 

travelling from Fort Hall, and 
the names of Lewis's fork, Sho- 
d Snake river; and the North fork, 

he pass at the head 

: the Hudson Bay. 

ie North fork, or Colui 
3 only is used upon the 

bark on its bosom; and the lofty trees of 1 

From the South Pass to this pface is atx 

he Pacific ocean on this line.    From the 
nouth of the Great Platte it would be about 

•     ••-•', 

t of Mr. Applegate, a man of con- 
'.iv,>rgy, had nearly 
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sky.    Thi-s was 

'en TdetcenXT 

•   : 

journey  by   land   along the   banks  of the 

Mount  Hood, 

1   to   be  tranquil  and 
r we encamped m^the 

and less timber. We frequently r 

favorable s 

nowy peak of the Cas- 
ible. We crossed the 

fall  near its mouth. 

riifa a bed of volcanic 

; purchased to mal 
».—Byobsi      " 
4.r •  < -.'5 

S3 fine   thVeas? 1 

i of Mount Hood brightly d 

ery loose deep sand, 
ad one, of 

unusually well dressed, 

geological feature.    The rock i 

'••'-•;:- 

columnar n:!is. and appearing always in ea- 
•- -• -.   .- 

ed at the base and over the adjoining coun- 

wood.    Among the rocks which formed the   \ 
grass.    Latitude 

pleasant, with a temperature or aa 
continued down the river, and, 
through a pretty green valley. Don 
high precipitous n 

On the right shore, the banks of 
lumbia are very high and steep ; the 
1,690 feet broad, and dark blufls of r< 

November 2.—The   river   here 
among bluffs, lea\s  . 
road ; and we MR 

The sand had disappeared, and the soil was 
good, and covered with excellent grass, aW 

u e was broken into high 
hills, with uncommonly deep valleys. At 
noon we crossed John Day's river, a clear 

- : - 
scended to reach it well deserves the name 

Some of the emigrants had 
-•.- >• • ••• 

summit of the farther hill, the ascent of 
which had probably cost their wagons a day's 
labor; and others again had halted for the 
night a few miles beyond, where*tney had 

. grassy hollow i 
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• • 

adjoining bottoms. 
i   '••   - 

n unfortunate event had occurred to Mr. Ap- 

• \- - 

higher up the Colut 
with a few round c 

We  passed  rapi 
, and encamped near 

changed, and we  found our- 

'•••• 

an appearance of abundant and enviable com 

Our land journey found I 
termination. The delay im 
our camp to the right bank of the Columbia 

I ous forest to Vancouver, rendered a journei 

quired strong and fresh s 

ately to Mr.  Fitzpatricl 

pack saddles could be nu 

point I proposed to coram 

• 

the family to whom the canoe 
_,••';: - 

••   and  Jacob   Do'lson.     it 

• people in making 

:•••::•.•;•• 

•famines'and  household, 

about five miles below the Dalles, the 
" probably very deep ; but 

open, 
''h -jr —y <   "   n-  MI 
ten,  among the  lower mountains  of the 
ascade range, it assumes a gei 

'.  •"•; •,!•:.•••• -••',- .:. .    .'•'.."   *.- 
ter as the river approaches the Cas- 

r an hour's travel, when the sun was 
down, we searched along the shore 
ilea-ant place, and halted to prepare 
. We had been well supplied by our 

th delicious salted 
., which had been taken at the fattest 
; also, with potatoes, bread, coffee, 
ear. We were delighted at a change 
modeot travel ing and hung. The 
sailed smoothly down the river : at 

n thTK o°f wants" We6enjoyed the 
It which it presented to our late toil- 
narchings, our night watchings, and 

'•'• 

motley group, but all happy: three unknown 
a colored man;, Mr. Preuss, 

German ; Bernier, Creole French;  and 

~ '     now upon the ground explored by . j 
pedition under 

•i -,is pre- 
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T voyaging in th 
re, to avoid the high winds, 

y, after an hour'- 
i resumed our pleasant voyage 
:r.    The wind rose to a gale 

anced rapidly down tl 

1 the shore on a rocky beach, 
was a dark-looking pine forest.    We built up 
large fires among the rocks, which were in 
large masses round about; 

could find, passed a delightful night. .\     - 

- 
rapids, in breaking through the  range  of 

passage.    The main branch of the Sacra- 

breaking through it in a succession <    e;ts 
cades,  gives the  idea of cascades  to the 

. the Coast Range lower down. 

river forms the cascades in breaking over a 
pint of agglomerated masses of rock, leav- 

ral  rocky   pine-covered   islands,   and   the 

r • y.      • 

bay.    In less than an hour « 
left bank, about five minutes' walk above 
the cascades, where there were several In- 
dian huts, and where our guides signified it 

; the portage. 
. as light as a 

assistance in goods, they went vigor- 
to work ; and, in a shorter time than 

>een occupied in making our arrange- 

carried through (a distance of about 

• beinir white with foam among ugly 
,  and  boiling  into a (hi 

pools.    The boat passed with great rapidity, 
ing and recrossing in the eddies of the 
nt.    After passing through about two 

of these rapids, were pitched man 

•ui above, or  for boats and 
eh were expected from Van- 

couver.    In our passage down the rapids, I 
had noticed their camps along the shore, or 

in length;   and above, to the Dalles, is 45 
miles of smooth and good 

between very rocky and igh steep moun- 
tains, which sweep along he river valley at \ 

th forests of pine, 
and showing occasionally ofty escarpments 
of red rock.    Nearer, the 
by steep escarped hills  a nd huge vertical 

iicfa the wa 
tain reach the river in a variety of beautiful 

•   .-.- 

al farmer, however, it doe s not offer many 

to the river. The beauty of the scenery 
was heightened by the continuance of very 
delightful weather, resembling the Indian 
summer of the Atlantic. A few miles be- 
low the cascades, we passed a 

.   ,    -  .. •:••- 

heights on the left bank, one of them being 
of a very picturesque character ; and towards 

kched a remarkable point of 
tished, on account of prevail- 

'•. and the delay it frequently 
occasions to the canoe navigation, by the   . 
name of Cape Horn.    It borders the river 

down the river, and from the opposite shore. 
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winds, the water is dashed against it with 
considerable violence. It appears to form a 
serious obstacle to canoe travelling; and I 

age up the river he had been detained two 
i place, and was finally obliged 

The winds of this region deserve 
ticular study.     They   blow   in   cu 

tnem to be governed h 
laws; and it is a problem how far they may 

through the breaks in the mountains 

rocky appearance, and had alreadv be; 
decline. As the sun went down, We s 
ed along the river for an inviting spot 

large dry trees were  lying    n th    g 

from0thrnoreth,°caaileTthe T< 
the highlands on the left declined to the 
plains, and three or four miles below disap- 
peared entirely on both sides, and the river 
entered the low country. The river had 
gradually expanded; and when we emerged 
from the highlands, 

across an open expansion of 
the river, where the waves were somewhat 
rough for a canoe, the wind blowing very 
fre*7i. Much to our surprise, a few minutes 
afterwards we ran aground. Backing off 
our boat, we made repeated trials at various 
places to cross what appeared to be a point 
of shifting sand bars, where we had at- 
tempted to shorten the way by a cut-off.   Fi- 

dled rapidly i 

Cascaded 

tracted my attention was the barque Colum- 

and was now r • ...   ,.-< . :,.! 

f the Hudson Bay Company, 

• .        ' ' ;- ': 
and   deli| 

.   t .'. • •:. 

i of the Hudson Bay Company into 
posts we might be driven by unex- 

ourse,the future supplies for my party 
- • •.: i..* 

United States being readily taken ; but every 

.       .    .,       .     .. ......       ,     - 
to their land of promise—the Walahmette 

valley.    Others were daily Bff 



• 

e time that they were in * 

ready and very profitable mart 
already proposing to return to the States in 
the spring for another supply. 

In the space of two days our preparations 

• • 

of geography, to have seen the ocean on the 

Indians be- 

t1&, 

of Cape Horn.    On 

wind produ( 
called the Devil's hole; 

slaves to eXplo 
irk, the wind 
•ter, gradually 

ave adopted for the longitude of the place. 

obtained d 
place 

giraue, ODiained fro 

November 13.— We 

JanTlwalnot 

ad a day i 
I cold rain ; and, late in the afternoon, 
to approach the rapids of the cascades, • 

•red island on the 
in descending, I had 

;ed in a bluff on the river the extremH 
trunks of trees appearing to be im-i 
in the rock.    Lamiin   ' 

One of the erai- 
ifissouri, who had 

" • and property at the Dalles, 

I respectabili 

-T.-   -. 
listy.   We did 
celerity of my own camp ; and it" wi 
9 o'clock when our motley crew h? 

Once afloat, however, they work* 
ly and well, and we advanced at a got 
op the river; and in the afternoon 
e sprung up, which enabled us to add 
• the oars. At evening we encamp 

g beach. 

- 
containing the remains of vegetables, 
leaves of which indicate that the plants w 
dicotyledonous. Among these, the stem; 
some of the ferns are not mineralized, 

Some portions of the cofd 
)le in aspect the canal coal 

These strati appear to rest upon a mas? 
of agglomerated rock, being but a few fe^ 
above the water of the river; and over them 
is the escarpment of perhaps eighty feet. 

in  the  rear  towards the 
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''•' •  •    !        .   .   •- 

niufht   without shelter. 
ra all the time.    The 

isvii on the sand beach, 

e paddles, and put into 

grave yard,  consisting  of a collection  of 

—from their appearance, consti- 
tuting the armorial device by which, among 

The masses of rock displayed along the 
shores of the ravine in the neighborhood of 

••-.   • . • • :;•:••;. '•'-•• 

Between this cove,  wl'ii 1   I  ca ed  (Jrave- 
,   ••' : ;•.= .      •        :.•••••-•• -        '     '• .     " 

above, on the right, called Lriders bay, shel- 
'•'.''-:i   ••-.     •      :   '        '._•      • ;       . .'.:•-•'- 

red lavas, in inclined positions. 
1"' mas    - of rock forming the point at 

asist  of  a  porous trap,  or 

od.    The rocks belong to agglomerated 

- 
'•••;-.                _                                •- 

s. and through the bed of the 
• 

the e and prominent 
feature of th 

V,. the character of 

e 23d of the pre- 
as had scattered 

its ashes, lik 
Dalles of th !   <\ . 

se ashes 
e of the clergymen at the 

nee of the Cascade 

••••-, •'!-:     :u 

hich roll up ;V 

' i\ .      ..    ...••    .   .-     .•'...:•::>_- 

distance of about 130 miles from the sea 
coast. It extends far both north and south 
of the Columbia, and is indicated to the dis- 
tant observer, both in course and position, by 
t! i v voicar \« k-which rise out of it, 
and which are visible to an immense dis- 

kept our whole force laborion-:. 
in getting our barge and canoes to the upper 
end of the cascades.    The portage ground 

-   • •• :--! 

and bare-footed children, attesting the length 

[... ••••-• 

from the city of Hamburg, arrived at the bay 

occupied in bringing up the boats.    I was   I 
delighted to meet at such a place a man of   ' 

:  but we had only the plea- 

: Grave-yard bay ;  but h* 
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was scarcely out of sight, when, by the care- 
lessness of the Indians, the b 
into the midst of the rapids, and glanced 

ontained.      In  the  natural 
for his misfortune, I gave to 

the little cove the name of Liiders bay. 
November 15.—We continued to-day our 

these trees under water and destroyed them. 
to presume that the cascades 

are older than the trees ; and as these sub- 
ts occur at five or six places 

if, they have been formed by 

•gea of the express 
1 arrived at the upper* portage 

len effected the portage, 

The Canadian emigrants were much cha- 
grined  at  the change of climate, an" 
formed me that, only a few miles above, 
had left a country of bright blue sky ; 
Bhining sun.    The next morning the i.rr— 
parts of the mountains which directly over- 
look the cascades were white with the fresh- 

a smooth river for the next morning. Though 
we made but a .few miles, the weath     ' 
proved immediately; and though the 
country and the cloudy mountains wer 
behind, before us was the brig 

rater. These i 
of dead trees are called on the i 
the submerged / 

ctly amidst the falling 

curred to me that t 

ed about, and thrown into a confusion of in- 
clinations. 

ed a sandy bar in the river, whence we had 
new of Mount Hood, bearing 
. compass. 

•  ' .••-.-." 

ground, and a dry place to sleep upon. 
'•> 

.'••••':•• '"'•'"• 
:.;..•!. „- •• - •• .-•. •.-•••: '     : ••'••-- 

%°S!^ZZZTITZ 
had better grass.    We found • 

been to obtain correct inr 

health.    On the I 

: t rat ions forourhor 
though homeward, < 

plated a new route, and a great cir 
the south and southeast, and~ the exp 
of the Great Basin between the Rock] 
tains and the Sierra Nevada. Three p 



points, on th< 

on the table- 
river, which 
{   c    nento, 

CAPT. FREMONT'S NARRATIVE. 

which I wished to ascertain, and 
ssumed as landn 
She projected line of return.    The 

• :   :      • 

:       ' 

this plan,  alter having 

!-.-..Wrt 
id  deep  | 

ley of Fall river, anc 
Cascade range, to t 
which, or its margin. 

principally of flour, peas, and  I 

i now closely engaged i 
-ation.    Mr. Perkins sue 

• 

with Mr. Preuss and myself to the 
, about nine miles distant, on the op- 

wren great peaks 
Cascade range ; but clouds, on this 

••   ;     .; . • • • -•   •• 

junt Hood.    On the heights, about 

.ay be had of MOB 

th as much accuraev   - I g 

ltte^Stairt,*tdiff 
hich they could be seen. 
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The Indians brought in their horsei 

ixchange for go< 
m-. were tied and laid before the fire, and 

'•'• 

IT, very good.    W e  tu in  I to  m    1 ght at 
le fork of the trail, ascending by a steep 

•  '- 

.   kttively 

procured were inu •    l   vei  in nunib.'i    i   , ] 
td   poorest   being   those   that 

were sold to us.    These horses, as ever in 
our journey you will have occasion to re- 

side for hardihood and great 

: I —At this place one of the 

•:   ;  -.   ;.• 

^November 25.—We were all up early, in 

I'!.      •:.    •       • " .     . 

cold—the thermometer at daylight 26°. 
Our preparations  had  been fully  c 

pleted, and to-day we commenced our jour- 
.     .        '[ 
carried the instruments I judged it necessar 
to abandon ;   and it was   accordingly pn 
sented to the mission.   In all our long tra\ 

never been overturned or ir . 
one of the front panels, w 
kicked out by an unruly Indian horse.   Th 

xareweu, ana consigned us to the 
our guides.    Ascending to the upl 
yond the  southern  fork of the   Tuumeus 

.   tiie   snow  lying  on   the 
ground in frequent patches, although 

; •• - ifl clear, and the air cold ; tl; 
low zero; the trees 

rhite, «nd the rapid i 
<   ire. 

were good grass &tke White < 'ra > 

tnd  v^v   ot   :• 
i of a conical 

e\e 1      up 

:-•       'I 

i dark, guided by the light of fires, l 

.   .   :    ,   -  • - 

I by a steep 
h is sand/, 
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I of  quartz   and    red. 

which   appear    everywhere   in   the   hi Is. 

seme scattered  pines.     The v ; (1 t! •••. nrh a narrow valley.    The trad, 
:   • - • .       • 

formed into deep  i .• !- .m    '• sms.  w.mld 

.-•::-             '         '•.            V'         • 
served us for grand beacons to  show   V 

Mount Hood was already bee 
acquaintance, and, when we ascended   he -  ''•" 

• ,  1 a h. >r i _••'.) M >  • t  T, i 
feraon, S. 930 W.   The India 
has peopled these 1 .fty n< aks uuie il - ir- 

. •   ,: • :-, 
.   '  ••• - 

- 
bed of a tributary of "Fall river, and made 
an early encampment.    The v it« r was . • 
v    •- i  : 

ed  an immersi 

ongitude, 121° 02' 

-The sky was clear in tl 

We  traversed  a  broken 
j ••.:•;'•.    •.... ' 

:        ••:•'. 

tion consists  of compact lava.    Frequent 

mrtially covered with pin 

journey of 21 miles 
icks are either vol 
t altered by volcanjc 

• 

'•••...• 

. •:'..- . ;'.•  _••.-••_      ••--••••    '    • - --- 

denly on the verge of the steep and rocky 

'•,      •     :.;. 

.......... '•:.-.•• -••.-.-.: 

: ••     • ••.•'..'••.•••:•   .'.    :..,-.• 

These streams are characterized by the 

they run, generally sunk a thousand feet be- 
At the verge of this plain, 

pices of basaltic rock, and win v 
casual places at which they can be entered 
by horses.    The road across the country, 
which would otherwise be very good,  is 

,•• ••:••:•:•••  • ..•••• .:   : ..: •   •        '.:•-•• 

streams.    There is another trail among the 
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would afford a much better road. 
At such places, the gun cai 

limbered, and separately descended by hand. 

;••'.• :;     ..,.': 

at the height of about five hundred feet, by 

i  .' 

tected by Mr. Bailey in specimens brough 

formation of Oregon.    Most of the specie: 
in those specimens differed so much, fron 

to infer that they might b I 
s; '••••   •.-••: 

brought by Mr. Dana, but 
ser resemblance to those in- 
beastern States.    It is po» 

difference in their a 
d here a good obser 

lly overspread the sli 

NARRATIVE. [1841. 

er, good ; and give for the latitude of the 
ice 44o 35' 23", and for the longitude 

brought from these have been subjected to twelve feet in diameter.    A steep ascent 
from the opposite bank delayed us again;; 

Bailey, of West Point, and are considered by and as, by the information of our guides, 
grass would soon become very scarce, we 

!.::.._    •; ••;    '. 

place among the pines, where there was an 

... 
ish, not one decidedly marine form is to be 

•'. :     • ed to obtain in exchange for a good cow; : 
i...  .          '.     ,;::..•..                    .                   -!:0 

could   scarcely have   been transported by much to part with it.    These people attach 

- 
,>•     . ••'• •-   -;•• -.        -•     .            -.-• •;•-'     -•••.:••.          .    •'•    '         <•..    •  .     .;:-.- •:.;    ..;   , 

-    •  I!- 

tirely covered with a hue of rosy gold. We 
ty iner a very stony, elevated 

th were scattered cedar and 
pine, and encamped on another large branch 
of Fall river. We were gradually ascend- 
ing to a more elevated region, which would 
have been indicated by the rapidly-increas- 
ing quantities of snow and ice, had we not 

• -; ; 

1, when we ear 
red  with snow, 

sed to-night for water, as wd 
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encampment, the mountain trail from the December 6.—The morning was frosty 
Dalles joined that on which wo wore travol- 

n 
• 

for several hours; and about 4 o'clock de- 
met here a village of Nez Perce Indians, 

scended  into the valley of another  large 

dians of the root-digging species.    From 
the forest we emerged into an open valley 

40 feet wide, and nearly half frozen ovei stream was flown j  t       |i   '.. i :»\ i .K of 

nd over 3 feet in diameter.    We had 
to-night the rare sight of a lunar rainbow. 

December 5.—To-day the country was a! 
pine forest, and beautiful weather made our 
journey delightful.    It was too warm at noon 

: ••• ; • -• 

everywhere in patches through the forest 
was melting rapidly.    After a few hours • . • 

December 7.—To-day we" had good trav- 
midst of the forest, which proved to be the . - 

and sometimes over meadow land along the 
stream.    The great beauty ol • 

the river, which sometimes presented sheets 1 ;nd  even now we found it 
;;••-.<:••_ 

blackened with masses of *c r • • 
and found a good encampment on the verge 
of an open bottom, which had been an old 

rich soil and excellent water, surrounded by 
noble forests, make a picture that would de- 

camping ground of the Cayuse Indians.   A 
great number of deer horns were lying about, 1 

ight the eye of a farmer. 

renin*•m ;  w!  eh, altho   . 
timber was uniformly large ; some of the imb of the moon, appears to a'wo a very 
pines measuring 22 feet in circumference at rood result, that has been adopted for the 

ongitude.     The occultation,  observations the ground, and la to 13 feet at six feet 
of satellites, and our position deduced from 

with the compass, agree re- 
elled through a country where the rivers 
were so abounding in falls ; and the name •    •••-- 

of this stream is singularly o ude of the camp is 43° 30' 36" ; and longi- 
"  .•_-:-. ude, deduced from the occultation,  121° 

borhood" of the river, is heard the roaring of 33' 50". 
falls.     The rock along the December 8.—To-day we crossed the last 

a. scoriated basalt, with  a  bl -.        •: 

of several hundred yards,    it 
i>t of south, the trail lead- 

-tant     "        _'      ne  forests.    The   j 

charges into an entonnoir, and disappears -     •   . . 
We had made an early encampment, and ut not a blade of grass ;   and to-night our 

joined us here v, ith  the lost mule.    Our 
lodge poles were nearly worn out, and we :'-•-•.         • -                             .     ,      - 
one of the trees, very white, and cleanly 

gad to do without food, and 
se -new for waiter.    These pines are re- 

narkable for the red color of the bolls; and 

•vied me when leaving the 
scraped.    Had the owners been here, we Dalles.    The unusual size of the cone (1« 

r 18 inches long) had attracted their atten- 
on; and they pointed it out to me amongr 

tfeeir place, with a small quantity of tobacco j he curiosities of the country.    They aia 



- •    .   •. • 

The leaflets are e 

December  9.—The   i 
pine  forests.     Crossing 

through the midst of which the 
: >«a to the ocean 

way to the outlet on the southwi 
J     December 11.—No Indians i 

aS 

savannah,   or  grassy   mea 

This was the Tlamath lake.    It was a pic- 

... -. 
travelling   through   pine forests, so   much 
needed ; but the broad sheet 0 

snowy knobs, belonging to  what we have 
considered a branch of the Cascade range. 

the open meadow. The character of cou- 
rage and hostility attributed to the Indians 

<;.-•... ,      ; ;      '       . - . • - 

••••• i<i:-   • :  !'•••:. - ;   .     ,.. 

the opposite shores, I directed the howitzet 
to be fired. It was the first time our guides 
had seen it discharged; and the bursting of 

e the effect was 

e shores immediately disappeared. 

6 Jrincipafaffluent s 

over tae prairie lake, appeared to he simil 
• --•••' ^       .:   ,-   •        -    .   -:.•:..   .-. 

which, for a short period at the time < 

the tops of which   were collected 
laus.    When we had arrived within 

the unusual event and appearance, had 
me out to meet their fate together. The 
ief was a very prepossessing I :. • . - 

stream.    They were large round huts, per- 
I ' >;•-, 

the door by which they de- 

were supported by posts and beams. i 
V:    • •  •. i,-;• plants, these people seem to \ 

have adapted themselves ti. t] 

afforded.     Their only subsistence  at  this 
:    '    ;...•••.•.• ..-..•••:    ....     •• •. .   .;- 

. that had been smoked and - 
ti- 

:•-•    .••:•'•.-.    ..    :  ;.. .. ,'   •: •-. :      , -   • •  - ••• 

'    • : •    '•" .: -;,..;...:•' • :•••:• 

or grass, which seemed well adapted for a 

their head a closely woven basket, which 
made a very good cap. Among other 
things, were parti-colored mats about four 
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•     - 
••<     ..••••.. 

named Tlamath.    The language spoken by 

the cam was 42° 56'51";'and 

turesque and beautif and, under the 
-. i _.r become a little 
found 

fertility characterize 
heads of three river. .and - 

-- ;• . 

cupation and settlement. 
From Tlamath lake, the further continua- 

. 
maps of the countr 
exposed us to defeat.    In our 

the party. Forming, 
t maps in my possession, 

line from the Rocky 
'acific ocean, I felt no 

^heSbaSna£ofatheSBue! 

tude, our horses might 

illeged the wan 

lalf.    There 

hour along the eastern shor 
turned up into a cove w 
a sheltered place among t 

ioutheastern   shore. 

. •:••: :,.   ..-..-.     : .-. ••••  -.   .'.-   • .•- - . .- 

lines obstructed by fallen trees, and the : 
nules at the gun pulled hea\ 
ng was a little laborious.    In the midst of 
he wood, we heard the sound of galloping 
torses, and were agreeably surprised by the 

;.-uf of our Tlamath chi 
He seemed to haT« 
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found his conduct inhospitable in letting the 

Snow SEb 
t without a jui 

to pilot us a day or two on the way.    After 
travelling in a nion through 
the forest for about fo 
a considerables tream, with a border of good 

, by the advice of our guides 

•onling to the 
information of ,   s the principal 

sky enabled 

1 tude  420   51' 
nersion  coincides  remarkabl 
e result obtained from an occultation a 
e encampment of December 7th to 8th 

idch place, the 
rvey gives an 
he day's joaru 
December   14.—Our  road -as  over 

was grass.    The  snow  lay  deep  on the 
-:•>-,.'•. !..•:::•••.-...,•- .    .      •- 

peared   above.    The  Indians  were  thinly 
. '   -       • 

they suffered from the cold.    This evening 

The s 

comprehend that it pursued its way 
!•:,_!.-:•..'•• 

many other streams, and gradually becom- 
-    -   -        •      •••• •   • 'V.-,.    .-    ',      - ..  -      ...    :,.- 

f the bay of San'Fran- 

opposite a tributary 

December ] 

nd Rond ; from the lower end of which 

Crossing a hard-frozen 
mp on the farther side of the Rond, we 

•:.   .-:-•    .   ,,:;::    •: ..;••.--.     .     ••   •. •     '• 

owly but gradually a 

places among the timber, where 

J£ 

ing through snow about three feet deep, 
which, being crusted, very much cut the 
feet of our animals. The mountain still 
gradually rose ; we crossed several spring 
heads covered with quaking asp ; otherwise 
it v   s    11 i m   forest      1 he air was dark i 

ed down the trees.    The depths of the for- 

adhere   steadily to   one   i 

;he forest extended, or wh 

clear ahead, appearing suddenly to termi- 

see no trees.    Riding rapidly ahead to this 

a thousand feet be- 
rtical and rocky 

. was spread along the foot 

green grass.    Just then the sun broke out 

try below, while around us the storm raged 
fiercely. Not a particle of ice was to be 
seen on the lake, or snow on its borders, 

glow of the sun in the valley below bright- 
, • .    :     .•.•-•.:...,;••.:.: 

...   .    v..".    ;•   . 

shouts to those behind; and gradually, as 
each came up, he stopped to enjoy the un- 
expected scene. Shivering on snow three 
feet deep, and stiffening in a cold  north 

of Summer Lake and Winter Ridge should 
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was certainly as fresh ana green 

'    t!    'it' j.i L-v th it tin   water 

appeared between the hills a I•: 

From a rocky hill   : i   t .•   i.'ar. I i-ould .-.-•. 

on, through alow c 
' ; high ridge with pine forest still 

iking ineffectual 

Jifficult of descent.    Nigl 

• ! from the impure condition 
f the lake water. 
The rapid stream of pure water, roaring 

< »M-   • 

ii-h: .. 

hundred feet into a »vi 

••-   - 

noon the next day to recover 
!••.•.     • . ...  •• '•' •   •••• '   '     '• •••     ••'••<•: 

a short camp along the western shore of the 

:.,..      •••'. :•' :    •,;'  heavy 

I good grass.    The i 

willows and artemisia.    Ab< 
I ley appears to 

a high, dark-. 

. i. our left, and c 
;  another and mi 
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with grass, which, although of a Bait and 
unwholesome quality, and mixed with saline which walled it in by a precipitous face on 

this side.    Throughout this region the face 

cipices of black volcanic   rock,   generally 

efflorescences, was still abundant, and mada 

and we accordingly encamped here for the 
enclosing the valleys of streams, and fre- remainder of the day. I rode ahead several 

niles to ascertain if there was any appear- 
ance of a watercourse entcn 

quently terminating the hills.    Often in the 
course of our journey we would be tempted 
to continue our road up the gentle ascent of but found none, the  lulls preserving their 

terminate   abruptly  in  a  bin 
in   character,   and the shore  of the lake 

•         •••..-.;•       '            •.           .-..:-    .>-.;<v •'-'.-.  •• 

Spread out over a length of 20 miles, the 
lake, when we first came in view, presented 
a handsome sheet of water ; and I  gave to and frequent tracks of Indians along the 
it the name of Lake Abert, in honor of the shore, where the grass had been recently 
chief of the corps to which I belonged. The burnt by their fires: 

earn we had followed emptied 

i- basin, from which the wa- 
the neighborhood of the lake did not allow tere have no outlet. 

, and the disagreeable odor which 

water belonged t< 

s region.    We continued until la 

but, as often afterwards. drv t 

I behind. We triec 
3 water, but it was impossible to drink it 
d most of the people to-night lay dowr 

was  sufficiently  palatable  to be°i 

i place where the mountai 
iving at their feet a loi 
le lake.    Here we found r 

- 22.—To-day we left this for- 
?.    Impassable rod 

ordingly bore off towards the south, over 

•    i   ;.   ....        .••.•'• '..     .,.:•    :.   •:.     •.   .- 

t of a high 

rented the feature of black preci- 

among the sage bushes on the open plain, 
grass or water.    The two 

Indiarubber bags had been filled with water 

the camp;   and rain in the   night formed 

mals.'  Where we encamped1 on°the bleak 
sandy plain, the Indians had ma< 

Whether these had b 
aZSsk^h^i 
•orts or houses, ot\ 
gr in such a desert. 

1 sprinkled with °a species of fett*- 
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.  high, appear to be rocky 

Bed  towards the southwest 

. farther end.    There j 
rably pure, and encamped a 

|C„ch% 
i night 

/  chenopodiaceous shrubs. 

aluted the day; and the i 

we found unexpectedly ( 
)iig  the   sage   near the  ridge,  on   th« 
it side of the valley,     [t   i    i 
a grassy bottoms and clumps of willows, 

'    .    •'-...•.•-.;•••.,   '. -      •••: .•,.•   '.'• .- 

I found to be directly on   the   i 
horse belonging to Carson, one 
we had in the camp, was stolert 

December  1 -We   continued   up   the 
im, the principal branch 

urned up a branch to the 
an  Indian trail,  which 

' 
pass in the mountain, where we founc 

the snow about one foot deep.    There wen 

licated to me t 

, afternoon I atte 

JUS miles, was beaten | 

try.    There were fre'sh Indian 

We encamped on the valley be 

made again our 

•   ' • -    .'..••..'•.. 

d it is probable th 

ike, we were already beginning to look 

raped among the sage on ] 
•••• .s 

till about one foot deep.    An. 
rass was remarkably green, and to-night 

a rably well. 
—'The snow being deep, I 

ad determined, if any more horses were 
tulen, 10 follow the tracks of the Indians 

.: 
Our road° this morning lay down a level 

 -••• : 

. and the   chenopodiaceous 
Tii.- Li 

md eight feet high.    Riding quietly along 
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Indians on  the , 

they had 

hat they had been 

of straw were lying about, with one or 
rabbit sk r- : and there \ 
scattered about, on whic 
lvina. >; Tahibo—bo!" t 
the   hills—a   won!   which,   in   the   Snake 

••-„••! .   : 

son and Godey rode towards the hill, but 
the men ran off like deer.    They had been 

dropped behind a sage bush 

ally stumbled upon her, she  immediately ;,:,_-,,     -      . 
and shut her eyes fast, to avoid seeing 
him. She was brought back to the lodge, 
and we endeavored in vain to open a com- 
munication with the men. By dint ol 
presents, and friendly den- i 
was brought to calmness; and we founc 
that they belonged to tin 
speaking the language of that people. 
Eight or ten appeared to live together 
under the  same   little  shelter;   and  they 

the sheltered side of a hill, where 
was   good   buneh   grass, having  made a 

closed in, threatening snow ; but the " 
sage bushes made bright fires. 

The sky soon became so 

permit us to see, declined rapidly to 
low   country   ahead,   presenting   a 

it.     Notion^ .. 
I, I determined t< 

n the hope that it would conduct 

i flowing creek ; s 

:ended rapidly, and 
le snow. On both 
awed often atupen- 
vr  rucks,  which at 

ngular place to travel tl 
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somflea^h T °f ^ ^ ^^    ^^ I ^" WG• C°nSequei 

ss 

Tt r- 
I high one on the right.    Our road i 
I along the bottom, being broken by gul- 
» and impeded by sage, and sandy <    *' 
Is, where there is not a blade of i 

- 
.    There were 

changed suddenly into white   ••<in:e.    Tt.c 

••     i — 
•nse. and the people  ag;un were be- 

Y,  were 01   the r< .1 

V.. travelled Song the bed of 

cious by a mixt 
cleared up a litt- 

vapor the day 
We moved to  a place v 

/ perfect barren, without a bla 
' •   .     . .;:.•• 

I    We passed the rocky cape, a jagged broken j 
point, bare and torn.    The i 

'i   in  riti 
ged brot 

aveat 

had gone out on 

I into a  region of bright 

l:1Uy ap. mo WW Deiowaiiwas 
saring as at  a blacksmiths  to -<    " ^ obscured in the darkest fog. 
ossed the large dry bed of a muddy lake in itnra«d the same, 

i,     •    .., ..... 

,.,• . .   .     :  . , .    -J     .• ' ••    ... 

.... .;.   ^.   ........   . .... ....-.-:,. ...        :••.••••      -.. 

:;itJ tr;LIj. mist, but the view obtained was not very 
•'   .--    i        .   •    \ . •  ., ••.'..•::        - • -    ••-••       •  ;   - ••-    ; 

>t see a hundred yards, covered the coun- off from below when we rear 
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:amped, we saw a lofty colun 

th   me Godey and Carson, t 
lade to-da\ a thorough exploration of the 

ground of yielding mud 
iched the springs, where 
indance of grass, which, 
ibly good, made this place, 

is the most extraordinary ]< 

sin of the largest one has a 

lar intervals, and  with much  noise.    The 
. and the spring deep ; a pc 

ing a good idea of the depth.     It was M 

:ation that we were on the borders of the 
imbered region extending to die Pacific. 
tVe reached the camp at sunset, after a 
lay's ride of about forty miles.   The horsps 

hat were kept for emergencies, and rarely 

By driving the p 

fore* and noise.    The 
interesting places, wht 

was doubtless higher. 

proceeded to this place, Carson and myself 
econnoitred the road in advance and found 

: 
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our way up the hollow,  intending  t 

low was seveial miles long, forming a { 
pass, the snow deepening to about a fot 
we neared the summit. Beyond, a d 
between   the mountains descended rapidly 

Th,: L 
btgh above us, ai 

mded one of them to obtain a be 
The waves were curling in the bi 
their dark-green color showed i 
body of deep water.    For a long 

fatigued with mountains, and the 

to d. i;,!. u! en no other could be had. The 
shore was rocky—a handsome beach, which 
reminded us of the sea.    On some large 

have been deposited  by water, and has the 
appearance of having been spread over the 

•J halted, appea 

ike.     The  trail wound   alonsj  the   base of 
.   :._;;::;>t   winch   the water 

ve or six feet high.    The  da 

re obliged to leave  it on the rocks 

rge fish were seen. The mountain 
ere crusted with the calcareous ce- 
ireviously mentioned. There were 
odiaceous and other shrubs along the 

'y, and the country had a wintry ap- 

; next morning the snow was rapidly 
g under a warm sun.    Fart of the 
ng was occupied in bringing up the 

gun; and, making only nine miles, wi en- 
camped on the shore, opposite a very re- 

pyramid  of Cheops.     Like 

suggested a nan 
ake ;  and I calk 

though it may be deemed by some 

striking resemblance beti 
'    pyramids of Egypt, 
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western rim, as the Gre 
a, of the G 

lies between the base of the Rocky 
i Nevada ;   and the ex 

The last of tbe 
iven from the  Da 

:i in good conditi 

gathered round him eagerly. The Indians 
were amused with our delight, and imme- 
diately brought in numbers; so that the 
camp was soon stocked.    Their flavor wms 

I river salmon—generally t'nun two 

ice tli a   this might 

panied by t 
passing on 

Mary'* 

.•        .       .. 

•:•-:.:!•:••..•.        - 

shores, the  spring level  is about  I 
above its present waters.    The chiel 

proached ;   and  parties of Indians 

camp; andev. 

one.    Whether   the* 

they were evidently ii 
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« 39o 51' 
the mouth of the inlet 

very clear and pure.    We were trai 
••:•.":.•:  : •     ;  • :    •••        '..-.-•. t. 

.'.•'.- 

the Indians had constructe( 

camped under some large ( 
s tolerably j 

g we left the 

now expected to see the great Buenave 
tura ; and Carson hurried 1   . 

lined   we | they have nothing to trade—consequently, 

the Pacific ; and the absence of s 
was to him a sure indication that 
had no outlet from the  great ba 

after 20 miles journey, j 

-To-day  we e 

::  -..-•..        •      • 

:   • .  • - . .^ •   :.      -..••>       '.•;..-.- 

Jed down by th 
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we travelled the next day over a tolerably 
level   country,   having   always   the   high 

little   snow or rock on the ground J and, 
after hiving  travelled   24  miles,  we   en- 

on   another   large   stream, 

to meel that we had left! It ran through 
broad bottoms, having a fine meadow-land 
appearance. 

he animals being fatigued and the grass 

The rock of the ridge we had as- 

- 
the course of the valley and 

iedrainingsofthatnu,_ 
springs, and snows, would sufficiently ac- 

"or these lakes and streams, numerous 

f the Pacific ; and that t 

gers who were passing through the country. 

as he came up, out of breath, and held onT 
is if to assure himself of protection.    He A 

under the name of pi mix m ; in 

.     •    •• :    •••.     ,   ;;. ; 

filing.     By a prt 

, the appearance of 



mica.    This may be only 

tgain occurred. 

CAPT. FREMONT'S NARRATIVE. i 

3uld not ride.    He  could not ev 
» he animal, and appeared to have i 

) descended 

has been a summer one, warm and pleasant; 

on foot, makes travelling more agreeable. 
The   hunters   went  into   tl 

These 

i'   •.:;••;•••••••   ... -       : •  . ' '    < 

otl i • . and we had some difficulty in pre- 

- 
people on the other side of a large snowy 

The general level of the country appear- 
ed to be getting higher, and we were gradu- 

ed a long;ridge, and reached a pure spring 
at the edge of the timber, where the In- 

• 

; i.. 

and though at war among each other, yel .-.•,!    • 
effects of power and kindness 

lying on 

fS£*j£! 

e gathered the seeds. 

this  the  mountains  rose  higher still, one 
ridge above another, presenting a rude and 

• 

llley ; the snow impeded us but little ; 

is the sun begi 
ddenly cold, and 
ep our feet fro 

perfectly stiff. 

ML 

xcept coffee) ;;''.';'! 

,\n ..',.'••:."'.' •;;; ; .:'•-."; 

bright and pure, and the weather changed 
i-ihiiy mm a pleasant day of summer.    I 

ountry, and allow the animals a day of rest, 
le grass being good and abundant under 

']'(.«•   river  is  fifty to eighty  feet wide, 

-V: •'- : 

.:.;(....:'.. .   ;.    .. •   • •••• '    -•••     1 

-  .", '•. •,,••:.......  •••   / :••••.'.     . 

ntry, which was supp 
ey   of the  Buenavenl 

f the camp when our i 
s ; but, so far as couh 

T with Carson, to-day I i 
Entering the range, 

i northwesterly directio 



' 

remarkably numerous 

tirely  left  the   desert 

The ?n 

but they were lower and secondary, 

hot springs, which appeared remark- 
able in such a place.    In going through, we 

: • •. 

.:::••        •-.; 

A one of the peaks on the 

. 

To-day an T: 
,v into the mou 

to have no fear, ] 
f the camp, he v 

northern side ; 

January 28.—To-day we went t 

7 large pine trees, < 
arm side of the defile 

had melted away, occasionally exposing ; 
' :rj •   -..;•.     ' 
row meadow, we reached in a few miles thi 

•••• v      •'.'.;-.      •..-:.-•••.•-. S  ,;', :-.   '.-. 
tween walls of granite rock.   On either side 

" -holly covered 

fcy surface.    At trie nine, w 

, the two great r 

^i;r:,, 

most exposed ridges, in order to a 
snow, which in other places was banke< 
to a great depth. 

During the day a few Indians were i 

skimming along  like  birds; but we c 

Godey^who wL a li 

looking up, saw two Indians half hiding 
hind a rock about forty yards distant; 1 

allow   him   to   approach, 



power of fire-arms,   and   tl 
selves perfectly  safe when beyond arm' 

To-night we did not succeed in getting 
•  into  camp.    This  was  the 

most  laborious  day  we  had   yet   passed 
through, the steep ascents and deep 
exhausting  both  men  and  animals. 

meter had stopped during the 
day, and its error in time occasioned the 

• 

ing.    It had not preserved the rat< 
which we started from the Dalles, ai 

CAPT. FREMONT'S NARRATIVE. 

il.     The   Indians   immediately 1 

December; and it became evident that 

before we could reach th. !'. ifiV w'ute. 

we.v ,,.d(.lu.nn!T to find a passage acr 

the vallev, which  indica 
s not much snow.    One 

bring up the 

v, in charge of Mr. Preu 

d descended, the snow bei 

ground;   but 
the easier, an d, when we reached a lit 

denly found ou rselves in presence of eig 
They seemed to be watc 

ns, and, like the others, 

: the   end of one   day's   travel, wo  would 

Th< y :> 

ranging tnemselves HK 
log on the hillside above our heads, where, 
being out of reach, they thought themselves 
safe. Our friendly demeanor reconciled 

ben we got near enough, they 
•t retched out to   us   handfuls 

r.. •     • •!..•[!•-- 

few miles below, they went on to let their 
people know what we were.    The principal 

ascended a very steep hil , 

• 

id crossed to the other waters.     They 
I pointed out to us where they had crossed ; 

lis was a party led by'Mr. Chiles, 
the only two men whom I know to 
assed through the I 

fier dav  he  was   marching for the Bue- .    ;    . . :    .' 

The Indians b: 
ing an abundant - 

.   them.     When 
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eather.    The Indians had  only the 

is informed us that at certain 

iimple vegetable. 

here it had been left by Mr. Preus 

head,  foreseeing  ti 
) which it would subject us, I reluct; 

been  encamped' 

lonr era^ t0 j,iy under our" blankets" 
J fires were   made  of large   drv   willr 

-We took our \ 

:•.  .:   .,;;     ;..:••.••..•;.•• .   ! 

blue and scarlet   cloth   I had   given   him : 

< 

brought from the Columbia river, and 
number of these were still strong and in t 
erably good order.    We had now 67 a 

rabbits.    These nets were perhaps 30 to 40 
feet long, kept upright in the ground by 

lent.     I  was struck by the singular ap- 

-  * 
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Ills ' 
there was no 

there until the spring, 
ions, we were enabled t 

> r ;- 

- 

.••••"••     : 

I.    The Indians remained in 

- 
with us—Carson lying aero.-, I 

-we would break a road throng •   .    ,-«• 

and spreading before him om .   .   ''i;.v '.-'.•.'..:           - . .'.: 
to obtain one, if possible ; for I had deter- ized them; and the day was immediately 

devoted to the preparations necessary to en- 
Z'-:   •.;•'.      V : able us to carry it into effect.    Leggins, 
the ground, after a short disco 

the old man made us compre- 
hend, that if we could break through the 
SHOW, at the end of three da 

not neglected. Extremity of - 

,\     i       :   ; 

•*•:•. 
•          .          -                  ..,..•-  .i   ."• :-. 

ihe ground was entirely free.     >u l;a. ie. 

dent contentment.    He array- 

tfiem who had been to the v. 
e,i   iiiio^elt  in ai!   his  colors; and, clad  in 
jreen, blue, and scarlet, he made a gay- 

n»g out of the lodge, he  rel 
jroung man of very intelligent appearance. 

•. 

-               •••.••• • 
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-, which, . 

very  good;   and  it  made 

- 

f . •.     •: ': 

The snow deepened rapidly, and it sooi 

,•';•••:••. :'.... V :   .    :-. "•   :   •.-   -    , 

and the only trail I saw in the neighboi 

! •••;   ;;.- • 

and fuel.    We found two - 
the creek where  we  next   arrived;   am 
.ravelling a little higher up, encamped on 

the south.    The snow 

,, ,\,r,  ,j     : 

posed. We opened our road in the same 
way as yesterday, but made only seven 
miles; and encamped by son 

•,:.,   :.-.•..::.: 

•,,  :: • •   . 

here made  its first iippearariee ;   the usual 
height was  120 to 130 feet, and one that| 
was measured near by was 6 feet in diam- i 

There being no grass exposed here, th6 ! 
:.•,.-•-.. ;.' 

remainder of the day in beating down a road 
-• l :    ;>•   • ..; •   •    ...:.  ;      .• : .-      :    :    • 

the snow being beaten down when moist, in 
the warm part of the day, and then hard 

would bear the weight of the animals the 
next morning. During the day several In- 
dians joined us on snow shoes. These were 
made of a circular hoop, abort 

an open network of bark. 
February 4.—I went ahead early with 

don the hollow entirely, and work along the 

cut a footing as we advance!, 

sionally one plunged outside the trail, and 
slided along the field to the bottom, a hun- 
dred  yards  below.    Lata   in   the   day we 

• • 

«as  a  short  (L.-tanee of 
dividing ground between the two ruL'es, arid 
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s blanket, and began to weep and ] 

The camp had been all the day oc 

;:<"i. rullv. not   having sulFu-erit stronirtl   to 
i 

and all the  line of road between tins  tnd 
the springs was strewed with camp st( res 
and   equipage,  and   horses   HominVrmi:   in 
snow.    I therefore immediately encamped 

The mounta 

dhe; "I 
, see the 

cold, I threw oT hi 

• 

Two Indians joined our p 
one of them, an old man. i 

here consisted wholly of 
granite. 

•     on       ir_'d h\  Ms   F •?- 

party, on snow shoes.    We marched all in 

slip, and throw them off from the i 
trails which led along their sides. 
Chinook,  who   comprehended  even 

re, was the valley of t 

ugh the incidents of I 

i it. At the distance of apparently 

h the glass, was imagined to b© 
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dently at a great height above the valley, 

miles of snowy fields and broken ridges of 

eamp ; and it grew rapidly cold 
towards night    One of the men 

-••••• .-.      -- - 
:,'. .   !., •.,••:.      ' •       •• .   • •        .      •    • :. 

stumps, and dried trees, to mi 
snow for the camps.   Its gen 
5 feet; but we passed 01 
was 20 feet deep, as shown by the trees. 

With one party drawing sleighs loaded 

tremely cold ; but perfectly still, : 
tifully clear.    Before the sun app< 

*••?-.'••.•..: 

''•-• •-•••. . - -      . 

ier and Godey, who yesterday morn- 
been sent to ascend a higher peak, 

gued. They con- 
what we had already seen. Two 
leighs arrived in the afternoon; and 
n being fatigued, I gave them all tea 

and sugar.    Snow clouds began to rise in 

•1 Jacob. 
Elevation of the camp, by the  boiling 

point, is 7,920 feet. 

ihanged, the wind  rising to a gale, and 
.rrirneing to snow   l,rto,e  daylight ;  b. - 

>  —Tapiir.    ua: 

les of the head of the hollow, and at th 

away, we tound a eomtortable camp. 
The wind kept  the air filled with 

during the day; the sky was very d 

Mexicans.) which « 
forest along the flai 
da to the 7,oithwar 

I of the continent 
'i ...-• •:,-.•.   ,.. '..   r .: 

-lint,  is  8,050 feet.    We are  now   1.000 
feet above the level 
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[    The meat train did not arrive this €venin?f 

"      ••.:. 
done ascending.    The top of a flat  ridge 

(Tlamath,)  which  he  prepared in   Indian 
'••.-- 

•   - 

• Mary dinncr- : 
• 

canic rock. 

' 

:•<-•:-:     .•.:•<   '     : .' ''. • 

Ui.U.r   .,''..•••. 
•••.'.-.'.. 

in all the strength of his party to open and 

'•:•   • 

February 12.—We made mauls, and 
worked hard at our end of the road all the 
day. The wind was high, but the sun bright, 

and trudged tw 

e the people working 
tie opposite hill, about 

During the morning 

e  information that  all 

I obtained to-night some o 
e result from these, and c 
g our stay, gives for the 1 

• 

rxtending down from the 

'  : 
s as tolerably good grass ; and 

'    '   te should succeed in getting the 
n bv v.'iiv • f these.    Towards sun- 

•we thought of "them, and worked with in-      The night v 
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ir fire, and a flock of I selves victorious over the mountain-, haviag 
ring the night. Even I only the descent before us, and the valley 
had something pleasant   under our eyes, we felt strong hope that we 

s region of sik 

:d again early in the morning, 
"""ired a regular breadth of 

d we soon began to hear the 

1 dry our  .-s.    We 
-, walking being 

1 was now perfectly satisfied that we had 

about, made a hard push, and 
camp at dark.   Here we had the 

57 in number, safely arrived at the grassy 
hill near the camp; and here, also, we were 
agreeably surprised  v 

id gone to a neighboi 
id discovered nnexDeci-cu^ a »•«; i^rvc .. 

salt, which the IntL 

.7     J''.i 

)f the horse guard 

>d unexpectedly a large ( 

<;;',;• 

Dalles of the Columbia. 

•• ••••'• ' ..•.•..   "":  ;   • 

a look at the vallev. 
The temperature of boiling water gav 

the elevation of the encampment 9,338 

This was 2,000 feet higher than the S 
Pass in the Rocky mountains, and se< 

;      • ;,   ••   • ..   - ..   -•:. 

nent, and near the coast, tl 
was seen of a range of moon! i 
than the great Rocky mountains themselves. 
This  extraordinary  fact  accounts  for the 
Great Basin, and shows that there must b 
a system of small lakes and 

- ifty range of the Sierra Nevad 
•••:•:.:•, "--•.---..-'-•        :'. 

-• 

Thus  the Pass in the  8 

should for< 
in which th< 
deep fields o 

[1844. 

!,:ivi 
__      I val 
hope that 

tervening space of rough- 

ay.    darson  roused me 

;rust soft.    We enjoyed this mor 

sastem mountains   was   re] 
ormed mass of purple ranges, bordered with 

• ••-.-•' 

he air was filled with a greenish orange; 
md over all was the singular beauty of the 

•. :••     -:. ..       '' ,   -i-i.i-     ('•••,.-.      •     .  •     .   ' 

<e passed over altern 
ing   open   ground    

irted the animals, ar 
;d on the ridge after a jourm/y 

pine. With the exception of these 
clumps, the ridges were bare; and,' 
the  snow found the support of the 

' •'• ':',r 

er and larger sheet.    We knew that these 
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played some unknown fake or river, we w 

last to escape into the  genial  country 

Carson had entered the valley along the 

perfectly to have crossed the mouth of a very 
large stream, which they had been obliged 

bad been able to form no co - 

re people below.   Fires were 

to be in answer to ours ; and I 

of the camp.    They appeared so n*'ir. t!>; t 

•;i   •• • . 

' " . • 

to be fires that had been kin I 
ans among the lulares, on the shore of the 

| bay, 80 miles distant. 
j     Among the very few plants 

I   a mule was killed for food. ! 
long before day.    We took advantage of the 
coolness of the early morning to get over 
'A-.-- 
deep banks among the timber; but we 
searcheu out the coldest •J»«— *«^ •*«> <>" . 
mals passed  successful! 

lay, we saw before us a handsome gras 
ridge point; and, making a desperate pu 

grassy 

snow rata IU 10  in «rf* deep, 
succeeded   in 

;  during  the day 

ranges  on  the  right;  and with this, the 
lich I had encamped probably 

vere descending. 
re continued to enjoy the same delightl 
iier: the skvofthe 

the deep-blue sky 
lyrna and Palermo, 
3 me shows are in 

e sea, by the boiling 

is our most difficult 

• 

.,•••, ••••••..-•     .   .    ,     ---.•     •       -... 

We afterwards found that the gun had been 

if the creek. 

bones, we reached the creek 
• &nd encamped on a dry open 

Another branch, which w< 

ravelled to-day, faces to the i 

- •   -      - 

..•'._.-•:• ,   •      :i    • •        • • : 

.the pines, the hill side pro.:. 
| grass—barely sufficient to keep life in the 

had the pleasure to be rained 
on ; and grass was now our 

•  -  •. <-        :-v..i 

badly; and some this evening were giving 

itful   morning, for i 
-We rose at three in the 
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46' 53"; longitude 120° 34' 20".   The sky I     February^ 25.—Bel 

We co ]• :,v <\ ! >•••. •! >h • south face of the 

| and the ground was soft to 
• ft, being sandy or covered 

with mould. Green grass began to make 
its appearance, and occasionally we passed 
a hill scattering!}- covered with it. The 
character of the forest continued the same ; 
and, among the trees, the pine with sharp 
leaves and very large cones 

it more than 13" 
mg, the river was a roaring 
1  very  great:   and, descendi 

Btef p and continuous—unbroken by rav 

tinuing on, we halted a moment at one of 

greet!   tn   -.   re-.  ..    - _    live   oak,   which 
shaded the little stream.    T 

of their beautiful foliage,  . 

: ibout the dry oak leaves, nearly 

citable 

id travelled aboi 

bottom, through which ran  > 
bordered with rushes, on  \ 

astern and western slopes; while betwc 

\s tilled to-night, for fi 

passed, and leaving 

••.'••.•I-;.:-:..        .     .•   . •  •    -  • ; 
Mr. Talbot, Carson, Derosier, Towns, Proue, 
and Jacob.    We took with us some of the 

.    -  -   • • 

Mr. Sutter, and return to meet the party 
with a supply of provisions and fresh am- 

Continuing down the river. • 
a very direct westerly course - 

• ' 

uro.    The animals v.  re driven here ; and I - 

here to be in its proper soil and climate. 
We found it on both sides of the Sierra, but 

Tht as we descended, and shut- 

re had great difficulty to get 

ivily during the B 

denly, and  in considerable quantity ; one oil 

ly, we encamped, although the hill  side af- 

-   ••    .-:.:..•• ."••• :; > '••'••" 

February 27.—We succeeded in fording 

•--•.•: 
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• inent.     The river was only 

•    • • 

V. 

spur 2,000   feet high.    My fav( 

scarcely able to  bring himself I 

We caught a gli 

.  •.  • •• ' •   : '   . •     •   •••        : 

repose for the night enabled them to get on 
• 

•• '   :. •••   --• ••••: 

aves of an oval form, and the body and 

with the pale green < 

light-headed, wandei 

'      : •    •       •   •'. .:.•:-.•:•.' 

In-vari ^!» —We lay shut sip :ii t 

inteercd to bring up 
now I was greatly at- 

iie  forest   land 

the night, and leaving I 
grass remained here, v 
the upland?, crossing 1 

md from this time fon 

We made a pleasant c 

feet high.     The opposite i 

i rapidly descending into't 

swarming is bugs are creeping out, 1 
winter's sleep ; and the 

sence, fearing he mig 
ed in the woods.    Char   - '1   "   - 

11 
: :••••_•        -   • • • 

: •    ,   -   .      :      :        r    . '   •••••     •        ' • 

IN iwiA \.,.-..;.-ra:i_L.l.     It 

:...:..r 

rfood.   Yet there was a 

and, after a fatiguing march of only a few 
'other Indian horse which carried our cook- ' miles, we encamped on a bench where there 
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raped so early in the day, 
night arrived, and he did 

here is no valley on the river, which 
steep and rocky banks ;   but here, 

several miles  from the ri\or, the country is 

i valk-. 
i, the low groves of 

•ifssi 

We followed Mr. Preuss's 

place where he hac 

a the river, in hope 

s nearly impracticable t 

pines w 
became  the principal 

we shall call the live i 

pidly disappearing, 

Fort Hall. 

looking shrub already mi 

mals feed.    We repeated our shouts fc 
Preuss; and this time we were gratified with 
an answer.    The voice grew rapidly r 

Preuss ; and I determined to make a hard 
push down the river the next morning, and 

M-ir     t —V, e ' i iif.ii 11 >(1 rapidly along on 

nesa in regard to Mr. Preuss; 
.   ind we began tc 

chance doubtful.    We followed 

•••._-: 

g shrubs; and in the course of the morn- 

descended directly to the stream. Here the J 

i  hitherto had  hemmed it closely in; 

lonVwhichVwee noticed a^small^aU 
,to vvhj.-h Mi   IV-,- would   naturally 
gone.    We found no trace of him. but, 

:.   ••   r 

The bed had sudden 
1 ledges of grass to the river brink. We halted to n< 

a few miles beyond, alu ivs nn ier the -K 
of the evergreen oaks, which formed o] 
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goes through 
.,..,,       ...        _ ••-•.-_.• 

•esembling those of tii   I to the horses; but 
a descended to the bottoms,    we  could  not  well   understand   what she 

where we found u tf what was good 
of two  or three huts:   UP  had romp unon I tor the one v. as good for the other. 

•      -    >r- 
tin   rivf r, at a p! ice win r 

titles of the acorns roasted. They were 
sweet and agreeably flavored, and we sup- 
plied ourselves with about half a bushel 
leaving one of our shirts, a handkerchief, and 
some smaller articles, in exchange. The 

•• •- u :- 
and we followed a trail leading across'a bend 

in feome hollow behind. Here 
while engaged in trying to circumvent a deer 

their legs could carry them.     We  passed 

The absence of Mr. Preuss gave me great 
concern; and, for a large h 
Volunteered to go back on the trail. I di- 
rected him to search along the river, travel- 
ling upward for the space of a day and a 

i   :, ,   •, 

a cache of provisions was made for 
the next day down 

- 

These did not make any la , 
•••!•  '•:•••  :-...••: .•...•     •-.. /       •- 

ide  our   fires  near some   I 

..'••:..:.-••- 

•   ••   ;•••    [>•    ••      .:   -        :  ::.- 

• 

:. .i  • •  •. !       -    - '       •      " 
searching places to obtain good views of the 

.':.'.'.   ::   '  -. - •   :     •     '   -   '  •••• ' 

when, being very much fatigued, he collect- 
ed drift wood and made a large fire among 

• :. ••. . ,: :. 

ng that we must have taken some other 
:ourse.    To go back would h 

- 

,-. ;,v -     '    •.   .r-    -   :.•.:••-:        - 

whiich he let run on his hand,  and 
;,;moffin his mouth 

_ ' nriles, v. ..iking 
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imb the hills,    [n 

so much in the 
af hunger, as in the hope of ob- 
strength.    Sea" 

d fire-places, where the Indians 

hoping to find there some Indian hut,  but 
met only two wolves ; 

res black,  am 

found the squaws.    Here he found 

The sight gave him sudden hope 
rage;  and, following as fast as he 

through  the   same   surpa.-- 
i'.-; .•••••••,.•..•. 

age of stock by anything we 
Our horses had now become so strong that 
they were able to carry us, and we travelled 

ridmg every alternate hour. Every few 
hundred yards we came upon a little band of 
deer; but we were too eager to reach the 
settlement, which we momentarily expected 
to discover, to halt for any of! 

equal in size to that which we had descend- 
ed.     Together   they   formed   a   beautiful 
stream, 60 to 100 yards wide ; 
ignorant of the nature of the i 

We continued down the right bank of the 

•;•-.-:.:   ••• .   - :•-_-        • : 

from the fires we had seen from the top of 
the Sierra.   From the upland we descended 

Following the tracks of the he 
:id c.tfiio in search of people, wecliscov 

: small village of Indian-.    So.m* »!   t 

schollziacrocea).  II I    thoiM'i -" -moot! 
: !   the   groves   very open; tin 

,'•-••    •. ii 

ily Indians.    There   was  w 

\\V . 

came unexpectec 
hge, where the pec 

;.-..    ..;..,;.._•... 

•••.:':••/- 

-.,',.•••      •:•--• :•••••••: 

•   ' 

::••-'..!-:•••.-,     •:, :    :    .-•    .: ; - :• 

did a name sound more Bweel ;   ' 
..••!    "   •      : :.-.-••. — 
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Heg 
n the fort by Capt. 

s hospitabli 

freshment, v.! 

tains with M 
tended to; and the next m 

off to meet them.    On the second day^ve 

well be imagined.    They were all < 
each man, weak and emaciated, I 

th-m-rlv.'-!.     They had experienc 
ndingthe mountai: 

and   iiii-'Itinir  ,-IK 

;;a 
ving  Fort  Hall,  along a line of 2,000 

ed along.    Mr.'Fitzpatrick 
-avelling more slowly, had 

was a great relief to them; 

and unwholesome food which the preserva- 
tion of life compelled them to use. We 
stopped and encamped as soon as we met; 
and a repast of good beef, excellent bread, 

:.'••:. .  :' 

along, were their first relief from the suffer- 
ings  of  the  Sierra, and  their  first  intro- 

S :     ",     ,    !•- 

ance to prevent plenty from becoming as 
hurtful to us now, as scarcity had been be- 

The next day, March 8th, we encamped 

me camp ; and, amc 
within reach of the w 
the pack saddles, whii 

fartherfiitantnow°tha 

bia we so cheerfully t 

1     Captain Sutter emi 

1839, and formed the first s 
valley, on a large grant of If 
tained from the Mexican G 

' 

of a village, he readily c 
There 

they were now all bu.-ih engaged ia 
:antly watering the gardens, which the 
rorable dryness of the season rendered 

ting twelve pieces  of artiller 

"onrofSa'thousaCnrmen! this?. 

: dwelling house, wit 

pying more the centre of the area. 

f the Colum- 
L",r  ;>••••                     •   .•'•:.   •'•       ^   '    :••  ••        •-- 

dred yards broad, deep and 
several fathoms of water in the channel, and 

uri in 1838- its banks  continuously  timbered.     There 
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Is belonging to Capt. Sutter 1 course further to the south, and the ws 

On the 22d we made a preparatory i 
\ encamped i 

Neal, the blacksmith (an excellent 
an, and an unmarried man, who had 
lis duty faithfully, and had been of 

mechanics.     Although at coi 

• 

• ;•(••'•.• 

!• 

While' we 

discharged w 

. this pla< 

large  cavalcade  of 
130 ho 

. Dero- 

..; to it 

five of which wei 
.Mr. Sutter furnished us  il 
boy, who had been trained as a vaqitero, and 
who would be serviceable in managing our 
cavalcade, great part of which 
as wild as buffalo; and who 
very anxious to go along with us.    Our di- 

would force  us I uth, above five hundred 
i at the head ot 

This pass, reported 
.overed by Mr. Joseph 

Walker, of whom I have already spoken, 

engaged in the se- 

he had received the necessary grant of 
from the Mexican Government. 

It will be remembered that we had parted 
near the frontier of the Stab 
had subsequently descended the valley of 
Lewis's fork, with a party of ten or twelve 
i::,7     .      •.;•..    • 

-     .   ! 
'.:.<! aided by subsequent infor- 

•r: and  making his way to 

••        i •• : -     ' 

river on our right, and the lofl 
impassable Sierra on the left.    From that 
pass we were to move   BOOI 
'   -     ,:   ..     • "- 

'.. ,• _•:••:•:      • • •    :..••   -.•.•-,:••••• 

•    ,•:.:•:•:. 

currence of the term vegas, until it turned 

would be northeast until we regained the 
latitude we had lost in arriving at the Eutaa 
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reached the head of the Arkar 
settlement to be seen upon i 
names of plac*^ 

•   - 

:   •••••-.   •'• _•.•:-   ;-    : • .  . 

cept the  Colorado, from the Rocky mown 

miles on our way, we travel 

.-.    ' • .- •  • 

was   through  a level 

•nVriar£inoaKL- 

•r:v, 

can easily be changed from the summer heat 
of   the valley to the frosty mornings and 

day, and halted in a beautiful bottom at the 
ford of the Rio de los MvheU 

the river.    The 1 

oak groves. 
••••'.   of   extraordinary   beauty: 

:•<•   •   -     - 

vered with  spikes  in  bloom, adorned the 
banks of the river, and filled the air with a 
light and grateful perfume. 

entering the bay betw 

sward beneath, with i 

mill fields8   Neartfc 

(soap plant), the 
California for r 

5 earlier part of the day, our ride had been 
r u very [.v.-]  prain>\ or rather a succes- 

s- 

neighborhood of water,  indicated  that we • 
'•'• 

• - 

••if branches rested on the ..    .     -. .... 
'phere of very full and regnlai 
eaves apparently smaller than usual. 

lian poppv, of a rich orange 
color, was numerous to-day.   Elk and several 

Our road was now one col 

•••••:•_ 

- 
where we hoped to find a ford, but the stream 

" wing by, dark and de.-; 
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> catcli a sufficient i 
> previously I from the Sierra, decided r 

•'nil' 

lighly esteemed k 

'v.: 
• 

morning, and finding ourselve- 

skins.    Here our Indian boy, who probably 

and began to be alarmed at the many streams 

ad of cattle took a sudden 
we were driving them across 

the river, and galloped off. I remained a 
day in the endeavor to recover them; but, 
finding they had taken the trail back to the 
fort, let them go without further effort. 
Here we had several days of warm and plea- 
gnt^rain, w ic     ou    en save    tie crops 

•• .    •  > 

of our Lady of Mercy). Ben 
bad lost its'characterof extra 
soil having become more - 

'. ..   -'       •„       ' :••.'• - 

mal life; and now, it is crowd 
i horses ; and along the rivers 

are frequent fresh tracks of grizzly bear, 
which are unusually numerous in this coun- 
try. 

Our route had been along the timber of the 
San Joaquin, generally about 8 miles distant, 
over a high prairie. 

In one of the bands of elk seen to-day, 
there were about 200: but the larger bands, 
both of these and wild horses, are generally 
:>•:.;•: 

below, that the droves of wild 
horses were almost invariably found on the 

with the wish of adding to c 

April 3.—To-day   we   touched   several 

••>.,••••.,    •' '••>-..   • ••    •    -   .• •     ' '• 

r fitly deep.    It resembled the 

principally geese.    "' ' 

ing the San Joaquin bottoms, there occurred | 
during the day but little grass, and in its < 
place was  a sparse  and dwi 
plants; the soil being sandy, w 

le Platte bottoms; but, on approaching the ! 

The foliage of the oak is getting darker; 
..•:  '•• •.". :.:•.  :•••.•.,•• ••••,••-- 

-  • • •    ]'.   > :- 

ancing ; and to-day we had quite a summer 

ed to rain at daylight, 
•atsunrise.    We fer- 
Lnydirhcuity:and(:03- 

•••;••:•:••;     > •••   .     •    . ['..-. • •   ' 

of the timber.    We nMu 
at the mouth of a large slough, which . 

reral miles around'.    Here the country \ 

.1,'•;''•' v 



1 
$ 



-k r.i     .  M handsome and intelligent Ir 

roots'of the  tule, of which  also their hut 

up ••-. t 

! country improved, and the 

encamped among a collection of strear 
ese were running among rushes and v 
s;   and,  as usual, flocks of blackbi 

yesterday  and    to-day  has  also   appeared 

journey  of   about  forty   miles,  through   a 

••"•     _••• -• 

branches we crossed had losl 
In the evening the face of the country be- 

pally with large o 
ing from any 

bursting. 

see us in the evening; we ga' 
Bed  them  agains 

April 11.—A broad trail 
here takes  out 
camino" (good road), said < 

lgh a very broken 

,•..••••••    '. .  •       • 

. gk    Its height 

cality, being, in many low places w 

In the evening we encamped on a large 
creek, with abundant water. I noticed here 
in bloom, for the first time since leaving the 

\   •••   12.—Along our road  to-day the  , 

• • 

had first seen in the neighborhood of the 
Pyramid lake, made its appearance here, and 
in the course of the day became very abun- 
dant, and in large bushes. Towards the 
close of the afternoon, we reached a tolera- 
bly large river, which empties into a small 
lake at the head of the valley; it is about 
thirty-five yards wide, with a stony and 
gravelly bed, and the swiftest stream we 
liav-- ( n ~-.''l Mnce leaving the bay. The ! 
bottoms  produced  no   grass,  though  well j 

a late encampment on a little bottom, with 
scanty grass.    In greater pari 
tion along our road consisted now of rare 

tree belonging to a very pi 
ita general appearance (grow- 

;• - .-; 

nig the place of salix lorngi-\ 

April 13.—The water was low, and a few 

and marched in  a  southeast 

sands.    There  were 

creek.    Weas- 

•   • -.:••.    .:• '      ' 

bowed plainly the manner m 

leaving only a parched d 
: ••:.   -n 

t and arid plains 
«d rapidly, an_d 
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;iads of oaks, and a variety 
ees; and the country changing its appear- 
lce suddenly and entirely, we found our- 

ee.    Here we selected a de- 

j the open bolls of 

trade with his people, had just started on 

...    -     :- 
same for two days, he offered 

'•   -    •   " - .-     ; .     •   ,   •   •    ".      Y   ^     '  -.-. ;    •   '     -     :: 
.    •      -•:,••. 

• • •       • -       •;';. • •-. •:.   -J • -•• • .." •• 

• • :   : .•:.:.     •   ••    •••'..••     . : 
and ".    ,  , .\, ,••••   • •• ; ',.1 to warn those in 
'•• '    '.    •• ••:.:.-   '•.'•• .•."•-•••.."-     : 

:•:• 

up   the right-hand 
iched by a profusion 

collected in the voyage of the Sulphur. The 
cottonwood varied its foliage with white 
tufts, and the feathery seeds were flying 
plentifully through   '"       '       " 

filled with perfume, as if we were 

of green, our pathway and the moun- 
es were covered with fields of yellow 
which here was the prevailing color. 

(i -,-.:._-. "v- . >>e green and floral 
;i contrast to the 
eft.    AIL the day 

Sch^rowned down "upon us on the 

-.it might be made sufficient- 
)        v.   :••.•.;  • ',   ••-._•-       i  -    '•• ' 

.de making it too troublesome to halt 
light, when once started. 

Cascade Range      • 

••••-    ' 



up some points in geography on which error 
had long prevailed. It had been constantly 
represented, as I have already stated, that 
the bay of San Francisco opened far into the 
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e tree in the vegetable kingdom. Follow- 
; the hollow, we shortly came upon a creek. 
Ibered with large black oak! 

e head of the 81 

3 San Francisco bay, 

ot bunch grass.    .Passing 
where  there  was  a  rich 
among groves of large black oak, we°rode 
over a plain on which the guide pointed out 
a spot where a refugee Christ 

unexpectedly penetrated into the moui 
Crossing a low sierra, and descending 

spring gushed out, we 
sudden appearance of 

put forth a _ - 
April 15.—The Indians who had accom- 

; . v.- :   - ,\ -   . • - . • •- •-.:.;-   - ;•   •••••' 

'7i SsTwhich 
food for other Indians. 

rned directly 
ot of the moun 

rode appearing t< 

it Ii.id a v.lnfi' •(•!•: ^li-ti-iimg appearance; 
•..••..' ••••;••• •••.•••••' 

ridges rose suddenly upon it. 
our guide, stretching out his 

!••.-.••       ...:-•:.• ••••..•••       •:•:.-••' 

conceive so great a change in so short a dis- 

dant—more  floral  and  sylvan—more alive 
with birds and animals—more bounteously: 

m we had left in the San Joa-i 

Directly in front of us, at some distance to 

I all the yea 

tern end (perhaps 
snowy  peaks, on 

! made a strange and gro- 

oms from the Sierra; a Chinook from tw 
Columbia; and our own mixture of Ameri- 
can, French, German—all armed ; four "^ 
five languages heard at once ; above a hun- 
dred horses and mules, half wild; American, 
Spanish, and Indian dresses and equipme 
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ahead, and on the flanks; a front and rear   on  the margin   by a   white   salty   bonier, 
division;  the pack animals, baggage,   and inded us slightly of 
horned cattle, in the centre; and the whole | Lake Abert.    There are some cottoiiwoods, 

hing  a  quarter of a mile along ( 
dreary path.    In this form we journeyed 

.   ' "     \ • 
to the United States of America. 

racter. Several new plants appeared, among 

-:!•'• 

_•-.     •  .';    .•:•:•        '•- -    ••••,./. •- 

.    - 

rra before us, and came 

principally of the rich 

and some large hares.  Men 

Ironing the ridge by a beau- 

the water is  a  Ik 
tirely untit for drinking. Here we I 
directly to the eastward, along the 
which, from being seldom used, is s 
imperceptible; and, after travelling i 
miles, our guide halted, and, pointing | 
hardly visible trail, '• aqui e.s camvw,' 

I cloth, we shook 
1 parted.    He bore off south, and ia 

,'       .       :..•--. : .-,,:• •       •      '-  . 

istead of green, the hills were purple and 

separately gathered.   A pale 

ling along through the perfumed 

:onducted us into a sandy plain 

JW the snowy ridge on our right. 

.•;••••:•..••      .-•••••        --   •    ••;- 

!l ••      .• . ...•: • .•.•:••• -•• 

ie stream.     A hundred yards above, we 

ridge, and we were obliged 

;    :•.- ^ 

all salt lake in a vallon lying nearly east   range for the night.    Here the s 
I west, where a trail from the mission of I two feet deep, ewift and clear, is* 
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a neighboring snow peak. A f 
fore reaching this creek, we ha 
broad dry river bed, which, nea 

3 engaged in 

• •    • 

Onr road the next day was still  in  an 

1  Trees   ami   shrnin :   an.!. 
after a difficult march of eig 

•V.- •.;-- ..-..• .    • •>•    . • 

7 :    ••     :••••'.-•   •• .--••• .•••••   ..    • 
equally happy discoveries b • 

and now would have to make six degrees 
-• •• -•    _. ;•• " _:\ •'.•;.••-.• 

cross the Rocky mountains. 
The course of the road, there! 

had suffered a great deal in the last few days, 
I remained here all next day, to allow them 

' the necessary repose; and it was now ne- 
cessary, at every favorable place, to make a 
little halt. Between us and the Coloradc 

iware that the country was ex- 
tremely poor in grass, and scarce for water 
there being many jornadas 
or long stretches of forty to 9 

here the road was marked bj 

in California we had met witl 

it: 

ly described in naAe and locality, were sub- 
m another part of the coun- 

bright, and a snowy peak to the  southward 
shone out high and sharply denned.    As has 

e we crossed the mountains 

•• 

bank of the stream, over sands  which  a.v 

are occupied  by various shrubs.    A clear) 

deep, had a strange appearance, running be-! 
tween perfectly naked banks of sand.    The 

old camping places of the ai 
••.•••..•.••      .... :••..,•; i/ '   .- 

made their yearly passage.    A drove of e> 
.     -,     ...;.•. 

-,, .., ....•:- ••.'.-••:• •.. •••••• 

By observation, the elevation ot this cu- 

be trail followed still along 

-appeared. We continued 
along the dry bed, in which, after an interval 
of about 16 miles, the water reappeared in 
some low places, well timbered with cotton- 
wood and willow, where was another of the 
customary camping grounds.    Here a party 

•   -   .;. ',   :  :'•'•- 
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guide; and  from  one of them  who spoke 

_        '   '       ':    ••     - 

duce here.    An account ic the people inha- • .   ; ,    .    .. 
;••••• • -' - :•••: ••   : ' » ,.- 

homeward was fruitful in incident; and the 
•:,        .'.••.•.        •     '. ••   .-•>..    :•.        -   ..:. 

••••'-••' 

ty of the botanist; but limited time, and the 
rapidly advancing season for active opera- 

• to omit all extended descrip- 
l rry briefly to the conclusion of 

The Indian who spoke Spanish had been 

lere he' had been found by a 

He spoke of the leader of the 

161 

top, the lower branches declining towards 
the ground. It afterwards occurred of smaller 
size, frequently in groves, a. 
irniiit     It has  been called  by Dr. Torrey 

.'     r'.   .:••;.•..-•:..•..,   :-. 

turn, Torr. & Frem.) made ba I 

i become so tired and poor 
I travelling, that three of 
! here, and the meat dried. 

There was no p 

>ythe sudden appea 

by the Monquis .and other Colora 

of the difficulty of getting them 

•••.•••;•:-•.. i  :. 

f disappeared.    The two 

map we have called it th-'  M \ i <   riv< 
April 24.—We e 

eforward, for a consi 

great Caravan. Several Indians were 
L1..-V..V rvd lurking about the camp, w 

ing in a very friendly manner, took 
leave, without awakening any susph 
Their deportment begat a security \ 
proved fatal. In a few days afterwards 
denly a party of about one hundred In 
appeared in sight, advancing to 

'.£35 

the horses, and | 
surrounded the wind ; but, in 



across the plain.    Knc 

horses, they drove thei 
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>d them off at speed | curred frequently henceforward  along ow 

Beyond the first ridge, our road bore a lit- 

for rest, they hurried on, hoping to meet the 

• •;-:        i -••• 
r.r .   •. ' ..,••.•:;    ,•--..-.      : -!•..•.-:., 

April 25.—We left the river abruptly, and, 
turning to the north, regained in a few miles 

had left the river sooner 

dag holes, in \ 

i would be brooks or rivu- 

ter, were several freshly- 
i there «W • 

> feet.    These holes had beer 
;•_••••.•.   • 

They were nice little wells, narrow, and dug 
. and we got pleasant 

being black, rocky 

asins between.    Where the sides 
dges are washed by gullies, the plai 

of the Sacramento valley.    Through these 
sandy basins sometimes struggled a scanty 
stream, or occurred a hole i 
furnished  camping  grounds  for  travel" 
Frequently in our journey across, snow 
visible on'the surrounding mountains ; 
their waters rarely reached the sandy 

beautiful plants and flowering shrubs, which 
occurred  in many new species,  an<* 

rare flower, which found il 
in the arid and barren spo 

, as we expected, 
lamination of the 
.t they had  been 

. been dug out t 

j Fuentes 
but Carson and Godey had 

o-night an occultation of a* 
imb of t 

ngitude of the 
fcacfe, by-observ; 

08".    From II 

the end of the 

quent occultat; 

and soon Carson and Godey appeared, driv- 
ing before them a band of horses, recognized 
by Fuentes to be part of those they had lost. 
Two bloody scalps, dangling from "the end of 
Godey's gun, announced that they had over- 

trail led.    After sunset the moon gave light, 
and they followed  the trail  by moonshine 
.;-'••';:••.•._•..        ••••'•!-•.;.•:• -- 

row defile, and was difficult to follow.   Afraid 

down to sleep in silence and  in darkness. 
Here they lay froi 
At daylight they i 

ting and tying up their 
ously to a rising ground 

;y perceived the encampment of four lodges 
ee by.    They proceeded quietly, and had 

or forty yards of their ob- 
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ses I know.    I repeat: it was Carson and Godey 

four lodges would imply.    The Indians re- 
ceived them with a flight 
from their long hows, one of which passed :..;-   .._      ' 
:.,•-••••.:,    • 

steady aim, and  rushed in.    Two Indians 

L     The  scalps  of the  fallen 
fly stripped off; but in the pro- 

. ••--   : :.,• •..-.••!. : 

hideous howl.    An old squaw, 
mother, stopped and looked back from the 
mountain side she was climbing, threatening - 
Tfiey v, 

Great preparations had been 

Several of the best 

. r_ „, for it was 
proper place 

OY'Si 'S 

desert would delight in.    Several of 
horses had been killed, skinned, and 

They release 

....... :-   :••.• :_; •: 

•      .    '.    * •-'   ••: 

•   ••   •     '.•- :       • •',••:.     ;'•. 

'.   .   '•'    •••  : 

••••-.•        :•  •• .       •-." -   •   .-...• .•- 

' '  i , 
among the boldest  and  mart 

i adventure, so 

'!•••   niL'T. 

y the bed of a creek running 
into a small !a 

ridges ; that on the left being broi 
and bald, according to the infoi 
Carson and Godey, who had enter 

e bones of these 
before they could 

ater.    Aoammsis g 

westerly direction.     The   creek 
ubbery, and se- 

before day it brought us to the 

, and make a nam 
and often impossible to be passed. 

mi:   a   swampy, 
little long, 

yards, among the hills to the southward, 
spring of tolerably good water, which was 
relief to ourselves; but the place was toopo 

on this morning.    On the creek were thic 
ets   of   spirolobium odoralum (acacia) 

-. fragrant. 
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--.:••••: :   :- 

t   r    : 

isting of a remarkable new genus of cruci- 

- -ending, the ravine opened 

Mexican party had been attacked 

:'. i     •._-•' . 
Fuentes pointed out one c«Jl 

.. :    ••   ••-.•-- 

• •.' 

its springs and willow bushes, 
'    ••'.'...    - 

called the Arckiklte.    The dead silence of 
-, galloping ra- 

i"y 

f up, we lound only tne corpses 

Hernandez had evidently fought, and 
esperation. He lay in advance of the 
' half-faced tent, which sheltered his 

fate of the  two women, earned off by -av.i- 

able  to give   so  useful  a lesson to   thi-sf 
American Arabs, who lie in wait to murder 

\V      .   :• 

:       •       ...   i    •"•    .   .--    :       :   -.       :.. 

:        ' 
that the  approaching caravan   might  learn 

of 24 miles, we reached 

increased by digging; 

;      ,       .    •   .      .   •    • •• :;   ....•   "-    .   ", ; 

<;.- • 

•I. • '       .:      : 

r   • .     .        ...... :,   • 
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led feet, the greater  part of 

as  in  sufficient 

gged and broke 

1 they apply to dry and sterile plains. 

;et deep, gush suddenly, with a quick 
nt, from two singularly large springs; 
and other waters ofth 

.thing place. 

ortht ist. rlv   di- 

bloom, and its blossoms are 
V . 
became very oppressive, appeared to bring 

.     •'-.-'    <•"'     '••: 

zygophyllaceous shrubs and the sweet per- 

. miles without a drop of water. -     -" 

Colorado; and t , accord i Bglj ... ., 
/: i 

May 5.—On account of onr aniim!-. it 

Rod we were obliged to keep 
D day, to keep them out of 

the   camp.    They   hejan   to   surround   the 

- we had made 

'..     . _•    •       •••.•.•'•"-.•-•:•.        '• 

being probably a dialect of 

t"y 1    t le, nor v 
rdsthem.    They v 

...  ;. :... . ".. •: ••.. . - , :..: • .. . :..••• - . . - .•:•-- 

or forty arrows partially drawn out. ^^ 

s •   ,\       .. •...--       -   •- --...   •-."-    "   • a 

:'-    •    -   •.'•"   • • •     -a   . ••-•••       - • •'• 
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bv mil' •'- •  -'r    s'•  ' ' 'reused, and which 
constantly recalls the similarity. 

A man who appeared to be a chief, with 
two or three others, forced himself into camp, 

orders to the contrary.    When shown our 
weapons, he bored his ear v, 
and said he could not hear.    '• Why." said 
he, " there are none of you." 
people around the camp, and in 
number a mule which was being shod, he 
made out 22.    " So many," said he, showing 

tains round about.   " If you have your arms," 
.     ;     .'•••--• 

I had some difficulty in restraining the peo- 
''••.--•   i '•••:-.' _ 

by a more responsible being.    " Don't say 

.: 
English ;   and   probably the  old  man was 
nearer to his end than he will be before he 

•. r, • • i •: ' 

in the morning, before the Indians made their 
appearance, several men were sent to bring 
them in.    When I was beginning to be un- 

In the evening I gav 

lage which carried hi 

:.h:-k- 

• fires.    These 

r the name of Diggers; and to these I 

J  the  day  they 

belong to the people 
under the nan 

rticularly had 
occasionally speaking of a pe 
occupation  is to procure food sufficient 

• 

a coarse conglomerate, in which the stor 
--:•'   .   - .   :.-• 

heavy sands and r 

[1844. 

1, and the 

ch through a i 
Is, we reached 
3 ever seen—a deep rapid s 

nth willow, acacia, and a frequent 
the   country   already  mentioned 

.. and bearing a small pink 

••••<:.•..•••-.•    • .••••- 

- 
- ;.• 

W't ;  and   latitude, by observation, 36° 41' 

southwest, and  appeared  to come  from a 

Rio Virgen—a tributary to the Colo- 
Indians appeared in bands on the hills, 

s kinds of brush ; and the sandy 

who followed us 

mght into camp after i 

ready in case the Indians should make any 
attempt on the animals, several of the best 
horses were picketed at the camp.    In a few .    :   '. 

•ul or 'he other side. 
l .:••. .        • 

asleep in the afternoon, and   ; 
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me, and reported that Tabean, who early 

knowledge, rode back to the camp we r. 

rose suddenly from the cottom 

acks were on each side of those made by 

wards butchered for food. They also found, 
m another place, as they were hunting about 
on the ground  for Tabeau's tracks, some- 

v< riM-.j-,     \\ 
to our camp, and their report saddem 

Ma:/ 10.—This morning as soon 

myself, with  Mr.   I 
men, in search of Tabean.    We 

blood had been seen ; and this, wc 

down bushes, showed that he had 

fell, and that he 
He  had  probably  been   shot thro 
lungs with an arrow. From the pla< 

been dragged to the river bank, and 
ge of what had belo 

him could be found, except 
horse equipment.    Horse. _ 
became the prey of these Arabs of the New 
World. 

Tabeau had been one of our best men 
and his unhappy death spread a gloom ovei 
our party.    Men, who have gone through 

-others, and feel each other's 
loss.    To defend and avenge each other, is 

;ep feeling of all. We wished to 
» his death ; but the condition of oui 
,  languishing for grass and repose. 

tribe who 

canon—a gap ol 
the mountain—tl •through which tv , 

ifiT-S 

i: passed. 
Descending a long hollow, towards the 

peared another more lofty stfll 
grass began to appear on the 

esting shrubs.    The changed appearance of 
the  country  infused among our people  a 

-:•'_'•"••:    : 

• •    ' -•   :;.- 

good grass on the clear waters of the Santa 

Mn 11.—The mi r: ,•!_- was cloudy and 

have entered a different cli 
[   weather of  the   Roc 

broken ground, along t 

frequent y.     This 

- 
red the sky in the I 

and branch, gradually ascending to- 

Dwards the head of the creek, the 

"   _;,..  ....... ',..-.      ;,,;   •-:;    . :-    • -:•.- .—.. . •    •    •    '   --   :  '   ••:;  ;••:-:-...- 

our camp.    They knew what they   pices, and covered with snow lor about two 
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rcampgua.Js, horse 

Bprings of clear water, a3l 

this vigilance save 
from attack. We were constantly 
ged by bands, and even whole trib 
the   marauders;    and   although   Tabeau 

i to be je 
and trapper, Mr. Joseph Wa; 

before me . 

the fatigue  and exhaustion of a month's of mind, and good rifles, could have brought 
suffering in the hot and sterile desert.    The 

7      ;:: 
ten miles long, bordered by gnu 

:,-•'.'.-...:• lake.    The next day we earns 
:.:   •--   .- 

•..••-'..      -   -' ' •            •• 

the  southeast  part  of   the   Great   Basin. 

the Sierra Nevada, we had travelled 550 

inhospitable region.    In passing before the 
.  we  had the advantage of . •• v :        •...•!- 

::.  ;.         V-,    •   •  -.-.             .,    ;                         .:''.-, 

^theredtwru'S^ ''•• • 

••:.:.'•:.'.-         '      •:.••::...•     •••-.• .•.-•• 

life of an excellent man.    We had°to move 
all day in a state  of watch, and prepared the regions which appertained to the sys- 
for combat—scouts and flankers out, a front tem of the Rocky mountains.    We met, in 

was severe.    Those who had toiled all day, 
had to r^ by t5•J the °amP a,nd ,the ' Mu/ ifi.—\V.' r.-.v!,, •:   . 

out seven miles long and one broad 

.      - 
.;..••:..•• 

-After 440 milM 

Ives under the necessity of ex- 
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he Wah-satch range. [ and tied I 

• ve   the  dth. , 

n the middle and pointed at the ends, 
rushes, being tubular and jointed. :ire 

shoved along by poles, or piddled, or pi 

ku-.wd. 

[.tented Lake Sevi 

May 20.—We l 

and well known.    They were all mounted 

.-    .   ...      :-.: 
to levy their usual tribute upon the greai 

uavan. They were robbers 
of a higher order than those of the desert. 
They conducted their depredatiot 
form, and under the color of trade 
for passing through their country. 
of attacking and killing, they affect 
chase—taking the horses they like, and giv- 

chief was quite civil to me.    He was per- 
sonally acquainted with his namesake, our 

aa tokens of friendship, and proof that we 

I gave him a very fine one which I had ob- 

May 23.—We reached Sevier river—the 

—which, dei!e 

.     .     .    :   .• ;•: 

I had always been one of my 
id efficient men 

W^buried 

with a party of Utah India 

Early"the i ext day we came in sight of 
i  lake;   and, as we  descended   to  the 

These r 
and give a good coi 
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scnptive term l impan-ogo, ana 

The volume of  water   afforded 

ous  ridge which   borders the Great  Sa 
;:.:•.'•. ..        .•:••• • 

-   I ternber.     Here the princip; 
plants in bloom were two, which were   n 
markable as affording to the Snake Indiar 
—the one an abundant supply of food, an 

/    the other the most useful among the appl 

: 
bicb, from the experience of M 

Walker, is the best remedi 
among those Indians.    A few miles belo 
as was   another village   of Indians, from 

a few salmon trout, which were very mucl 

tily 

,t which the Spanish fork was ford 
he cove of mountains along its 
hore, the lake is bordered by a plai: 

reams.    This would be 
cellent locality for stock farms ; it is 

abundantly   produce   the   c 

.rriving at the Utah lake, we h 

a the same sheet of v 

the exami 
is a lake o 

i remaining to make 

ural to look back upon our footsteps, 

.     ,,:,:\ ,      - 

Rocky mou 

s greatly exceed those of the 
senting peaka 
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jide the traveller ii 

ation of these range: 

rer does, or can, tak( 
cade and Sierra Ne 

Dalles of the 
in a valley of its 

North fork) near the centre of the Oregc 
valley, this great river thence proceeds 1 

•    - • 

\   . -    • 

ue to the Columbia.   Its mo 0 

• 

terior of North America; and 

waters of the Alleghany mow 
persed into many rivers, having their differ- 
ent entrances   into the   sea, and   opening 

•_:•::.     .   - 

The   Pacific   coast is equally different 

r and open, indented with 

,i opening by many 
into the heart of the country.   The 

;oast, on the contrary, is high and 
with few bays, and but one that. 

the country.    The 

numerous bays, 

t of the Great interior Basic 

illing into them.     In  factj 

le force and power of crrapoi 

the Rocky mountains and 
ula, not be'ing able to cross 

' ' * midable barrier, nor to get to the 
>ia or the Colorado, must naturally 

have its little system of streams and rivers 

The Great Salt 

into it.    This lake 

Wah-satch and Bear Rivei 

and to get throe 
rn  rim of the Basim    In { 

only inferior streams comii 
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as   could draw 1 

its   ,kins.     The v 

I crossed only small s 
way south to the Coloi 
as the Mo-hah-ve; w 

rim of the Basin. At th 
head of the Santa Clara fork, and in th 
Vegas   de   Santa  Clara,  we  crossed   th 

waters.     We   entered   the  Basin at the 

lished fact in my mind ; its extent and con- 
tents are yet to be better ascertained.    It 

:,..., -.,.    ..•:..     •    ..      -;       ••   ..       .   :        .• '•'   ••   ••   • 

tude of   42o  probably cutting a segment 
from the north part of the rim.    Of its in- This account of the Great Basin, it will 

be remembered, belongs to the Alta Cali- 
fornia, and has no application to Oregon, 

where there is so much water, there must remark.    Referring to my journal for par- 

great lake, reported, may not be equal to 
the  report;   but where there i3 so much 

daries between good and bad < 

awallow them up.    In tins - . many parts are superior for . 
tea, and the rivers and creeks herds  it would   claim a high place.     Its 

felling iuto them, we know there is gooc grazing capabilities are irn-at ; and even in 
soil and good grass, adapted  to civilized 

. . ..    L 

The contents of this Great Basin are yet 
That it is peopled, we 

know; but miserably and sj 
-   . .-.,:  ;..,    ':'.".„   :    •               :      -1  .•   .:••-.) 

;      •-'• ••'•:-      ..                      •.••,.:. -      - 
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s product the trading or travellin 

nmcrcially, the value 

ortli   Pacific   ocean—ft 

roughfaie  fot  the   East  India and Chi 

Turning our faces once more eastwai 
in the morning of the 2?th we loft the Ut 
ake. and continued  for two days to asce 

nerou* branches among very rugged mou 

a the evening of tl 

It will be remembered, u 

to the  oolitic  period ;   it is probable 

B Duchesne 

The  next day 

e of the place 112° 
2 403 18' 53". 
)-day the Duchesne 

.. .     • .      :     .     .:,-- 

..,   . ;       ....      •   '     • ; .     •     •• •:•. •:•  i  :••:•. -«• 

abroach   to   the   ; - - 
known to Mr. Wall. ore of one of um 
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s Uintah fort, a tradin 

day's journey, through t 

about evening at the vei 

TMa   is   a  place  well 
-lown to trappers in the country, where the 

ind into a narrow but pretty valley, about 
xteen miles in length.     The river was 

and, after a delay of a 

ive had subsisted for 
strengthened ray party 
iddition of Auguste 

5,150 feet, 
of the car 
Here the r 1 lofty preci- 

ntry below is 

sheltered little valley was formerly a 
ite wintering ground for the trappers, 
afforded them sufficient pasturage for 

latitude by observation being )•-    28     * 

We surprised a floek of n 
we descended - 

ling fifteen miles, encamped high up o 
mountain side, where we found exc 
and abundant grass, which we had not 
erto seen.   A new species of 

amongst rugged mountains, and  whic 
the recipient of all the streams we had been 
crossing since we passed th« 
Great Basin at  the head of 
fork. 

On the 7th we had a plea 

\oi\k. 

i idea of 
wer down on the Colorado 

trappers usually apply  th» 

opened upon a pond 

sheep were here amoi , by a   sneep were 

side of the Colorado.    The 
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ind indifferent grass 
A few scattered cedar trees we 

inly improvement of the country on t 
owing day; and at a little spring 
rater, where we halted to noon, we 1 

r of these from the h< 
if the sun. At night we encamped in a fine 
;rove of cotl on-wood trees, on the banks of 
he Elk Head river, the principal i 
he Yampah river, commonly called 
rappers the Bear river. We made 
ery strong coral and fort, and form 
amp into \ igilant guards.    The coim 

On the li 
which is acoi 
hundred yarfa 
continuously  wooded   wit 

generally covers the bottoi •     : 
temisia.    The new variety of -.-i.— \vi 
we had seen on leaving the I 
now disappeared.    The country on either 
side was sandy and poor, se 
with cedars, but the river bottoms afford- 

feated two years sfnce ; and we passed d 
ing the day a pla< 
lired upon so close i 

Yesterday and to-day we have had before 

nd entering here among the lower spurs, 
r foot hills of the range, the face of the 

»prove with a magical 
rapidity.    Not only 
the  hills,  were coverea   ws 
among the usual varied flora of the moun- 
'-.   ••        •_....•:.• • >        '      •• 

with the showy bloom of a , 

noon on St. Vrain's 

fork, an affluent of Green river, the hue tens 
brought in mountain sheep and the meat of 

' ,       .     r 

• •..:...     ,.,, 

in the bottoms, which were wooded only with 

•       :  !      -      a 
grove, near to whirl, -A;>   a  sprin.r of roll 
water.    The hunters kiiied two fine cows 

• ••"".   •'.•'. .'.";.    '•- .   .'.  • 

Platte, with the pass of I 
Butte beyond, and some of th<  S 
nountains ; but a smoky haziness in the air 

(  W    i River   ham 
We were now about two degrees south of 

...-   V' .•      ,      •- 

aken us over  ground  already examined, 
.nd  therefore without the  interest which 

•':-.•':•'.::'"•'..':    '.'•   ----- •' '    ••      ' :  "...      :. 
; and the 

rise.    One 
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the summit of the Rocky mountains 

science   and   to   history.     We   the 

ley of the Platte instead of going dow 

fortified   camp in 
id now become ve 

rently deep, with  a moderate curret 
wooded with groves of large willow. 

tame for it signifies ••, ,i,      •_•••," of v.\wh 
mr own may be considered a 

no grass, the water, and th« 
•        ,        :.;•:.'       • :        ... '      ; • 

ides of a park.    We halted 

Platte.    The C.J 

deep.    These were variously wooded with 

falo, antelope, and elk. were   lrequent dur- 
.' _r   i'   '' >       ' '      .   i ' r abundance, the 

:•    •- 

our   uu_\   through   t'!'j   iJ 

principal branch of the Platte, latter  sometimes reminded us slightly   of 
.valley. 

We halted at noon  on Potter's fork—a .        V    •       :    :•-' 

near the upper end of the Park.    Latitude 

down by the beaver.    We gave to this the 
of the camp 40° 33' 22". 

June 17.—We continued our way among 
the Park, over the foothills name of Beaver Dam creek, as now they 

•ir,    ;.••-    -.,. • j-   •    :'" •       •'.     •; .  <    ',- .;>•      .    .- of the    bordering   mountains,   where   we 
found  good pasturage, and  surprised  and 

are found.    In this mountain they occurred killed some buffalo.    We fell into a broad 
and excellent trail, made by buffalo, where 
a wagon would pass with ease ; and, in the 

scarcely seen. course  of   the   morning,   we  crossed   the 
The next day we continued our journey -   ..-    :'     : 

up the valley, the country ; 
the same appearance, except that the grass we had ever seen.    The tr- 
was more scanty on the ridges, over which ine aspens,  through open   ft 
was spread a scrubby growth of sage; but covered with grass, and carried us over an 
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'ark,) by whom they were driven out.   We 

nd the continued echo of the hunter's 
fles on the other side of the river for a 
loment made me uneasy, thinking perhaps 
ley were engaged with India] • 

the object of d 

continued up the valley, i 

formed a flat valley bot 
ed ridges dn the left a 
on the right, terminatir 

ie   country   since   reaching   the   Uintah 
•..••r-.     \\ •:. :i-..,   ,fu, 

-.   esparcette,   and   straw- 

At dark, we perceived a fire in the edge 
f the pines, on the opposite side of the val- 
sy. We had evidently not been discovered, 

ind the blaze of and, at the report of a gun, an 

beaver.    They infoi 

. '• days'since—by 

ried  off his traps and  animals 

six trappers, who had 

they had  started had 

'::''...: .„   .,   : 

from their encampment, t 
selves suddenly surround* 
Arapahoes. who informed i ^hartheir 

n in the village, except those wh( 
old to go to war, were going ovei 

them.    The main body had as- 

>u; and the Indians went off aj 
satisfied.     By  the  temperature 

rough open pines, with a very 

buffalo, enjoying the shade at a small lake 

woods. In a ride of about three-quarters of 
an hour, and having ascended perhaps 800 
feet, we reached the SUMMIT'OF THE DIVID- ..... 
mated  height  of 11,200  feet.    Here  the 

•-...;... .     : ;:„..      ....;•• 

us was a green valley, through which 

peaks  of naked  rock.     We 
irds satisfied ourselves that im- 

which gathered its wal 

length of time than now remained at 

In about a quarter of an hour, 

. md interrupted by the pines 
springs on the mountain side.    Turn- 

... we encamped on a bot- 
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[ would immediately have provided us with 

t for us t 

sas river.    The i 

on the map.   But descending it only through 

able to settle this point satisfactorily. 
In the evening, a band of 

a little excitement, by chargi: g 

On the following day, we descended the 

our  right, tl 

around on the mountain sides. Descending 
always the valley of the stream, towards 
noon we descried a mount ed 

am a fight would be inevitable—we hur- 
1 to post ourselves as strongly as possible 

itely have provide 

feeling an unusual . 
the sharp cracks of then- rules. We i 
in a bad position, and subject to be attai 
in it.    Either party which we might • 

ing it between us and the   '" 

nother fork, which came in from the 
, after having made fifteen miles from 
dllage, fortified ourselves strongly in 

had for us the face ol 

had  scarcely  halted   when   they  arrived, promised us an easy journey to our home. 
The next day we left th 

told us that on the other side of the ridge 
their village was fighting with the Arapa- and    tik.ng   a    ^ilheast^ ,v 
hoes.    As soon as they had gii about ten miles we crossed a gentle ridge, 

and, issuing from the South Park, found 
•-' •- •' ourselves involved among the broken spurs 

that some of their chiefs had been killed. 
Although broken and ex- • •'.'•' 

of us, was a low piny ridge, leaving be- - 
ta,..  -..--J     ..-.;".      -•             •••.   • .-: .:• esting, being well watered by numerous af- 
••>>•      : - •   - 
women, numbered about 300 warriors. Ad- 
vancing in the cover of the i: 
pahoes, about daylight, charged into the vil- 
lage, driving off a great number ot their 
horses, and killing four men; among them, 

': •••.••     .;.•:    i.••:•::   -.   .' .         ..--.'. ./•    _. 

•••= • • • • V       ' r              :       -'•-:-'-"- 

the principal chief of the   i 
drove the horses perhaps a mile beyond the 
village, to the end of a hollow 

:: 
_•-'.•"•     .:.-. •:: 

had previously forted at the edge of the 
the  Utahs had instantly at- ..   •    •                                     •••.-"•. •.••_- 

Vi  .-..•'••• •;-•..::••• .:: i d,.:" • i •:.     -...:    -.: :  .-    "•• '". :•    •• - - ••••:.: 

report of the women, were getting rather and rocky character, of our travelling the 
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grassy bottom, which afforded us a pleasant 

tie streams, we found  always an  abundant 

•;., .  , '..,;.  •.:...,.,.!. 

- 
P After several days' laborious travelling 

- 
•]'• V • • '. 

. v.here we had   the pleasure 

sence another had been  esl . 

June 30.—Our cavalcade moved rapidly 
down the Arkansas, along the broad "road 

LT«d at Bent's fort, about 70 

display of  the national  flag and repeated 
m the guns of the fort, where 

a cordial welcome and a frier 

very agreeable days.    We were now in the 

four of them, including Carso 

On the 5th we resumed our journey down 
:';    A       . - •- •. 
on road, and encamped  about 

— • • 
ous they had massacred a f 

fort on the Smoky Hill river, losing in the 
affair  several  of "their own   people.     They 

•-    .               '          :            •          ••                                  •    . 

i.ir      ibly ioyo:i   i isti i  (ii ns, wli i li I e- 

bed.    The  discolored  and   muddy appear- 

'.'••• 

water, and usmcr   tor  our  fires  the bois dt 

holes sufficient for the camp.   Here several 

-•        .-•! 

trds proved to be the Smoky 
Hill fork of the Kansas river. 

The next morning, as we were leaving 

a war party which   had scattered over the 

• in the sandy bed from ma- 

channels, the water  being principally dis- 
persed among quicksands. 

it  became a river  eighty yards  in' breadth, 

closely covered  with a sward   of  buffalo 
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handsomely wooded   stream  on   the 

of our goods was dis 

j began perceptibly to c 

ther vaLues^ " 
cotton-wood   tree?, 

• 

people (Alexis Ayot) was i 

ctly along iU 

of the Kan- 

Fe to Independence, and on the last day a 

During our protracted absence - 

cessarily been exposed to great v 

1 journey ;   and the 



ing readily f 

company me 

CAPT. FREMONT'S NARRATIVE, 

ployment for the 

; he is well taken 

mown, kindly offered to take  charge   of 

mtil   he got an education,  for  which he 

Our Chinook Indian had his wish to see 

sent by the Indian department to Philadel- 
phia, where, among other things, he learned 

lish language with some fluency. 
He will accompany me in a few days to 

r respectfully, your obedient serv; 
J. C. FREMONT, 

St. Capt. Topi. Enginet 
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